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(ABSTRACT)

The rapidly changing nature of our society has led many astute observers of ad-

ministration to issue a call for the development and maturation of a new brand

of leadership characterized as transformational. Transformational leaders are

deemed extremely important because they are capable of revitalizing institutions

through the radical transformation of their technical, political and cultural sys-

tems.

The position taken herein is that the transformational view poses a serious threat

to our valuable institutions and the proven leadership practices that have sus-

tained them. This is certainly true when we speak of governmental institutions.

Instead of radically transforming governmental institutions, we must increase our

knowledge of how to conserve them. lt is argued that governmental institutions

must be preserved because they are a repository of values embodied in the Con-

stitution of the United States. The efforts of public administrators to preserve

governmental institutions affords them the honorable distinction of being called

Administrative Conservators.



The theory of Administrative Conservatorship outlined in this essay provides an

alternative framework which enables us to better appraise and prescribe for

leadership in the administrative state. Our theory provides a different perspective

for public administrators to view their role in the governance process and for cit-

izens to assess public administrators.
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I. Line of Argument

Academic journals and the popular press are tilled with accounts of

organizational challenges created by a myriad of technological, political, and

economic changes. The precipitous nature of these changes and their influence

on organizational performance has prompted attentive observers to call for

modifications in administrative leadership practices (Tichy and Devanna, 1986;

Bass, 1985; Drucker, 1985, 1980; Tichy and Ulrich, 1984; Bennis and Nanus,

1985; Naisbitt, 1986; Peters and Waterman, 1982; Zaleznik, 1977, 1983; Doig,

1988; Doig and Hargrove, 1987). The call has gone out for a "new and improved”

brand of leadership; a brand which has as its main ingredient radical

transformation.

Proponents of the so·called new brand of leadership assert, with a sense of

urgency, a need for the development of entrepreneurial type leaders who are

capable of radically transforming organizations (Tichy and Devanna, 1986; Tichy

and Ulrich, 1984; Bennis and Nanus, 1985; Bass, 1985, 1984). These leaders are
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viewed as saviors who can rescue organizations from the valleys of decline and

return them to their once prosperous growth oriented status. Lee Iacocca,

chairman of the Chrysler Corporation, Mary Ann Lawlor, the Dean of Drake

Business Schools, and Micheal Blumenthal, the head of Burroughs Corporation

are offered as illustrations (Tichy and Devanna, 1986). Transformational

leaders are deemed particularly important as major institutions are finding it

more and more difficult to sustain high rates of resource utilization and are forced

to retrench (Whetten,

1980).Studentsof the transformational school have engaged in trenchant attacks on

other modes of leadership. A portrait is presented which condemns other brands

of leadership as ineffective during periods of rapid change. Moreover,

non-transformational type leaders are depicted as "mere1y" managers --

technocrats conceptualized in an extremely narrow and pejorative sense

(Zaleznik, 1977). In short, the message seems to be: Rapidly changing times

require that organizations adopt the "new and improved" version of leadership in

order to survive.

Is Transformation All TI1at’s Needed?

The position taken here is that this message must be observed with a jaundiced

eye. As astute observers suggest (Burrell and Morgan, 1979; Morgan, 1983), the
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underlying assumptions used to observe social phenomena dictate what

constitutes reality. Sir Francis Bacon said: "He who will not apply new remedies

must expect new evils, for time is the greatest innovator."‘ This point of view

deserves our attention but we should not abandon those practices that have

served us well. The assumption that periods of rapid change require only

transformational modes of leadership need not be accepted as a truism.

Furthermore, adherence to this line of reasoning is dangerous in two respects.

First, the transformational view advocates the radical alteration of institutions

that may be performing legitimately defined social functions, which in turn, are

a direct product of social needs and aspirations. In doing so, little attention is

devoted to the long-term consequences for these institutions or society in general.

Poorly conceptualized administrative actions can affect institutions and

ultimately society in unintended and unanticipated ways (Merton, 1936). This

potential was noted by Clark (1956:327) in his discussion of organization

adaptation and precarious values: "Where a number of organizations undergo a

similar value transformation, the change may shape the value system of the larger

society."

Second, the transformational perspective perpetuates the romanticized notion of

administrative leadership. Administrative leaders are often cast in a role larger

than life. They are viewed as having (or should have) enormous power to alter

I I am indebted to John Gardner, Director, Leadership Programs, The Independent Sector, Washington,
D.C., for bringing this quote to my attention in our correspondence.
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° organizational events at their discretion. Implicit in this romanticized view is a

coercive conception of authority which is based on domination and forced

submission (Wilson, 1975).

The romanticized view is neither functional nor useful in understanding

administrative behavior. Moreover, this view is harmful because it affects how

administrative leaders and others perceive their role. Most administrators do not

possess the mythical powers attributed to them by the romanticized leadership

school. As a result, administrative leaders, as well as students of administration,

are inclined to interpret their performance with disappointment since they were

not able to alter organizational events and processes in ways deemed "profound"

or "signiticant" (Kaufman, 1981).

The difticulty with this romantic, even heroic, perspective is that it depreciates

the valuable contributions made by many administrative leaders. Changing the

organization in profound ways is not the only standard available by which to

measure administrative leadership effectiveness. Conserving the institution as a

viable social entity surely deserves consideration as well. Conserving effective

institutions is equally important to transforming bad institutions or building new

ones. ln a national parallel, the Trumans and Eisenhowers are important

contributors to the office of the Presidency because they conserved it, in addition

to the Washingtons and Roosevelts who created or transformed it.
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A Concept OfAdministrative Conservatorship

As our society enters an era of rapid change, the transformational view poses a

serious threat to institutions and the proven leadership practices that have

sustained them. It is argued here that conserving as opposed to transforming

institutions is also needed during these changing times. Indeed, a type of

administrative leadership that is to be called Administrative Conservatorship must

be a central focus of a society contemplating its administrative leadership

requirements. Administrative Conservatorship is leadership based upon the

ancient conception of authority ·-- authority viewed as the "capacity for reasoned

elab0ration" grounded in beliefs, values and interest of the community (Fredrich,

1972, 1961, 1958). Administrative Conservatorship is statesmanship in the

tradition of Edmund Burke, the Eighteenth Century British politician and

philosopher, as it requires "a disposition to preserve and an ability to improve."

Administrative Conservatorship is also an intellectual progeny of the institutional

school in sociology, particularly as manifest by Philip Selznick (1952, 1957).

The term Conservatorship is coined to characterize an administrative leadership

role that has been seriously neglected by past organization theoristsß The term is

derived from the Latin word conservare, meaning to preserve. Someone who

engages in the act of preserving is defined as a conservator. More specifically, a

7 Carl J. Friedrich (1961) in his essay on political leadership uses the term 'conservator' in discussing what
he refers to as 'maintaining leadership.' Administrative Conservatorship is consistent with Friedrich’s
concept applied at the institutional level.
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conservator is a guardian, someone who conserves or preserves from injury,

violation or infraction. From an institutional perspective, Administrative

Conservatorship is a dynamic process of strengthening and preserving an

institution’s special capabilities, its proficiency, and thereby its integrity, so that

it may perform a desired social function.

Administrative Conservatorship is not an attempt to preserve a comfortable or

static state. Selective adaptation to changing circumstances is obviously an

ongoing necessity. As prudently stated by Edmund Burke ( 1790:19), "We must

all obey the law of change. A state without some means for change is without the

means for its conservatior/[emphasis added].

Administrative Conservatorship is also not a process which concentrates solely

on fulfilling the needs of organizational members, as it is linked to much broader

considerations. Properly conceptualized, Administrative Conservatorship is the

willingness of administrative elites, out of traditional loyalty and moral principles,

to preserve authority and distribution of power with regards to: The propriety

of an institution’s existence, its functional niche, and its collective institutional

goals. In the final analysis, Administrative Conservatorship is concerned with

the ever present question: What are the long—term effects of existing or proposed

actions on the preservation of institutional integrity? (Selznick, 1957).

The significance and meaning of the terms "institution," "institutional integrity"

and "administrative elites," must be clarified. The term "institution" as
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conceptualized here is consistent with the definition offered by theorists of the

institutional school in sociology and is best represented by the works of Selznick

(1957, 1952). For analytical purposes, the institution is differentiated from an

organization, which is a rational, means~oriented instrument guided by the "cult"

of efficiency (Selznick, 1957). The institution is considered a creation of social

needs and aspirations; it is an adaptive, responsive, cooperative system (Barnard,

1938) which embodies cultural values (Selznick, 1957). The cultural values and

moral commitments of a society are implanted in its institutions (Selznick, 1952).

In short, institutions represent the "ethos of the culture, its particular way of self

fulfi1lment” (Selznick, 1952:295).

While some critics, most notably Perrow (1986), question Selznick’s distinction

between organization and institutions, their criticisms are rejected for the

following reasons. First, Perrow argued that Selznick’s distinction was the

product of an era [l950’s] preoccupied with order and stability. He did not,

however, address the substance of Selznick’s conceptualization of the institution.

Moreover, a careful review of Perrow’s overall critique tends to suggest that he

may have ignored the original purpose of the organization/institution distinction.

Selznick explicitly stated that the distinction is a "matter of analysis and not

direct description" (1957:5) and was not intended to suggest that any cooperative

system is exclusively one or the other. In fact, it is quite possible for the social

entity to be a combination of both. This distinction was offered as an alternative

to the rationalist school of organization theory which embraced efficiency as its

dominant value (Wolin, 1969).
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Since our society is comprised of numerous institutions ranging from private

industry to organized religion, it is necessary to define the type of institution with

which we are concerned. Administrative Conservatorship relates to government

institutions. More specifically, it addresses those "agencies that have grown up

in the executive branch of all levels of government and which are the instruments

of the pursuit of the public interest" (Wamsley et al., 1987). While government

institutions are the central focus, some aspects of Administrative Conservatorship

may apply to other public and private institutions as well.

The next term, "institutional integrity," is central to the concept of Administrative

Conservatorship. The preservation of institutional integrity is "one of the most

important and least understood functions of leadership" (Selznick, 1957:63).

Barnard (1948:89) says:

The primary efforts of leaders need to .be directed to the maintenance and guidance of organizations

as whole systems. I believe this to be the most distinctive characteristic sector of leadership behavior,

but it is the least obvious and least understood. The leader has to guide all in such a way to preserve

organization as the instrumentally of action [emphasis added].

Institutional integrity is related to the notion of "distinctive competence,” the

special capacities, abilities, and proficiencies possessed by the agency in the

performance of particular functions (Selznick, 1957). An institution’s distinctive

competence is developed by a combination of value commitments made by policy

makers. Value commitments are decisions which obligate and bind institutional

activities and processes to specific courses of action. They are "choices which fix

the assumptions of policymakers as to the nature of the enterprise" (Selznick,
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1957:55). Administrative decisions relating to institutional purpose, means for its

accomplishment, and the social composition of the members, are examples of

areas bound by value commitments (Selznick, 1957). Value commitments vary

in terms of their importance to the formation and maintenance of an institution’s

distinctive competence. Some value commitments may be considered

"hypersensitive” since they provide the structural foundation of institution’s

distinctive competence.

The notion of distinctive competence is the core of what we define as

"institutional integrity." The term integrity refers to the completeness, wholeness

and intact quality of an entity. In the context of Administrative Conservatorship,

"institutional integrity" refers to the completeness, soundness and persistence of

administrative processes and value commitments which determine an institution’s

distinctive competence. The preservation of institutional integrity is an

important area of administrative concern. As noted by Selznick (1957:139):

The protection of integrity is more than an aesthetic or expressive exercise, more than an attempt to

preserve a comforting, familiar environment. It is a practical concern of' the first importance because

the defense of integrity is also a defense of the organizatiorrs distinctive competence.

Let us use the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) to further clarify the notion

of distinctive competence and its relationship to institutional integrity. The FBI,

under the direction of J. Edgar Hoover, developed a distinctive competence as an

effective investigative and law enforcement agency skilled in apprehending

criminals. The slogan ”the FBI always gets its man" is reflective of this distinctive

competence. Hoover made several value commitments which created this
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distinctive competence. For example, he controlled the social composition of the

agency through the selective recruitment of personnel. Only those candidates

with backgrounds in law and accounting were considered desirable, which

committed the FBI to the selection and recruitment of individuals from high

prestige occupations. It has been documented that lawyers and accountants

traditionally tend to rank high in terms of occupational prestige (Stevens and

Featherman, 1981).

Hoover also created a specialized law enforcement training academy to socialize

recruits and to expose them to the most advanced techniques in the field of law

enforcement. Finally, Hoover instituted strict standards pertaining to dress and

supervision (Lewis, 1980). The combination of the aforementioned value

commitments produced a distinctive competence as a highly skilled investigative

and law enforcement organization.

It is concluded that an institution’s integrity is measured by the extent to which

its distinctive competence is intact. For example, the FBI’s integrity, during the

formative years of the Hoover Administration, could have been negatively

affected if the agency’s processes and activities which produced its distinctive

competence were altered or impaired. If the processes of recruitment, selection,

and socialization were corrupted in any fashion, the net result may have eroded

(or undermined) the agency"s distinctive competence and thereby its integrity as

an effective investigative and law enforcement organization. These processes and

the assumptions underpinning them were, then, "hypersensitive" value
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commitments as they were instrumental in producing the agency’s distinctive

competence. The strength and persistence of these processes performed a

significant role in preserving the agency’s integrity.

The final term, "administrative elites," does not necessarily mean or imply

aristocrats in the traditional sense. Rather, it refers to those individuals or groups

who are responsible for the promotion and conservation of social values (Selznick,

1957). While egalitarians may find the term "elite” somewhat unsettling, the

position advocated here is that elites are essential to the perpetuation and

preservation of our society as they are the bearers and conservators of cultural

values (Gardner, 1986; Selznick, 1952; Michels, 1958; Mannheim, 1940; Pareto,

1935; Mosca, 1938).

In the context of Administrative Conservatorship, elites are public officials who

are neither elected nor politically appointed, but who hold administrative

positions by virtue of a merit system. These officials have some influence on

public policy through the exercise of their administrative discretion (Rohr, 1978).

Administrative elites are "bureaucrats" as honorably defined by Rohr (1978) or

those ”near the top" (Corson and Paul, 1966). As administrative elites, public

administrators are responsible for the perpetuation and conservation of "regime

values,” i.e. ”values of the political entity that was brought into being by

ratitication of the Constitution that created the present American republic"

(Rohr, 1978:59). Equity, freedom, property, and the general welfare of the

citizenry are examples of regime values (Rohr, 1978). The Constitution is the
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foundation of our society and symbolizes its frame of mind. As stated by Will

(1983:79):

The Constitution does not just distribute power, it does so in a cultural context of principles and

beliefs and expectations about appropriate social outcome of the exercise of those powers... A

constitution not only presupposes a census of 'views' on fundamentals; it also presupposes concern

for its own continuance. Therefore, it presupposes efforts to predispose rising generations to the

"views' and habits and dispositions that underlie institutional arrangements. In this sense, a

constitution is not only an allocator of power; it is also the polity’s frame of mind.

When public administrators take an oath to uphold the Constitution, they are not

pledging allegiance to a system of radical change (Will, 1983). Rather, they are

making a moral commitment to the continuance of constitutional processes which

encompass particular values, beliefs and interest (Will, 1983; Rohr, 1986,
’

1978).

This commitment is expressed in practical terms through their tidelity to duty in

the administration of governmental institutions, as such institutions are a

repository of values embodied in our Constitution. lt is through such institutions

that the authoritative allocation of resources is made to sustain our Republic’s

cohesion and moral balance (Will, 1983; Wamsley and Zald, 1976). As a

repository of regime values, governmental institutions must be conserved as the

strength of cultural values is contingent upon the capacity of primary institutions

to transmit them without serious distortion (Selznick, 1952).

The perpetuation of cultural values is dependent upon the security of key

institutions (Selznick, 1952). Security in this context implies stability, strength

3 See John A. Rohr (1986) To Run A Constitution for an insightful discussion on the oath of oflice.
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and overall integrity. Ensuring security of governmental institutions is, to a large

extent, the responsibility of public administrators as they are instrumental in

providing continuity and stability. This role is especially important in a

democratic system where political appointees are merely temporary custodians

of governmental institutions (Seidman, 1980; Heclo, 1977).

The efforts of public administrators to preserve the integrity of governmental

institutions affords them the distinction of being called Administrative

Conservators. As conservators of governmental institutions, public administrators

are active and legitimate participants in "statecraft." Statecraft as aptly suggested

by Will (1983) is "sou1craft" as it involves the ”conservation of values and

arrangements that are not subjects of day·to-day debate" (1983:156). "Sou1craft"

does not imply the conservation of values espoused by a particular political party

nor does it suggest the preservation of passing whims. Rather, "soulcraft" entails

the conservation of ”regime values" which is a natural and moral obligation. The

preservation of governmental institutions and, in turn, regime values reflects the

normative quality of Administrative Conservatorship; a quality sorely needed

and lacking in most contemporary views of leadership.

lt must be noted that because some regimes are fundamentally unjust and even

immoral as it is difficult for the public administrator to be a "good human being

and a good citizen at the same time" (Rohr, 1978). Germany’s Third Reich is a

case in point. lt is also possible for public administrators to circumvent regime

values as illustrated by the actions of J. Edgar Hoover at the end of his reign
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(Lewis, 1980) and Anne Burford during her tenure as administrator of the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency. Their actions did not constitute

Administrative Conservatorship.

Administrative Conservatorship may be regarded as a kind of statesmanship. lt

requires balancing the inherent tension in our political system between the need

to serve and the need to preserve. Public administrators must be responsive to the

demands of political elites, the courts, interest groups, and the citizenry, while at

the same time preserving institutional integrity. Public administrators must not

be weak or subservient. Nor must they be "empire bui1ders" or public

entrepreneurs conceptualized in a pejorative sense. Rather, public administrators

must honorably hold up the administrative side of the governance equation. As

stated by Paul Appleby (1949:119):

Administrators share with all others in places of special responsibility the special obligation of

leadership. They can, in all innocence, contribute to organizational practices and form elements

which are inimical to popular govemment. They can help 'take things out of politics" - or take

themselves too far out of politics. They, like citizens and legislators, are capable ofyielding too much

to the prestige ofmilitary or other experts, too little to the politician who is the central factor in civilian

control and popular govemment. By dealing with the legislature too directly, they may undermine

and confuse executive responsibility; by the same tactics they may inadvertently substitute control by

members of Congress for control by Congress as a body. By failing to be imaginative about legislative

needs, attitudes and prerogatives, they may overburden, and thus degrade the legislature. Their

special duty is in part to help clear the way so that other parts of govemment and the other political

processes may function well [emphasis added].

The concept of Administrative Conservatorship provides a valuable perspective

in which public administrators and others may view their role in the governance
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process. It is offered as a means of restoring respectability to public

administrators and the public service. The concept of Administrative

Conservatorship is also offered as an alternative framework in which to measure

administrative leadership effectiveness. Such a perspective is sorely needed, for

the importance of conserving the institution has been virtually ignored in the

organization theory literature.

Toward Filling A Gap

As mentioned, the concept of Administrative Conservatorship is rooted in the

intellectual tradition of the institutional school in sociology, particularly as

manifested by Philip Selznick (1952, 1957). Selznick, in his serious and sustained

elaboration on Chester I. Barnard (1938, 1948), sought to outline a perspective

for the study of leadership in administrative organizations.‘ The core of his essay

was that an executive becomes a statesman as he makes the transition from

administrative management to institutional leadership (1957:7). Selznick viewed

leadership as the process of transforming the organization into an institution.

Selznick's efforts to construct a theory of organization and leadership are

regarded as an intellectual milestone in the analysis of complex organizations

(Perrow, 1986). However, while Selznick explicitly directed our attention to the

‘
Selznick's classic work Leadership in Administration was orginally entitled The Executive As Statesman,
which provides additional evidence of Bamard's influence.
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‘ importance of ”maintaining the organization as an ongoing concern" (1957:21),

later organization theorists ignored this concept in favor of other aspects of

institutionalization (Tolbert, 1985; Tolbert and Zucker, 1983; Pfeffer and Cohen,

1984; and Meyer and Rowan, 1977; Zucker, 1977, 1983).* Furthermore, many

institutional school theorists have been preoccupied with describing how an

institution’s character is altered through goal displacement and the subversion of

values precipitated by external dependencies (Perrow, 1986). While these

theorists were sagacious in alerting us to the dangers of unanticipated changes in

an institution’s character, they said little about prescriptive measures to prevent

such occurrences.

This dissertation is intended as further development of Selznick’s work, especially

as it relates to governmental institutions. Although Selznick recognized the

importance of Conservatorship, he did not elaborate extensively on prescriptive

measures to fultill this important aspect of administrative leadership. He spent

much of his intellectual effort in describing the processes which resulted in

institutionalization. It is the intention of this writer to advance Selznick’s work

by offering a prescriptive theory which builds upon his classic work, Leadership

in Administration (1957).

Our topic has not been the focus of much scholarly inquiry. Such neglect is

explained from several different perspectives. First, theorists' preoccupation with

the study of growth may have contributed to the lack of interest in what we call

S scc Scott (1987) for o discussion or mc multiple pcrspccuvcs orinsmuiionaiizauon.
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Administrative Conservatorship. Organizational theories in general are based on

an assumption of administrative expansion and its consequences (Scott, 1974).

According to Whetten (1980), the emphasis on growth is the prevailing ideology

in our society. Yet, if the decade of the eighties is prelude of what is to come,

expansion is not necessarily a goal to be placed before others. Indeed, growth is

increasingly in question as our society enters an era of retrenchment (Levine,

1978). In an era of retrenchment, Administrative Conservatorship is becoming

increasingly important as a way of preserving the integrity of governmental

institutions so that they may continue to promote the collective interests of

society.

Second, our society’s highly romanticized view of leadership is reflected in

organizational literature. Writers tend to overemphasize the importance of

individual leaders, creating what is nearly a "great man" theory of administration

(Zaleznik, 1977; Bennis and Nanus, 1985; Tichy and Ulrich, 1984; Tichy and

Devana, 1986; Bass, 1985, 1984). The nonheroic leader is perceived as impotent

and succumbing to organizational constraints because he/she does not make a

"substantial difference" (Kaufman, 1981). In this context, making a difference

implies massive alterations in the organization and its environment (Tichy and

Ulrich, 1984; Tichy and Devanna, 1986).

Third, the term ”maintain” as employed by Selznick is associated by many

commentators with the machine metaphor used to characterize organizations.

Mechanical language is seen as connoting a static situation and better suited for
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the notions of changeless stability (Wilson, 1975). Organic metaphors are

deemed better suited to describe the growth and development process of

organizations. Since Selznick’s theories sought to integrate human and structural

factors, some of his language, as interpreted by some contemporary theorists, may

have projected mechanical imagery (Burrell and Morgan, 1979).

Finally, the effort of past theorists to distinguish administrative leaders from

other institutional actors has created a dichotomy which detracts from the

importance of Administrative Consewatorship. A common theme throughout

the literature is the distinction between "critical" and "routine" administrative

actions. Critical actions are commonly characterized as those acts which entail

the "determination of value commitments" that establish an institution’s

distinctive competence. Such actions have an immediate and long-lasting effect

on the institution and its development (Selznick, 1957). Critical actions are

deemed the exclusive domain of administrative leaders. Such actions involve,

among other achievements, mission definition/redefinition, selection and

socialization of personnel, establishment of means to achieve the mission, and the

creation of a system of shared values (Selznick, 1957; Barnard, 1938; Zaleznik,

1977; Tichy and Ulrich, 1984; Tichy and Devanna, 1986). Routine

administrative actions, on the other hand, are characterized as "repetitive, taken

under prescribed and detailed procedures to be followed regularly.” Such actions

are considered a "set of customary and often mechanically performed procedures
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or activities.”‘ Routine administrative actions are thought of as the province of

the manager, who is preoccupied with efficiency.

The difficulty with the critical/routine dichotomy is that it falls to take into

consideration administrative actions which are neither critical nor routine. It is

argued here that another realm of administrative action deserves consideration

as well. This realm may be conceptualized as conserving administrative actions.

Such actions are neither critical nor routine in the strictest sense as implied by

these terms. However, they are essential to the long term viability of the

institution. For example, some administrative actions lack the dramatic quality

implied by the term "critical,” yet they can have a long term effect on the

institution. The ongoing efforts of the FBI to control the social composition of

the agency by maintaining value commitment concerning the recruitment and

selection of agents, does not qualify as a "dramatic” administrative act.

Administrative actions of this type tend to escape the strict definition of critical

even though they can have a far-reaching effect on an institution’s distinctive

competence.

On the other side of the coin, there are administrative actions which are repetitive

but do not adhere to a strict conceptualization of routine. The repetitive quality

of an activity does not automatically relegate it to a meaningless status. For

example, public budgeting is a repetitive organizational activity but it is not

mechanistic or routine (Wamsley and Hedblom, 1983). While repetitive, public

¤ Funk and Wagnalls Standard canaga Dictionary (1974).
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budgeting entails administrative actions which are strategic and reflect the

changing nature of institutional life.

The lack of attention to Conservatorship reflects an intellectual void in the

organization theory literature. The theory of Administrative Conservatorship is

designed to till this void. In doing so, special attention is devoted to the concept

of preserving institutional integrity through conserving administrative action. This

concept is of special signiticance as it provides the framework for our prescriptive

theory of Administrative Conservatorship.

The Road to Theory Construction

In an effort to obtain substantive and reflective insights on the subject of

Administrative Conservatorship, the writer interviewed a number of public

officials actively involved in administering governmental institutions in

Washington, D.C. The purpose of these interviews was to search out lessons,

anecdotes and examples of ideas which could lead to more generalized theory.

That is, the material was gathered for heuristic purposes in pursuit of

constructing a theory of Administrative Conservatorship.
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Twelve public administrators, representing eleven different agencies throughout

the federal government, were interviewedf Interview participants were identified

through personal contacts and informed leads. Since the intent of this study is

not to characterize precisely what is being accomplished by a given population

of administrative leaders, the selection of interview subjects did not constitute a

random sample. Rather, it constituted a sample of opportunity governed by

accessibility whose contribution was to stimulate the thinking of the researcher

as he developed a prescriptive theory of Administrative Conservatorship.

Prior to the interviews, participants received a one-page summary outlining the

study’s purpose and the type of information sought. This procedure was

implemented to maximize the usefulness of time spent with interview participants

as they often had hectic and full schedules. The interviews were structured

around a series of open-ended questions relating to the Administrative

Conservatorship framework. These questions were broad enough to facilitate

data gathering efforts and yet specific enough to focus participant responses. The

lines of questioning related to the agency’s mission, the means of its

accomplishment, methods of maintaining institutional legitimacy, and strategies

implemented to sustain support among internal and external coalitions. Other

lines of questioning were pursued when insightful statements stimulated them.

The interviews averaged an hour and a half in length. Interview subjects were

cooperative and generous in providing information as was evident by their

7 Executive departments represented in this study include Education, Justice, Treasury, and Interior. An
independent agency was also included. Oflicial titles of interview participants are as follows: Director (4);
Deputy Director (4); Assistant Director (2); Chief (1); and Administrator (I).
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willingness to participate in follow·up meetings or telephone conversations to

clarify or provide additional insights.

Upon completion of each interview day, notes were rewritten and useful

insightful comments captured. The comments of participants were considered

useful if: a) they related to the Administrative Conservatorship framework and

b) they had some basis in existing organization theory. As the interview process

progressed, a document entitled "Themes, Impressions and Summary Statements"

was produced. This document represented the consolidation of several

accumulating insights into themes. These were accompanied by the writer’s

impressions and a summary statement of how each theme might relate to the

Administrative Conservatorship framework. The document was revised

throughout the interview process as additional insights emerged relating to the

framework. This document served as a guide for the development of

prescriptions which are presented below.

It must be stressed that it is not the objective of the writer to depict the world in

a descriptive sense. The aim of this dissertation is to prescribe. Whether the

prescriptions are efticacious or valid must await later testing. This dissertation

engages in theory construction, not testing. The intent of the writer is to present

a coherent model of Administrative Conservatorship that tills gaps in

organization theory and comports with the current era’s "zeitgeist" and this

writer’s personal values.
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‘ Prescriptions are presented in terms of propositions accompanied by illustrations

and anecdotes. lllustrations are drawn from interview data and secondary

sources. It should be noted that propositions presented reflect a conceptual

inventory as opposed to the customary propositional inventory. Propositional

inventories suggest that signiticant relationships are present. In contrast,

conceptual inventories are based upon the premise that concepts relating to

important relationships exist. The value of conceptual inventories as a means of

presenting propositions was given intellectual currency through the seminal work

of James D. Thompson (1967).

Plan ofDissertation

It has been the purpose of this chapter to outline the argument and introduce the

concept of Administrative Conservatorship. The remaining chapters are devoted

to further development and articulation of a theory of Administrative

Conservatorship. Chapter Two outlines the theoretical framework of

Administrative Conservatorship. The framework centers on the preservation of

institutional integrity through conserving administrative actions.

Chapter Three focuses on conserving institutional mission and economy. The

mission is viewed as a strategic compass for guiding administrative actions and

specities the institution’s "reason" for existence. The economy is the institution’s
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system for producing output. It consists of human and financial resources,

equipment, and facilities to produce desired goods and services. The economy

constitutes the means through which the mission is accomplished (Wamsley and

Zald, 1976; Selznick, 1948; Thompson, 1967).

Chapter Four addresses conserving institutional values and support. Leadership

effectiveness is contingent, in part, upon the development and maintenance of a

system of shared values (Siehl and Martin, 1984; Selznick, 1957). Such a system

is commonly referred to as an institution’s culture. Culture is viewed as the

normative tissue that holds the institution together. Conserving the support of

internal and external interest groups to collective institutional goals and values is

also of primary importance (Cyert and March, 1963; March, 1962; Pfeffer and

Salancik, 1977; Mintzberg, 1983; Stevensen et al., 1985). Internal interest groups

are viewed as a source of energy which can "subvert the enterprise or lend it

strength" (Selznick, 1957). External interest groups are deemed important to

institutions as they provide necessary resources for its continued existence

(Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978).

The concluding chapter presents an overview of the theory of Administrative

Conservatorship. In addition, an argument is presented which proposes that

Administrative Conservatorship is a valuable framework for interpreting the role

of public administrators -- advocates of the Republic and protectors of our

democratic way of life.
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II. A Conceptual Framework of Administrative

Conservatorship

The purpose of this chapter is to present a conceptual framework of

Administrative Conservatorship. The framework is based upon the preservation

of institutional integrity through conserving administrative actions. Our discussion

begins with the presentation of a theoretical perspective for conceiving the

institution. Structural—functional analysis is employed as an analytical method

to guide our efforts. A brief review of this approach is presented followed by a

discussion of the institution’s normative structure. The institution is conceived

as an economic and adaptive system concerned with the ongoing preservation of

integrity and continuity of the system itself (Selznick, 1948).

Next, an argument is presented which suggests that the organization theory

literature has virtually neglected the ongoing preservation of institutional

integrity as an important function of administrative leadership. In an effort to
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differentiate leaders from managers, theorists commonly employ the critical

versus routine administrative action dichotomy as an underlying framework.

This dichotomy fails to capture the multifaceted nature of administrative

leadership and ignores administrative actions devoted specifically to the

preservation of institutional integrity. The strict definition imposed by the

dichotomy has resulted in a myopia. It has constrained our vision and the

development of theory regarding administrative leadership.

It is further argued that the restrictive effects of the dichotomy have been

exacerbated by recent attempts of theorists to promote a "new brand" of

administrative leadership. In advancing what in essence is a romanticized view

of leadership, theorists have used the critical/routine dichotomy as a conceptual

foundation to create an ”either/or" situation. Either one is a heroic leader

involved in critical administrative actions, or a manager -- "an unimaginative

clod" (Gardner, 1986), who is preoccupied with routine actions and the pursuit

of efticiency. Although theorists have diminished the value of routine actions,

they continue to adhere to the basic tenets of the dichotomy. ln doing so,

theorists have eliminated the possibility that administrative actions exist which

lack the dramatic quality implied in the term "critical" and yet are absolutely

essential to the long-term viability of the institution. Moreover, this approach

contributes to an overstatement of conditions and qualities required for

administrative leadership (Barnard, 1948). As a result, we have been unable to

learn enough about "the problems, the torments and the vict0ries" that are a part

of the leadership experience in organizations (McCall, 1986).
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The chapter concludes with a presentation of our overall theoretical framework.

It is discussed in the context of preserving institutional integrity through

conserving administrative action. Conserving actions are discussed in

relationship to functions and processes which contribute to the maintenance of

an institution’s distinctive competence and thereby integrity.

The Institution As An Economic and Adaptive System

Structural·functional analysis, a paradigm found useful by Selznick (1957, 1948),

is retrieved from the archives of sociological inquiry to conceptualize the

institution. We have already noted that this dissertation is an elaboration of

Selznick’s work.

Structural-functionalism was the dominant theoretical approach in academic

sociology for most of this century (Burrell and Morgan, 1979). Major proponents

include Talcot Parsons and his associates (1956, 1951, 1960), Marion J. Levy

(1952), and Robert Merton (1957). Structural-functional analysis relies on the

biological conceptualization of the organization and concentrates on its internal

and external struggle for survival. The method assumes that all empirical systems

are concerned with the preservation of integrity and continuity of the system itself

(Selznick, 1948). The organization is conceived as a cooperative system of

organized action, a term coined by Barnard (1938) in his classic work The
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Functions of The Executive. A cooperative system is defined as
”a

complex system

of physical, biological, personal and social components which are in a specific

systematic relationship by reason of the cooperation of two or more persons for

at least one definite purpose" (1938:62).

Structural-functionalism consists of several distinctive elements. According to

van den Berghe (1963:696), these include:

1. An analysis of the social system requires that it be viewed in terms of a whole
with interdependent parts, all within a larger environment; a

2. Casual relationships are "mu1tiple and reciprocal;"

3. Social systems are in a continuous state of "dynamic equilibrium;"

4. Perfect integration is never achieved, thus creating ”tension and deviations"
within the system. Institutionalization is a means of ameliorating these
natural tendencies;

5. Change in the social system occurs incrementally as revolutionary changes are
resisted;

6. Change is precipitated by external factors, plus expansion by differentiation
and internal innovations; and

7. A collection of shared values is the glue that binds the system together.

Structural-functional analysis has been the subject of extensive criticism (Burrell

and Morgan, 1979; Martindale, 1965, 1960; Davis, 1959; Barber, 1956; Buckley,

1957). It is nevertheless a useful theoretical approach for analyzing adaptive

structures (Selznick, 1948;iWamsley and Zald, 1976). Much of the criticism

focuses on how structural-functional analysis deals with change. Critics argue

that structural-functional analysis promotes a static view of the world because it

does not condone radical change, which is true. lt does not, however, rule out
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incremental change. Thus this paradigm does not lead to the foregone conclusion

that one is committed to a static view of the world. On the contrary,

structural-functional analysis does deal with change and, in fact, considers reform

of the status quo a desirable and natural state of affairs (Loomis, 1967; Flanigan

and Fogelman, 1965; Lauer, 1982). lt must be stressed that reform is not

synonymous with revolution, a central principle inherent in the concept of radial

change. Rather, reform is a result of historically evolved processes produced by

a series of incremental changes. The purpose of reform is not to destroy or

dismantle the status quo, but to improve it through historically evolved processes.

As noted by Edmund Burke (1790), the "purpose of reform is to conserve."

Thomas Sowell (1987) nicely illustrates this point. In his discussion concerning

visions of social processes, Sowell argues that language is a classic example of

evolving social processes produced as a result of incremental changes. According

to Sowell, ”language does not remain unchanged but neither is it replaced

according to a new master plan. A given language may evolve over the centuries

to something almost wholly different, but as a result of incremental changes,

successively validated by the usage of many..." (1987:70).

To reiterate an earlier point, structural-functional analysis assumes that all

empirical systems are concerned with the preservation of integrity and the

continuity of the system itself (Selznick, 1948). Guided by this assumption,

structural-functional analysis suggests that certain functions must be performed
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‘ if the system is to be maintained as an ongoing concern. As stated by Selznick

(1948:29):

a given empirical system is deemed to have basic needs, essentially related to self maintenance;

the system develops repetitive means of self defense; and day to day activity is lnterpreted in terms

of functions served by that activity for the maintenance and defense of the system.

The notion of system-sustaining functions provides a theoretical foundation

which enables us to characterize the institution. Functional imperatives outlined

by Selznick (1948) are now reviewed, followed by a discussion of the institution’s

normative structure. Before we begin our discussion, it must be noted that the

phenomena listed here as analytically separate are interrelated and mutually

reinforcing facets of various institutional processes.

Selznick (1948) constructed his theory of organization upon the premise that

several functional imperatives were essential to sustain the organization as an

economic and adaptive system. First, the security of the organization as a whole

in relation to the social forces of its environment is perceived as an essential

condition for maintenance of the system (1948:29). This imperative emphasizes

the importance of the external environment and its influence on the system’s

survival. The social system must adapt, manipulate and alter an environment of

"commitment, constraint and tension” (Selznick, 1948; 1957).
A

The second imperative, the stability of lines of authority and communication,

suggests the critical function that communication performs in sustaining the

system. Communication is considered mandatory since the cooperative system
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would cease to exist without it. Other functional imperatives rely on

communication for their stability, an argument advanced by Barnard (1938:175)

and reflected in the following passage:

...authority depends upon a cooperative personal attitude ofindividuals on one hand; and the system

of communication on the other. Without the latter, the former cannot be maintained... This system

of communication, or its maintenance, is a primary or essential continuing problem of formal

organizations. Every other practical question of effectiveness or elliciency - that is, of factors of

survival - depends upon it.

The third functional imperative is the stability of informal relations within the

organization. The informal organization is an asset to formal authority because

it ”widens opportunities for effective communication" (Selznick, 1948:29) and

contributes to the "maintenance of cohesiveness in formal organizations through

regulating the willingness to serve and the stability of objective authority"

(Barnard, 1938:122). The informal organization is composed of "congeries of

vested interests" which represent ”sources of energy and are not wholly

controllable by official authority” (Selznick, 1957; 1948). They may "subvert the

enterprise or lend it strength" (Selzick, 1957:93). The informal organization

facilitates communication, enhances group cohesion, and protects individual

integrity (Barnard, 1938:123).

The next imperative, the continuity ofpolicy and the source of its determination,

reflects the need for a stable frame of reference which orients institutional action.

This reference point cultivates a sense of permanence and legitimacy for the
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system as a whole. lt "helps shape the key values in the organization, and

especially the distribution of the power to affect these va1ues" (Selznick, 1957:57).

The last imperative, a homogeneity ofoutlook with respect to the meaning and role

of the organization, suggests that members of the system must share a common

understanding as to the nature of the enterprise. A shared cognitive orientation

is necessary to minimize destructive conflict over basic issues concerning the

nature and character of the system (Selznick, 1948). Homogeneity of outlook is

achieved, in part, by adequate socialization. Members of the organization must

be "inculcated with a sufticient portion of the system to permit effective

performance of required roles” (Levy, 1952:187).

Selznick acknowledges that the aforementioned functional imperatives are not all

encompassing. However, they do provide insights into conditions necessary for

sustaining the system (Selznick, 1948). Such conditions are vital to the

Administrative Conservator since they provide guidance in the preservation of

institutional integrity. While we adhere to the basic elements of Selznick’s

conceptual framework, it must be emphasized that maintenance of the system is

guided by a moral obligation to conserve "regime va1ues" (Rohr, 1978). This

explicity stated normative anchor is a departure from Selznick’s work.

The notion of system needs or functional imperatives provides clues for unveiling

aspects of the institution’s normative structure. A discussion of these normative

aspects is where we now direct our attention.
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The Instituti0u’s Normative Structure

An important aspect of the institution’s normative structure is the mission. The

concept of mission has long occupied a central place in the analysis of formal

organization as evidenced by the attention received from such theorists as

Barnard (1938), Gulick (1948), Selznick (1957), and Drucker (1985, 1974),

among others. The mission, as commonly conceptualized, determines an

institution’s reason for existence and addresses two fundamental questions:

"What shall we do? and "What shall we be?" (Selznick, 1957:65). The mission

embodies the institution’s basic philosophy; determines its ecological niche;

reflects its self concept; implies its self-image; and indicates principal products or

services (Pearce and Robinson, 1985). In other words, the mission reflects the self

defining ”value commitments” of the institution, from both an internal and

external perspective (Selznick, 1957).

In terms of internal commitments, the mission detines the legitimate scope of

institutional activities and processes. By doing so, it provides a frame of reference

for which policies are derived. For example, it is not uncommon in administrative

circles to encounter a discussion concerning the legitimacy, or lack thereof, of a

proposed policy. Questions of legitimacy are often raised in the context of the

mission, such as: ls the proposed policy consistent with the explicitly expressed

aims of the institution? To what extent are internal functions and processes

uniquely structured to achieve institutional aims? (Selznick, 1957).
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The mission also serves a means of ordering internal conflict among competing

interests, a requirement for securing the fultilment of key institutional

commitments (Selznick, 1957). The institution is comprised of a multitude of

competing interests, each vying for power and limited resources (Cyert and

March, 1963; March, 1962). An imbalance of power among competing interests

can destroy the institution since commitments to larger aims and aspirations may

be altered or circumvented. Consequently, commitments inherent in the mission

reflect efforts to balance demands of internal forces.

From an external perspective, commitments expressed through the mission are

intended to stabilize relations in the external environment which are essential to

the institution’s survival. The mission determines an institution’s environment.

It constitutes the basis for which functions and processes are established to

sustain the institution’s legitimacy and adaptive capacity. For example,

boundary·spanning functions are created and maintained to ensure security of

the institution in its environment. Such functions perform the role of providing

crucial information about the environment which may affect the institution’s

functional niche and overall legitimacy (Wamsley and Zald, 1976; Thompson,

1967; Aldrich and I-lerker, 1977; Tushman, 1977; Tushman and Scanlon, 1981;

Leifer and Delbecq, 1978).

The second aspect of the institution’s normative structure is its culture. In recent

years, culture has become a salient topic of research among organization theorists

(Schein, 1985, 1984, l983;5Smircich, 1983; Frost et al., 1985; Dyer, 1984).
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Culture may be viewed as the social or normative tissue that binds the institution

together. It entails a "family of concepts which include symbols, language,

ideology, beliefs, rituals, and myths" (Pettigrew, 1979). Culture has a significant

effect on the institution’s structure and processes. As stated by Pettigrew

(1979:575):
A group or organization at birth presents its situation to itself and the outside world, it emphasizes,

distorts, and ignores and thereby attaches names and values to its structure, activities, purposes, and

even the physical fabric around it. The symbols that arise out of these processes--the organizat.ion’s

vocabulary, the design of the organization’s building, the beliefs about the use ofpower and privilege,

the ritual and myths which legitimate those distributions have a significant functional consequences

for the organization.

Seihl and Martin (1984) suggest that culture consists of three interrelated

elements: content, form and strategies. Content refers to the core values of the

institution. Form denotes those mechanisms which transmit cultural content or

core values. Cultural forms include language (Goodin, 1980; Pondy, 1980;

Edelman, 1971, 1977; Graber, 1976), myths (Myer and Rowen, 1977; Trice and

Beyer, 1984; Kamen, 1977), rituals (Moch and Huff, 1980) and architecture

(Steele, l981).' The final component, strategies, refers to the means of reinforcing

and articulating underlying values of the culture (Siehl and Martin, 1984).

Culture is an integral component of the institution’s normative structure because

of its relationship in sustaining communication processes. It contributes to a

* Many contemporary theorists use the term 'myth' is a manner which is inconsistent with its original
meaning. When we speak of 'myths' we are speaking of 'any real or fictional story, recurring theme, or
character type that appeals to the consciousness of a people by embodying its cultural ideas or by giving
expression to deep, commonly felt emotions' (The American Heritage Dictionary of the English
Language). l am indebted to Gary Wamsley and John Rohr for bringing this point to my attention.
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homogeneity of outlook as to the meaning of the institution and the stability of

informal relations. Researchers have noted, for example, the symbiotic

relationship between culture and communication (Schall, 1983; Pacanowski and

O’Donnell— Trujillo, 1982; Cushman, 1977; Fine, 1979). Communication is

achieved through language, both written and oral. Language, as a cultural form,

is the conduit through which institutional purposes are conveyed and activities

accomplished (Barnard, 1938). lt also serves as a mechanism for the stabilization

and integration of institutional experiences (Pettigrew, 1979). In other words, a

"vocabulary is not merely a string of words: imminent within it are societal

textures--institutional and political coordinates " (Pettigrew, 1979:579).

Shared, learned, and symbolic modes of communication, expressed through

language, are requirements for the performance of other functional imperatives

such as "a homogeneity of outlook as to the meaning of the institution" and

”stability of informal relations." Cultural forms of myth and ritual are

particularly pertinent here. Rituals articulate messages about core institutional

values because they are mechanisms through which "social relationships become

stylized, conventionalized and prescribed" (Pettigrew, 1979:576). Myths also

perform an important role in that they reinforce the stability of the system by

developing, maintaining and defining the legitimacy of various social practices in

the institutional setting (Pettigrew, 1979).

The final aspect of the institution’s normative structure is the constitution. The

constitution is an historically evolved, conceptually defined normative order that
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· reflects "a set of agreements which define the limits and goals of the collectivity

as well as the rights of participants standing in relations" (Zald, 1970:225). The

constitution, in conjunction with an institution’s culture, contributes to the

maintenance of institutional functions and processes since it regulates behavior

in four normative areas: a) incentive exchange; b) the range of discretion of

position; c) institutional ownership; and d) collective goals and means.:

The norms of exchange define the type and level of commitment desired of each

organizational member. Commitments relating to the amount of personal

investment, sacrifice and attachment to social relationships and norms are

governed by incentive exchange (Kanter, 1968). Constitutional norms also

determine the extent to which organizations have discretion over a broad range

of member’s behavior as well as decisions regarding responsibilities of various

institutional actors. General boundaries and ground rules are established as a

means for defining acceptable modes of interaction among institutional actors.

Finally, constitutional norms establish the institution’s relationship with relevant

actors in its environment and the society at large. Constitutional norms also

define the ”focal point of collective action which includes goals, clientele, and

technologies" (Wamsley and Zald, 1976; Zald, 1970).

The normative structure of the institution reflects a mixture of complex functions

and processes essential to the preservation of integrity and continuity of the system

itseü It is this structure and its full range of social system functions and

processes which provides the basis for our conception of the institution. For the
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purposes of this dissertation, the institution is conceived as an economic and

adaptive, equilibrating system of cooperative action with external and internal

dynamics. It is comprised of "interacting individuals, sub-groups and formal as

well as informal relationships” (Selznick, 1948). Then too, it is an interactive

social system which must sustain itself in an external environment of "constraint,

commitment, and tension" (Selznick, 1948:32).

The purpose of our discussion thus far has been to establish a theoretical

foundation for conceptualizing the institution. An argument is now presented to

the effect that the critical versus routine dichotomy, the underlying conceptual

framework employed to differentiate leaders from managers, has restricted our

ability to learn more about administrative leadership. The dichotomy does not

speciiically address those actions essential to the preservation of institutional

integrity.

Restrictive Eßects of The Critical/Routine Dichotomy

The critical/routine dichotomy is the dominant conceptual framework

underpinning the distinction between leaders and managers, The dichotomy

emerges from the debate between two distinct schools of thought concerning the

essence of organizational life: Rationalism and Organicism. Rationalists such

as Herbert Simon (1957) characterizes the organization as a rationally structured
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instrument designed with specific purposes in mind. The pursuit of efficiency is

paramount to the Rationalists since they envision an organization operating as a

"smooth, well oiled, machine" (Wolin, 1969).

In reaction to the rationalist perspective, organicists such as Selznick attacked

what they considered a sterile, efficiency approach to the organization. They

contend that the organization is designed to promote the values of "social

stability, cohesion, and integration" (Wolin, 1969:133). Selznick in particular

argued that while the organization is indeed a rational structure preoccupied with

efficiency because of its "economic aspects," it is also an "adaptive social

structure" with needs beyond the technical achievements of assigned tasks.

Selznick states (1957:8):
The formal technical system [economy] is never more than part of the living enterprise we deal with

in action. The persons and groups who make it up are not content to be treated as manipulable or

expendable. As human beings, and not mere tools, they have their own needs for self protection and

self-fulfillment--needs that may sustain the formal system or undermine it.

Selznick’s view of the organization as an economic and adaptive social structure

is pressed into action in his discussion of institutional leadership. In advancing

many of the ideas set forth by Barnard (1938, 1948), Selznick (1957) sowed the

seeds for the critical-versus-routine administrative action dichotomy. For

analytical purposes he differentiated between ”administrative management" and

"institutional leadership." Administrative management and its inherent logic,

efficiency, is considered appropriate for functions and processes at the technical

level, the locale of the organization;s economy. Administrative actions at this
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level are routine. According to Selznick, routine administrative actions are

important since they deal with "conditions necessary to keep the organization

running at efficient levels" and therefore involve the "solution of day-to—day

problems for their own sake" (1957:31). The norms of instrumental efficiency

govern such actions. Questions of institutional legitimacy and overall direction

are secondary to the pursuit of efticiency (Wamsley and Zald, 1976).

In contrast to administrative management, the more exalted act of leadership,

according to the organicists, encompasses functions and processes occurring at

the institutional level. This is the ”source of meaning, legitimization or higher

level support which makes the implementation of the organization’s goals

possible" (Thompson, 1967:11). The engineering virtue of efficiency "loses force"

at this level (Selznick, 1957). Administrative actions at the institutional level are

determinative in nature and considered critical. They have a signiticant effect

on the institution and its development (Selznick, 1957). This point must be

clarified.

The logic of determination is embodied in the concept of critical administrative

actions. According to Webster’s New Collegiate Dictionary, determination is

defined as the ”fixing of position, magnitude, or character of something;

...direction or the tendency to a certain end." This definition provides important

insights into critical actions as depicted in the literature. Critical administrative

actions entail the determination of value commitments which establish the

institution's position in the environment, its character, its distinctive competence,
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and its overall direction. As mentioned in Chapter I, value commitments are

"choices which fix the assumptions of policy makers as to the nature of the

. enterprise-—its distinctive aims, methods, and role in the community" (Selznick,

1957:55). The logic of determination imbedded in the conceptualization of critical

administrative actions is often expressed in such terms as "to define" and "to

design." The following statement of Selznick (1957:37) is illustrative:

It is the function of the leader - statesman, whether of a nation or a private association-to define the

ends ofgroup existence, to design an enterprise distinctively adapted to these ends, and to see that the

design becomes a living reality. {emphasis added}.

In short, critical administrative actions involve the defining and designing of

value commitments relating to a wide range of institutional functions and

processes. These include, among others, mission definition; the technology of task

accomplishment; methods of conflict resolution and demand aggregation;

authority and control patterns; institutional values; constitutional norms; and

relationships with relevant others in the external environment.

The critical/routine dichotomy as conceptualized in the literature is summarized

in the table below.

Table I.

The Critical/Routine Dichotomy

DOMINANT FUNCTIONAL INHERENT
ACTION ACTOR LEVEL LOGIC

Critical Leader Institutional Determination
Routine Manager Technical Efficiency
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It must be emphasized that while Selznick and other organicists questioned the

rationalists’ preoccupation with administrative efficiency, the organicists did

acknowledge the value of this approach when applied to "technical aspects" of the

organization. Routine administrative actions executed at this level are necessary

to the effective performance of technical tasks. As stated by Thompson

(1967:10):

...every formal organization contains a suborganization whose problems are focused around

effective performance of the technical function...The primary exigencies to which the technical

suborganizaüon is oriented are those imposed by the nature of the technical tasks such as materials

which must be processed and the kinds of cooperation ofdifferent people required to get the job done

effectively.

Selznick’s use of the critical/routine dichotomy as a conceptual framework for

distinguishing leaders from managers marked the beginning of an intellectual

tradition which would influence theory in the field. Although Selznick employed

the dichotomy to refocus the administrative leadership dialogue, it has taken on

a life of its own. The critical/routine dichotomy has acquired sacred and symbolic

qualities which purport to capture the essence of administrative life and the

leadership experience. ·

My point is not that the critical/routine dichotomy has not served us well. lt has

enabled us to move beyond a preoccupation with instrumental efticiency in

conceptualizing administrative leadership. Yet this achievement is also a

double-edged sword. While enhancing our understanding of administrative

leadership, the dichotomy has restricted it as well.
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The critical/routine dichotomy has perpetuated an either/or situation in terms of

viewing administrative behavior. Either one is a leader involved in critical

administrative actions or a manager solely concerned with routine administrative

actions. In recent years, the term "routine" has come to mean the performance

of mundane, unimportant and clearly defined tasks which require little

imagination. Also the dichotomy fails to capture the multifaceted and complex

nature of administrative leadership. It ignores, most importantly, actions devoted

to the preservation of institutional integrity which cannot be neatly categorized

as critical or routine. For example, administrative leadership entails not only the

”determination of value commitments" but their reinforcement continuously over

time and their adaptation to changing circumstances, actions which are "critica1"

but also ongoing.In

Search for "New" Insights

The ongoing search for "new" insights into the administrative leadership question

has merely reinforced the restrictive effects of the critical/routine dichotomy. In

promoting what is practically a "great man" theory of administrative leadership,

theorists have tightened the intellectual straitjacket imposed by the

critical/routine dichotomy. The works of Abraham Zaleznik (1977), Noel Tichy

and his colleagues (1984, 1986), Bernard M. Bass (1985), and Warren Bennis and
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· Burt Nanus (1985) are illustrative. While these works do not constitute an

exhaustive review of the literature, they are representative of views articulated

by many organization theorists.

Zaleznik, in his article entitled, Managers and Leaders—Are They DWerent?,

(1977) argues that our bureaucratic society has a tendency to develop managers

as opposed to leaders. The author believes that the current situation is

detrimental to organizations in particular, and the society at large in general,

since it cultivates bureaucratic conservatism (1977:67). Managers are perceived

as "problem so1vers" concerned with rationality and control. Managerial

leadership is considered to perpetuate the "cult of the group" over individual

leadership and "does not necessarily ensure imagination, creativity, or ethical

behaviors in guiding the destinies of the enterprise" (1977:67).

Zaleznik sounds an alarm which warns that our society is destined for difficult

times if we fail to develop individual leaders. Such concern is reflected in the

following passage:

A technologically oriented and economically successful society tends to depreciate t.he need for great

leaders. Such societies hold a deep and abiding faith in rational methods of solving problems,

including problems of value, economics, and justice. Once rational methods of solving problems are

broken down into elements, organized, and taught as skills, then society's faith in technique over

personal qualities in leadership remains the guiding conception for a demoeratic society

contemplating its leadership requirements. But there are times when tinkering and trial and error

prove inadequate to the emerging problems of selecting goals, allocating resources, and distributing

wealth and opportunity. During such times, the demoeratic society needs to find leaders who use

themselves as instruments of leaming and acting, instead of managers who use their accumulation

of collective experiences to get where they are going (1977:68).
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Zaleznik advances his argument by asserting that managers and leaders differ in

the manner in which they interact with the world. He offers several dimensions

for assessing the difference, which include: a) attitudes towards goals; b)

conception of their work; c) relationships with others; and d) sense of self.

Zaleznik contends that the manager develops a passive and apathetic attitude

toward organizational goals while the leader adopts a "personal and active

attitude" (1977:71). The leader is considered capable of "a1tering moods, evoking

images and expectations" necessary for navigating the organization through

uncharted waters (1977:71). In regards to conception of work, managers are

considered to view their work as an "enabling process." According to Zaleznik,

this process involves the "calculating of interest in opposition, staging and timing

the surfacing of controversial issues and reducing tensions" (1977:71). Central to

the enabling process is the restriction of choices, limited risk taking, and a

preoccupation with suwival. The leader on the other hand, is viewed as a ”high

stakes player" in the organizational game who "seeks out risk and danger,

especially where opportunities and rewards appear high" (1977:71). They are

innovators who use their creativity and ingenuity to generate new possibilities for

addressing complex problems.
T

The manager, in relations with others, interacts with people according to the role

they perform in the decision making process. Substantive concerns of

organizational members are secondary to their role in the process. In contrast,

the leader relates to people in ”intuitive and empathetic ways" and is concerned

with their feeling and ideas.
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Finally, managers and leaders differ with regard to their sense of self. Managers

acquire their sense of self by identifying with the existing institution. Leaders'

sense of self is based upon disengagement from the environment in which they

operate. As stated by Zaleznick, "they [leaders] may work in organizations but

they never belong to them" (1977:75).

The stark contrast in Zaleznik’s distinction between leaders and managers grows

from strict adherence to the dichotomy. The distinction made by his dichotomy

is problematic and hinders our understanding of administrative behavior. This

is true for several reasons. First, the distinction fails to recognize the symbiotic

relationship between leaders involved critical administrative actions at the

institutional level and managers who are responsible for efficient operation of an

institution’s economy. This relationship is mandatory to institutional survival.’

It is not a question of which level is more important since they both are needed

to sustain the institution as an ongoing concern. Thompson (1967:11) brings this

point to our attention when he states:

Those at the second level [technical] are not simply lower spelling out of the top level functions.

Moreover, the articulation of levels and functions rests in a two-way interaction with each side by

withholding its important contribution, is in a position to interfere with the functioning of the other

and the larger organization.

Second, Zaleznik diminishes the role of the manager and technical function as he

engages in a classic case of "manager bashing.” Managers are denigrated and

9 Zaleznik does concede six years later that both leaders and managers are needed. See his article 'The
Leadership Gap' (1983) for a discussion of this point.
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portrayed as mindless individuals who are not capable of ingenuity or foresight.

The following statement is illustrative (1977:68-9):
It takes neither genius nor heroism to be a manager...Mangers who innovate in developing

organizations are ’tinkerers.’ They do not have a grand design or experience the intuitive flash of

insight we have come to call the ’breakthrough.'

Finally, the romanticized view reflected in Zaleznik’s distinction between leaders

and manager makes it difficult to visualize any other form of administrative

leadership. Surely it is possible that something more exists than the "great man"

who is capable of heroic acts and the "unimaginative tinkerer” who is incapable

of taking risk, who avoids conflict, and who is driven by narrow purposes.

Unfortunately, the critical/routine dichotomy which underpins Zaleznik’s

distinction makes it difficult to conceive of other possibilities. Consequently,

administrative leaders who engage in actions aimed at the ongoing preservatiorz

of institutional integrity are nonexistent in Zaleznik’s conceptualization of

leadership. While Zaleznik’s arguments are indeed intriguing and inspirational

to many theorists, they offer few "new" insights into the administrative leadership

question.

The work of Noel Tichy and his colleagues (1984, 1986) offers yet another

example of theorizing bound by the critical/routine dichotomy. Tichy and Ulrich

(1984, 1984b) establish a framework for a "new breed” of leader. They argue that

a new type of leader is needed if organizations are to prosper in a rapidly

changing society. Tichy and Ulrich call their leader a "transformer.” His or her

business is radical alteration of organizations. These authors suggest that the
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optimism expressed by many attentive observers may be premature unless the

"creation of this new breed of leader becomes a national agenda" (1984:59).

Tichy and Ulrich adopt the term "transformational leader," coined by James

McGregor Burns (1978), to describe a heroic type figure who has the ability, skill,

and energy to turn an existing organization inside out. According to Tichy and

Ulrich (1984:63-4), transformational leaders must "evoke fundamental changes in

the basic political and cultural system of the organization.”

Tichy and Ulrich suggest that the effectiveness of transformational leaders is

rooted in their ability to create a vision, mobilize commitment to the vision, and

institutionalize new modes of behavior (1984:63-64). In building their case, the

authors contrast the transformational leader to the "transactional manager," a

further adoption of Burns’ terminology. Transactional managers are cast in an

unfavorable light. ln fact, they are considered responsible for the decline of many

organizations. Transactional managers are depicted as overly cautious in their

actions since they "make only minor adjustments in the organization’s mission,

structure and human resources management" (1984:59). They are characterized

as "defensive" individuals in search of a "0ne minute quick tix" and "bureaucratic

leaders who often reel in the good old days" (1984:63).

The views of Tichy and his colleagues are cut from the same cloth woven by

Zaleznik, a point they acknowledge (Tichy and Devanna, l986:ix). Tichy and

Ulrich also employ the critical/routine dichotomy to differentiate between

transformational leaders and transactional managers. While the terms vary, the
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message is the same: Leaders are involved in high profile critical actions while

managers are immersed in routine actions which are at best trivial. Consistent

with Zalenik’s perspective, leaders are idolized and managers denigrated.

The heroic image projected by Tichy and Ulrich is not useful in enhancing our

understanding of administrative leadership. First, it distorts the practical nature

of administrative behavior and ignores important insights offered by prominent

theorists such as Barnard (1938, 1948) and Selznick (1957, 1948). For example,

Tichy and Ulrich assert that the "transformational leader must make decisions

quickly. Leaders must know when to push and when to back off" (1984:67). The

speed by which one arrives at a decision does not provide much insight into the

administrative leadership question, however. As stated by Selznick (1957:37),

"mere speed, frequency and vigor in coming to a decision may have little

relevance at the top executive level.”

Second, Tichy and Ulrich assume that leadership is required (mb: under

conditions of great instability and uncertainty. This assumption contributes to

an overstatement of leadership qualities, "due to its dramatic aspects and because

the outcome is more easily judged" (Barnard, 1948:92). Moreover, this

assumption ignores the importance of leadership under relatively stable

conditions, a point brought to our attention by Barnard (1948) in his discussion

concerning the nature of leadership. Barnard (1948:91) states:
conditions may be complex and very large scale; but they are comparatively free from violent

changes and extreme uncertainties ofunusual character or implying important hazards. The behavior

of ieaderr under such conditions may be eaim, deniberate, reneetave, and anueipatory or future
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consequences... Leadership... must be carried on without t.he aid of emotional drives and obvious

necessities and against the indilference often accompanying lack of danger, excitement, and sentiment.

Stable conditions call for self-restraint, deliberation, and relinement techniques, qualities that some

men who are good leaders under tense conditions are unable to develop.

The views of Tichy and his colleagues seem better suited for describing the

processes of organizational change than it does administrative leadership

(Schlesinger, 1987). A description of the change process does not address the

issue of leadership, however. lt merely focuses on one aspect of the

administrative process. Leadership involves much more than coping with change.

It is much broader in scope and requires special attention to a variety of social

system functions and processes. It is acknowledged that there are times when

organizations are in need of "reform." However, reform is a "corrective or

adaptive strategy” used to preserve Institutional Integrity in an environment of

"constraint, commitment and tension" (Selznick, 1948). It is not the dominant

mode of administrative action over the stretch of time.

Bernard M. Bass' (1985) work, Leadership and Performance Beyond

Expectations, builds upon the efforts of Zaleznik and Tichy. In doing so, he

adheres to the critical/routine conceptual framework as well. Bass attempts to

construct a model of transformational leadership by identifying and describing

what he believes to be the essential characteristics of this "new" breed of leader.

Transformational leaders must be charismatic and possess the skills and

knowledge to motivate, inspire, and relate to the concerns of subordinates. They

must also have the ability to cultivate the intellectual development of followers.
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· In the tradition of his intellectual allies, Bass makes a distinction between the

transformational leader and the transactional manager.‘° As to be expected,

transactional managers are the villains. They are considered to enjoy mundane,

clearly defined tasks which require little imagination. They are depicted as

insecure individuals who are primarily concerned with guarding their turf. Bass

argues that transactional managers are preoccupied with efticiency and thus, lack

the capacity to deal with ideas of a substantive nature. He contends that

managers are more interested in workable solutions regardless of whether they

are consistent with organizational realities.

Bass continues to perpetuate the restrictive influence of the critical/routine

dichotomy by reinforcing the romanticized notion of leadership. While

informative, Bass' work does not provide any additional insights into leadership.

The ability to "inspire" is certainly a desirable characteristic of a leader.

Inspiration is not always what the organization needs, however. As noted by

Selznick (1957:38), the contributions a leader makes tor the enterprise are "not

always aided by the traits often associated with psychological leadership, such as

aggressive self-coniidence, intuitive sureness, ability to inspire."

Finally, Warren Bennis and Burt Nanus (1985), in their book Leaders, argue that

"routine organizational management" must be replaced with leadership that has

vision and the capacity to "inspire followers." These authors base their

assessment upon findings from interviews conducted with ninety so-called

¤¤ Bass uses the term transactional leader instead of manager.
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successful leaders ranging from corporate CEO’s to symphony conductors.

Bennis and Nanus identify four common areas of competency which they believe

are essential to successful leadership. These include: a) the management of

attention through vision; b) an ability to communicate meaning; c) the cultivation

of trust through positioning; and d) a positive and adaptable sense of self. The

authors use these competencies as framework for outlining strategies for taking

charge.

Bennis and Nanus draw heavily on the transformational leadership framework

of Tichy and Ulrich and are subject to the same criticisms. Similar to their

colleagues, these authors degrade the manager while creating a heroic image of

the transformational leader. Such a perspective can only lead to increased

confusion in both research and practice. As stated by McCall (1986:483):
...The transformational leader' with the super-hero qualities will become yet another stereotype (a

more elegant version of managers versus leader) that consumes leadership researcher and human

resource personnel not to mention the managers out there who have got another 'ideal’ to live up to

(it is probably easier to live with not being a 9-9 leader than to be accused of lacking vision and

inspiration).

In summary, recent efforts to provide "new" insights into the administrative

leadership question have not escaped these restrictive effects of the

critical/routine dichotomy. The use of the dichotomy as a conceptual framework

to distinguish leaders from other institutional actors has hindered our ability to

gain a well-founded perspective of administrative leadership. The dichotomy

does not address administrative actions which forcefully preserve institutional
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integrity, an important aspect of the administrative leadership experience. The

argument advanced here is consistent with that of Meindl, et al (1985:78), which

suggests that theorists have "elevated the concept of leadership to a lofty status

and level of significance The concept has thereby gained a brilliance that

exceeds the limits of normal scientific inquiry/’

lt is indeed time to bring sobriety back into the discussion of administrative

leadership. Let us begin by moving beyond the the critical/routine dichotomy.

The Preservation of Institutional Integrity

The concept, preservation of institutional integrity, is central to Administrative

Conservatorship. With benefit of the preceding discussion, this concept is now

clarified.

As mentioned in Chapter I, the term "institutional integrity" is related to the

concept "distinctive competence," which suggests that institutions develop special

capabilities and proficiencies in the performance of particular functions. It was

argued there that an institution’s distinctive competence is established by a

combination of value commitments made by policy makers concerning the nature

of the enterprise. The completeness, soundness and persistence of administrative

processes and value commitments establish an institution’s distinctive competence

and produce the quality of "integrity."
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The term preservation has special significance when discussed in relationship to

institutional integrity. Preservation, says the dictionary, involves the process of

keeping safe from injury, destruction, or decay; and protection or maintenance

of an entity. ln the context of Administrative Conservatorship, the preservation

of institutional integrity involves protection from injury, destruction or decay of

administrative processes and underlying value commitments which determine an

institution’s distinctive competence.

The preservation of institutional integrity is achieved through conserving

administrative actions. Such actions escape the strict definition imposed by the

commonly prescribed critical/routine administrative action dichotomy.

Conserving administrative actions are deiined as a combination of ongoing and

periodic acts, initiated by the Aministrative Conservator to nurture, reinforce and

strengthen value commitments which sustain an institution’s distinctive

competence and thereby its integrity. The terms "ongoir1g" and "episodic" acts

must be clarified.

Ongoing and Episodic Acts

Ongoing acts are administrative actions executed on a continuous basis and

involve articulation, monitoring, inspection, and incremental adjustments of

hypersensitive functions and processes which sustain an institution’s distinctive

competence. Ongoing acts are not synonymous with routine actions as they are
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not necessarily dominated by the logic of efficiency. They are not standardized

nor are they mechanical in nature, governed by established procedures. Rather,

they reflect the ever·changing nature of institutional life.

To illustrate, the Administrative Conservator must maintain a consensus among

internal factions concerning the nature and mission of the institution. In doing

so, the Conservator must continually create, reinforce, and manipulate

institutional myths and symbols to obtain unity and quiescence; cultivate a

nurturing sense of purpose; and suppress, deprive or purge those individuals or

factions who refuse to adhere to institutional norms and reward those who do

(Wamsley and Zald, 1976). Visits by the Conservator to field offices are

illustrative. Administrators often journey to the field to visit the rank and file

(Kaufman, 1981). These visits have ritualistic aspects to them; meeting with key

personnel to discuss special problem cases, attending luncheons, giving pep talks

to the rank and file, and spending social evenings with key personnel and their

significant others as a means of add a personal dimension to leadership. Such

actions cultivate a sense of purpose. They are not done one time only; also they

are not routine nor do they have much to do with instrumental efficiency.

Episodic acts are administrative actions implemented to address random

occurrences which may have a favorable or unfavorable effect on the institution’s

integrity. Such acts are not necessarily "critical,” as they encompass less than the

determination of value commitments. Episodic acts are implemented to

strengthen and reinforce existing value commitments as well as to protect them
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from injury or harm. In this regard, the Administrative Conservator often

attempts to manipulate the external environment in order to maintain or increase

an institution’s legitimacy, thereby sustaining its goals and overall direction. If

opportunities arise which have the potential of expanding an institution’s mission

and functional niche, administrative elites will engage in actions to capitalize on

the situation. For example, the U.S. Secret Service attempted to expand its

functional niche by positioning itself to assume responsibility for the tirearms,

explosives, and arson statues enforced by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and

Firearms (ATF) when the Reagan Administration proposed to abolish the agency

in 1982. The Administration presented evidence (provided by the Secret Service)

at the Senate Hearings on the abolishment of ATF which asserted that the Secret

Service was better suited to to enforce iirearms, explosives and arson laws. The

Secret Service attempted to capitalize on its favorable public image, its field

organization and the fact that it was "strictly" a law enforcement organization,

as opposed to ATF which primarily administered revenue statutes relating to

alcohol and tobacco.

The actions of administrative elites within the Secret Service are not critical in the

strictest sense because they do not involve the determination of value

commitments nor are they routine since they have little to do with efiiciency.

Rather, actions in this case involve the strengthening of value commitments

through expansion. It should be noted that episodic acts in some instance may

involve the determination of value commitments as a means of incrementally

adapting the institution to changing circumstances. The point articulated here is
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that such acts may include but are not limited to the critical realm of

administrative action.

As our foregoing discussion reveals, conserving administrative actions are

analytically distinct from critical and routine actions. This distinction is useful

as it provides a focal point for examining functions and processes related to

preserving institutional integrity.

Turning from the periodicity of conserving administrative actions to their scope,

we can say that such actions encompass a wide range of institutional functions

and processes broadly classified under the headings mission and economy and

values and support. These two broad areas of administrative concern provide the

structure of our Administrative Conservatorship framework. Let us now

summarize each of these two elements of the framework.

Conserving Institutional Mission and Economy: The mission of governmental

institutions is established by legislative mandates executive actions and judicial

decrees which determine their reason for existence. While such mandates limit

the range of administrative discretion, they tend to be vague, ambiguous and

often contradictory. For example, the National Park Service has two potentially

contradictory missions: to preserve the uniqueness and beauty of the parks and

to provide for maximum public enjoyment of the parks. The preservation

mandate can be at odds with promotion of public use of the parks because the

more they are used the more damage they sustain (Chase, 1987).
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- Given the complex nature of institutional mandates, the Administrative

Conservator must become more than a mere executor of policy (Wamsley et

a1.,1987). The Conservator must articulate, reinforce and adjust the mission

while at the same time balancing its conflicting components to ensure that

institutional actions conform in spirit as well as letter of the law. Such conformity

sustains a ”shared general perspective" as to the nature of the enterprise, thus

contributing to the preservation of its distinctive competence (Selznick, 1957).

An institution’s economy provides the means by which the mission is

accomplished. It consists of a variety of structures and processes essential for

producing institutional outputs. Dysfunctional operation of hypersensitive

components of the economy may raise questions concerning the institution’s

ability to perform its mandated function. Such questions deal directly with the

question of legitimacy (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Mauer, 1971; Parsons, 1956),

thus posing a threat to institutional integrity (Wamsley and Zald, 1976). The

Administrative Conservator must constantly monitor, control, update and set the

major limits of the agencys economy (Wamsley and Zald, 1976). They inspect

and monitor institutionally sustaining processes to insure that: a) procedures and

resources designed to accomplish the mission are being executed properly; b)

processes are adjusted to conform with changes in priorities; and c) value

commitments underpinning such processes remain intact (Wamsley and Zald,

1976). For example, if a university’s mission emphasizes teaching as opposed to

research, the Administrative Conservator must monitor and inspect procedures

relating to the teaching function. Procedures relating to recruitment and selection
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of faculty members are a case in point. The Administrative Conservator must

ensure that recruitment and selection procedures result in the hiring of faculty

members who have demonstrated a commitment to teaching.

Conserving Institutional Values and Support: The Administrative Conservator is

involved in institutional sustaining activities which preserve, promore, and

transmit key institutional values. Special attention is devoted to those processes

and corresponding activities which reinforce and articulate values reflecting

institutional purpose. For example, ”rituals” have been identified as a means of

transmitting core institutional values, as we have already said (Moch and

Huff,1980). Rituals are vehicles used to ensure that social relationships become

"stylized, prescribed and reinforced" (Pettigrew, 1979). Annual award ceremonies

instituted to recognize significant contributions of organizational members in the

accomplishment of institutional goals are illustrative. Many organizations

establish award programs to encourage organizational members to continue

behaviors necessary to sustain key institutional values. These awards may assign

titles intended to reflect important institutional values. For example, many

awards are named in honor of an institution’s founder, while other, such as
’”I“he

Creative Civil Servant of the Year," tend to reflect a core value-·in this case

creativity. The awards are often presented at formal public ceremonies to

reinforce and symbolize their importance. The Administrative Conservator

engages in activities to preserve the program’s effectiveness as a value transmittal

device by ensuring that processes governing the selection of recipients are

maintained.
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The Administrative Conservator also engages in activities designed to sustain

both internal and external support for institutional aims. From an internal

perspective, the Conservator is involved in activities which instill in

organizational members a sense of loyalty and identification with the enterprise.

In other words, they are concerned with those processes which sustain

”commitment" to key institutional values. Institutional processes which provide

a conduit for demand aggregation, articulation and confiict resolution are

illustrative.

Institutions over time develop internal processes for managing and adjudicating

conflict among internal interest groups. Such processes are instituted to minimize

destructive confiicts concerning the nature of the enterprise. The manner in

which demands are aggregated and articulated and the manner by which confiict

is resolved, may affect the direction and functional niche of the institution.

According to Wamsley and Zald (1976:69), "the ability of organizations to resolve

confiict, on the level at which it can be resolved, vitally affects its direction and

existence.”

The Administrative Conservator constantly monitors, reinforces and selectively

adapts institutional processes and decision rules to manage demand aggregation

and confiict resolution. For example, if an agency establishes an intra-agency

committee as the primary conflict-resolving mechanism, the Administrative

Conservator must ensure that: a) the committee is adjudicating confiict in

accordance with established institutional values; b) organizational members use
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the committee as the dominant conflict resolution mechanism by discouraging

appeals to higher authority; and c) committee processes are well suited to

adjudicate internal conflict in an efficient and effective manner (Wamsley and

Zald, 1976).

The preservation of external support is also of primary importance. The

institution is influenced by an environment of "commitment, constraint, and

tension" (Se1znick,1948). An institution's environment is comprised of a

multitude of individuals, groups, and organizations, of "stakeholders” interested

in and affected by its activities (Wamsley and Zald, 1976; Mitroff, 1983). These

stakeholders represent a variety of actors who may be either allies or adversaries.

Moreover, stakeholders differ in the amount of influence and control they exert

on the institution. In order for the institution to survive, it must develop,

maintain and balance the demands of stakeholders who provide resources and

necessary support for its activities (March and Simon, 1958; Pfeffer and Salancik,

1978; Selznick, 1957).

To secure and preserve external support, the Administrative Conservator

provides "inducements" for stakeholders to participate actively in advancing

institutional goals (March and Simon, 1958; Barnard, 1938). In "exchange” for

these inducements, stakeholders make contributions in the form of "behaviors,

resources, and capabilities" necessary to sustain the institution's integrity and

thereby legitimacy (Pffefer and Salancik, 1978). As a result, The Administrative

Conservator is continuously engaged in both formal and informal exchange
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relationships with external stakeholders to secure and maintain resources and

support for its activities. Such relationships are evaluated, renewed, honored, and

serviced on an ongoing basis to ensure that they are in the long term interest of

the institution. While external support is critical to institutional survival, securing

it can lead to a loss of discretion and limited autonomy (Thompson, 1967;

Selznick, 1957; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Kahn, et al., 1964). The

Administrative Conservator must continually monitor and evaluate external

arrangements and inducements offered to secure contributions from influential

stakeholders.

In summary, the Administrative Conservatorship conceptual framework focuses

upon conserving institutional activities broadly classitied under two areas of

administrative concern: a) mission and economy; and b) values and support.

Maintaining the strength and completeness of activities in these important areas

of administrative concern is vital to the preservation of institutional integrity.

This important function of administrative leadership is accomplished through

such conserving administrative actions. These actions are neither critical nor

routine as commonly depicted in the literature. Conserving administrative

actions provide a means for enhancing our understanding of "one of the most

important and least understood functions of administrative 1eadership" (Selznick,

1957; Barnard, 1948).
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Conclusion

It has been the purpose of this chapter to outline a conceptual framework of

Administrative Conservatorship. At the outset, a theoretical perspective for

conceptualizing the institution was presented, relying on structural-functional

analysis as an analytical method. lt was argued that the institution, similar to

other empirical systems, is concerned with the preservation of integrity and

continuigz of the system itseß Guided by this assumption, the institution is

conceptualized as an economic and adaptive cooperative system with internal and

external dynamics. It is comprised of a complex mixture of functions and

processes designed to maintain the system as an ongoing concern.

An argument was then constructed which asserted that the critical/routine

administrative action dichotomy has restricted our efforts to learn more about the

administrative leadership experience. The dichotomy, employed as the dominant

underlying framework of the leader versus manager distinction, ignores

administrative actions which concentrate on a wide range of activities, the

purpose of which is the ongoing preservation of institutional integrity. Such

actions tend to escape the strict definition imposed by the critical/routine

dichotomy. As a result, we have been unable to make much progress in

understanding this important area of administrative concern.
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Finally, a conceptual framework of Administrative Conservatorship was

presented. The framework is based upon the preservation of institutional

integrity through conserving administrative actions. Such actions are executed in

the context of two broad areas of administrative concern. These include mission

and economy and institutional values and support. This framework is used as a

means of articulating our prescriptive theory of Administrative Conservatorship.
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III. Conserving Institutional Mission and Economy

The preservation of institutional integrity requires that the Administrative

Conservator devote special attention to functions, processes and value

commitments which determine an institution’s distinctive competence. As we

have said, an institution’s integrity is measured by the extent to which its

distinctive competence is intact. This chapter outlines prescriptions designed to

sustain the strength and completeness of an institution’s distinctive competence.

More specifically, we explore strategies for conserving activities broadly classified

under the headings mission and economy. While mission and economy are

interrelated and a sharp distinction is difficult to discern, they are treated as

analytically distinct aspects of institutional life. Prescriptions for conserving each

are presented in the form of propositions accompanied by anecdotal illustrations

derived from interview data and secondary sources. It must be noted that

illustrations drawn from interview data are kept anonymous as long as they are
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not a component of the public record. Our discussion begins with conserving the

institutional mission.

Institutional Mission as The "Reason" for Existence

The concept of mission occupies a central place in the analysis of complex

organizations (Gross, 1969). Theorists have spilled much ink in writing about the

relationship between mission and organizational performance (Perrow, 1961,

1986; Etzioni, 1964; Drucker, 1974, 1985; Pearce and Robinson, 1985; Blau,

1955; Barnard, 1938; Selznick, 1957). lt is indeed rare to find any serious

discourse on institutional leadership which does not pay homage to the mission’s

special role in organizational affairs. Although theorists employ a multitude of

terms to describe the concept (i.e. purpose, official goals, strategy, etc.), mission

in its most basic form determines the institution’s reason for existence. The term

. reason is emphasized because it has special meaning. We will return to this point

later as the significance of reason will become clear as our discussion proceeds.

The symbiotic relationship between the task of mission definition and responsible

leadership behavior is well documented (Barnard, 1938, 1948; Selznick, 1957;

Drucker, 1974, 1985). The strategic management or business policy literature

identifies mission as a cornerstone in the formulation of competitive business

strategies (Andrews, 1980; Pearce, 1982; Drucker, 1974; Ouchi, 1981; Abell,
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1980; Vancil, 1976; Pearce and Robinson, 1985; Thompson and Strickland, 1983;

Ansoff, 1963). Writers discuss at great length the connection between mission

definition and leadership effectiveness. Peter Drucker (1974, 1985), one of the

field’s prominent spokesmen, argues that leadership effectiveness is contingent

upon the the ability of executives to define why the organization exists.

Executives must address the fundamental question: What business are we in?

(Drucker, 1974: 77-79). The failure of executives to define an institution’s

mission is considered an inexcusable and irresponsible act of leadership. Selznick

(1957:143) comments that ”leadership is irresponsible when it fails to set goals

and therefore lets the institution drift.”

The concept of mission takes on different meaning when discussed in the context

of governmental institutions. Conventional wisdom suggests that public

administrators are not given the responsibility for mission definition. As stated

by Bower (1977:32), they "may have no presumptive right to set purpose." The

mission of governmental institutions is determined by legislative mandate, judicial

decisions, and executive orders which delegate authority to public administrators

to act as agents in the administration of policy objectives (Wamsley et al., 1987).

In fact, public administrators must, of necessity, use their administrative

discretion to make concrete decisions which provide meaning to a multiplicity of

diverse, conflicting, vague and ambiguous policy objectives (Wamsley et al., 1987;

Rohr, 1978; Woll, 1974; Rainey et al., 1976; Bower, 1977; Weiss, 1974; Appleby,

1949). It is the responsibility of public administrators to ensure that the "spirit"
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as well as letter of mandating statutes, executive orders and judicial decisions is

fully realized.

As we have said, mandating statutes, executive orders, and judicial decisions

provide the source of authority for governmental institutions. It is the concept

of authority which has the analytical capacity to guide our efforts in determining

methods for conserving institutional mission. The works of Carl J. Friedrich

(1972, 1958) and Chester I. Barnard (1938) are particularly instructive. They are

now reviewed as a means of advancing our discussion.

Friedrich (1972, 1958), in his scholarly expositions on authority, argues that the

prevailing view of authority is erroneous. It has resulted in confusion and

misunderstanding. 1-le asserts that the contemporary view of authority and its

preoccupation with power, domination and forced submission have led us astray

from its ancient and meaningful origin. According to Friedrich, the original

conception of authority, derived from the Latin word auctoritas (meaning to

enlarge, augment), was associated with the Roman Senate and embodied the

concept reason. The Roman Senate was comprised of elders who used their

wisdom, guided by superior knowledge, insight and experience to enlarge and

augment the popular will through reasoning. Friedrich contends that the

Romans were a ”conservative people" who relied on tradition, that is to say, the

values, beliefs, and disposition of the community to guide policy decisions.

Tradition constituted the foundation upon which reasoning was based and

provided a means for determining the acceptability of popular will. Once the
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Senate bestowed its blessings on the popular will, it became law and thus

acquired authority (Friedrich, 1972, 1958). In noting the important role of reason

in the ancient conception of authority, Friedrich states (1972:48):
The ancient connotation brings out t.he crucial role of reasoning in situations where men follow other

men without being compelled to do so. When there are good reasons for doing or believing

something, such actions or thought acquires a quality which is otherwise lacking; it becomes

'authoritative.' What makes a particular course of action authoritative, that is to say, vested with

authority, is that convincing reasons may be offered in support of it.

Freidrich impresses upon us the importance of putting reason back into the

concept of authority. He considers this an essential task if we are to gain a well

founded perspective on an important social reality. Friedrich offers a definition

of authority which reflects a return to its ancient meaning. He defines authority

as the "capacity for reasoned e1aboration” (1972:46). lt is through reasoning,

embodied in communication (commands), which establishes the "abi1ity to gain

assent" (1972:55). He goes on to say:
What we must ask is what enables a man to get his proposal accepted, that is to say, 'to gain another's

assent.’ Our reply would be that when such ability to gain asscnt springs from his capacity for

reasoned elaboration we have authority. It inheres in his communication! Only when what is

commanded is asserted can be reasoned upon and defined is authority real... He who obeys authority

does so because he who orders him to obey appears to have a good and suflicient reason to do so.

Freidrich advances his argument by asserting that authority, conceived as the

capacity for reasoned elaboration, rests upon "superior knowledge, insights, and

experience" (1972:51). This statement begs the question: Superior knowledge,

insights and experience of what? The answer Friedrich offers is tradition, "a set

of established values and beliefs having persisted over several generations"
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(1972:18). Tradition is reflected in the habits, dispositions, customs and norms

which articulate prevailing values and beliefs of the political community. It is

these constantly evolving values which constitute the basis for reasoned

elaboration. , _

Friedrich’s conception of authority is revealing when discussed in the context of

institutional mission. This is certainly so when we consider governmental

institutions. As we have stated, the mission of governmental institutions is

determined by mandating statutes, judicial decisions and executive orders which

delegate authority to public administrators to pursue policy objectives of both the

legislative and executive branches of government. These sources, and the "spirit"

in which they are conceived, determine the institution’s reason for existence.

Reason as conceptualized here is consistent with usage offered by Friedrich

(1972, 1958). lt involves more than merely providing answers to the question:

What business are we in? Selznick (1957:65) in his discussion of institutional

mission refers to this point when he poses the question: "What is the right role

of reason and opportunism in the choice of ends?" [emphasis added].

The concept of reason has special meaning when viewed in the context of

governmental institutions. The reason for an institution’s existence is a

manifestation of tradition, that is to say, the values, dispositions, customs and

norms embodied in the Constitution which established the American Republic.

It is the capacity for reasoned elaboration, grounded in our constitutional
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tradition, which provides authority to such statutes, court decisions and executive

orders.

In carrying out legally mandated responsibilities, the Administrative Conservator

must assume responsibility for elaborating reasons for state sponsored action. In

doing so, the Administrative Conservator is preserving political authority of the

regime (Rohr, 1978). According to Friedrich (1972), authority is contingent upon

the capacity to issue communications which are capable of reasoned elaboration.

To perform this function effectively, the Administrative Conservator must possess

superior knowledge, insights and experience regarding the ”reason” for the

institution’s existence. The Conservator must have the capacity to "argue

effectively and at great lengths about the particular law, ordinance or

constitution” in a manner which makes sense (Friedrich, 1972:54). I—Ie/she must

engage in an honest and sustained dialogue in arriving at authoritative positions.

The Administrative Conservator, through the use of technical and administrative

competence as well as interpretations of regime values, must ensure that

institutional activities are consistent with the "spirit" as well as the letter of the

law. The spirit in which a mandating statute is conceived often symbolizes the

reason for the law’s existence. Such reasons are reflected in introductory

statements to the law as suggested by Friedrich when he states (1972:53):

In the case of laws, their authority is increased ifcareful consideration ofalternatives courses ofaction

has preceded their adoption. Such consideration is 1'ormally indicated by the ’whereases' with which

laws usually begin, as do resolutions. Plato, who was deeply concemed with authority proposed

in Laws that each law should be prefaced by a preamble, a kind of introductory statement in which
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. the reasons for the the law are set forth. Such preambles have become the rule for constitutions, and

they outline the 'spirit' in which a particular constitution is conceived, as well as the "author.'

The line of argument presented thus far suggests that conserving institutional

mission is inextricably interwoven with the concept of authority. As such,

authority, viewed as the capacity for reasoned elaboration, provides a means for

enhancing our understanding of how to conserve institutional mission. The

relationship between conserving institutional mission and authority is further

explored by reviewing again the work of Chester I. Barnard (1938).

Barnard (1938), in his discussion of the functions of executive leadership,

develops a theory of authority which centers on the "willingness of persons to

contribute their efforts to the cooperative system" (1938:161). Barnard asserts

that organizational survival is contingent upon the willingness of individuals to

accept communications (orders) as authoritative. It is the acceptance of a

communication by the individual to which it is directed that constitutes or

confirms authority. According to Barnard, "the decision as to whether an order

has authority or not lies with the persons to whom it is directed and does not

reside in the ’person of authority' or those who issue these orders " (Barnard,

1938:163). The acceptance of orders by the individual to which it is directed

provides the foundation for Barnard’s definition of authority. He defines

authority as (1938:163):

...The character of a communication (order) in formal organization by virtue of which is accepted

by a contributor to or 'member' of the organization as goveming the actions he contributes, that is,

as goveming or determining what he does or is not to do so far as the organization is concemed.
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Barnard discusses several conditions which must coexist if an individual is to

accept a communication as authoritative. First, the recipient of an order must

have the capacity to understand what is being requested. Second, the individual

to which the communication is directed must perceive the request as consistent

with organizational purpose. Third, communications must be in accordance with

an individual’s personal interest and motives for contributing to the enterprise.

Finally, the person to whom the orders are directed must have the "mental and

physical capacity to comply” (1938:169).

Barnard asserts that while the determination ot' authority is contingent upon the

individual to which a communication is directed, this does not imply that it is

impossible to secure sufiicient contributions for survival. Rather, to the contrary.

Barnard provides three reasons why this is so. First, most orders issued in the

organization meet the requirements for securing acceptance of a communication.

Second, a "zone of indifference" exists, that is to say, a sphere in which

individuals consider orders acceptable. According to Barnard, "the person

affected will accept orders lying within the zone and is relatively indifferent as to

what the order is so far as the question of authority is concerned" (1938:169).

Finally, Barnard asserts that the willingness of individuals to cooperate, as

reflected in their acceptance of orders, is influenced by other organizational

members who have a personal stake in sustaining the organization. As long as a

majority of the members perceive orders as constantly falling within the zone of

indifference, they will take actions to maintain its stability.
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In summary, Barnard’s theory of authority relies on the willingness of individuals

to accept a communication as authoritative. Without such acceptance, it is

difficult to secure vital contributions for sustaining the organization as an ongoing

concern. The acceptance of orders is contingent upon the existence of several

conditions which must simultaneously exist. Such orders fall within a zone of

indifference maintained by those who have a personal stake in the organization’s

survival.
l

Barnard’s use of the term zone of indifference has been criticized on the ground

that it advocates "neutrality and passiveness towards authority and the orders

stemming from it" (Scott et. al, 1981:180). Such criticisms are rejected since

Barnard specifically states that positive compliance is enhanced when individuals

anticipate orders falling within a certain range prior to joining the organization

(1938:169). lt must also be mentioned that several theorists (Simon, 1957;

Thompson, 1967) substitute the word "acceptance" for "indifference" because

they perceive this term to be better suited for describing the social phenomena

under investigation. We will remain true to Barnard’s original conception.

Both Friedrich’s and Barnard’s conception of authority bear little resemblance to

the prevailing view on this subject. They both categorically reject the notion of

authority based solely upon power, domination and forced submission. While

their terms differ, both writers conceptualize authority in relation to individual

acceptance of a communication (order). As we have said, Friedrich argues that

the ability to gain another’s assent is contingent upon the "capacity for reasoned
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elaboration" while Barnard asserts that authority "rests upon the acceptance or

consent of individuals" and that it "always lies with him to whom it applies"

(1938:168-83). It is interesting to note that while it appears on the surface that

both writers differ in their perceptions of how acceptance is obtained, a close

examination reveals that the views are essentially the same. Underlying

Friedrich’s concept of authority is reasoned acceptance; underpinning Barnard’s

conception of authority is reasoned statements. Reason is implicit in the

conditions necessary for gaining assent and indeed governs the zone of

indifference. Organizational members accept orders within the zone of

indifference because the reasons make it "sensible” for them to do so.

The works of Friedrich and Barnard, when integrated and viewed in relationship

to the mission of governmental institutions, provide the conceptual foundation

needed to enhance our understanding of how to conserve institutional mission.

lt is argued that the mission of governmental institutions provides boundaries as

well as authority for the Administrative Conservator in administering affairs of

the political regime. My central thesis on this matter may be stated as follows:

The mission of governmental institutions is established by mandating statutes,

executive orders and judicial decisions which delegate authority to the

Administrative Conservator for the implementation of policy objectives.

Authority viewed as the capacity for reasoned elaboration requires that the

Administrative Conservator have knowledge, insights and experience of the

institution’s reason for existence which is grounded in our Constitutional
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tradition. The reason for an institution’s existence provides the basis for what

we call the zone ofmission indwerence.

The foregoing argument provides the context in which propositions for conserving

institutional mission are offered. The Administrative Conservator’s adherence to

the zone of mission indifference provides the focal point for discovering strategies

to conserve institutional mission. This is where we now direct our attention.

The Zone of Mission Indifference

As our central thesis reveals, Barnard’s concept of zone of indifference can be

applied to an institution’s mission and grounded in Friedrich’s notion of

authority viewed as the "capacity for reasoned elaboration.” In this context, the

zone of mission indifference specifies boundaries of institutional action which are

acceptable to organizational salient publics. The institution’s salient publics are

interest groups, the general public, agency oversight and appropriation

committees, competing organizations and other entities which are affected by or

have a stake in the institution’s activities (Kaufman, 1981; Wamsley and Zald,

1976; Rourke, 1969; Mitroff, 1983). The reason for an institution’s existence

underpins the zone of mission indifference and governs the acceptability of

administrative action. Institutional activities must remain within the boundaries

of the zone of mission indifference.
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Administrators with extended tenure in the public service recognize the existence

of, and are indeed sensitive to, what we call the zone of mission indifference.

Public administrators participating in this study often mentioned the importance

of knowing how far one could or should go in pursuing policy objectives. A

public administrator with twenty·tive years of government experience pointed out

in an interview that pushing one’s interpretation of policy objectives too

vehemently can be definitely counterproductive.
You cannot be a zealot or a crusader and last very long in this business. When a new person comes

in, hell bent for leather and pushing his agenda at the expense of everyone else’s, we know he won’t

be around long. He won't last because he will spend all of his time putting out fires and in the hot

seat. First, he will spend a lot of time on the 'Hill" getting beat up by Congress as he tries to explain

why he didn’t do what they had intended. Second, he will spend numerous hours responding to

correspondence from Congress and the interest groups he alienated. Interest groups look for crises.

It is the only way to justify their existence and raise money for the cause they advocate. Most likely

these interest groups will share the contents of the letter with the press who will in turn call the

Secretary’s office to find out what’s going on. When this happens, you can expect to be called upstairs

to explain why you are causing all the negative publicity. If this happens one too many times, you

can bet that he will soon be reassigned to another position with little visibility. What you need to

understand is that this job requires the ability to make a lot of' forces coalesce. This means you must

be sensitive to the areas that will get you and the agency into trouble.

Some issues are particularly sensitive. A public administrator said during an

interview: "You need to be aware of where the minefields are. One needs to be

politically astute in order to make thing happen without creating a major crisis.

A crisis is a sure way of getting the attention of Congress, especially during an

election year." The administrator went on to say that such attention is not

welcomed in most instances because the Congress could impose restrictions which
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would make it even more difficult to fulfill an already complex statutory

obligations.

Each account tends to suggest that the Administrative Conservator must be

sensitive to a "zone" of acceptable administrative action. Institutional actions

failing to remain within the zone of mission indifference can lead to institutionally

threatening circumstances. Such circumstances may prompt relevant others as

well as organizational members to raise questions concerning the overall

legitimacy of institutional activities. Legitimacy as used here refers to the "right"

to pursue specific courses of action (Friedrich, 1972; Perrow, 1986; Pfeffer and

Dowling, 1975; Mauer, 1971; Parsons, 1956; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978).

Questions of legitimacy can lead to increased sun/eillance of institutional

activities and the loss of administrative discretion (Wamsley and Zald, 1976).

Kaufman’s (1981) study of federal bureau chiefs substantiates the assertion that

institutional actions must remain within what we call the zone of mission

indifference. I—Ie states (1981:126-7):

A host of understandings develop inside a bureau, and between the people with whom it comes in

contact, regarding the course the bureau will follow--the practices it will render--in doing its job. So

long as everybody involved, including the chief, remain; within the boundaries of those

understandings, things tend to go on routinely and quietly. But let anyone step over the boundaries,

and the reactions—-of employees, other oflicials, politicians, interest groups, or the press--are likely to

be explosive...Evidently there was a slim band between being too accommodating to concessionaries

and not being accommodating enough. Chiefs who strayed from the safe channel in either direction

found out about the consequences suddenly and swiltly.... A11 of them could be sure, from experience,

that mines were out there, primed to go off if the helmsmen tried to depart from tested waters.
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· In summary, the reason for an institution’s existence underpins what we call the

zone of mission indifference and determines the appropriateness of administrative

action. Institutional activities must remain within the zone of mission

indifference. This point leads to our first propositionz

M.]: The Administrative Conservator must know the boundaries of the
institutional mission and stay within them.

I

To illustrate this concept, let us examine two cases, the first of which involves

collection activities of the U. S. Internal Revenue Service (IRS). Chapter 64 A,

Section 6301 of the Tax Code delegates statutory authority to the IRS for the

collection of taxes in the following words: "The Secretary shall collect taxes

imposed by internal revenue1aws." In carrying out its tax collection activities, the

IRS has the authority to use discretionaxy methods, that is, methods not

specifically outlined in the tax law to collect unpaid taxes. Chapter 64 A, Section

6302b states:

Whether or not the method of collecting any tax imposed by chapter 21, 31, 32, 33, section 4481 of

chapter 36, [or] section 450(a) of chapter 37, is specilically provided for by this title, any such tax

may, under regulations prescribed by the Secretary, be collected by means of retums, stamps,

coupons, tickets, books, or other such reasonable devices and methods as may be necessary or helpful

in securing a complete and proper collection of the tax.

Thus the IRS possesses wide discretion, as evident by the phase "other such

reasonable devices and methods." But an illustration can be offered where

"unreasonable" methods of collection were used, prompting relevant others to

raise questions concerning the legitimacy of institutional activities. This occurred
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when the press reported that the IRS, as a common practice, intercepts and

cashes the personal checks of delinquent taxpayers sent through the mail and

made payable to other parties. Letters with enclosed checks were confiscated

from U.S. Post Offices, opened, altered and deposited by IRS agents into U.S.

government accounts. The legitimacy of such practices has been questioned on

the grounds that the IRS is "exceeding” its statutory authority since Congress did

not intend for the agency to violate the law in collecting delinquent taxes.

Other collection practices of the IRS have also been called into question, most

notably those pertaining to the seizure of bank accounts as payment for back

taxes. Chapter 64 A, Section 6302c of the Tax Code authorizes the agency to levy

the account of individuals as a means of collecting unpaid taxes. The Tax Code

States:

The Secretary may authorize Federal Reserve banks, and incorporated banks, trust companies,

domestic building and loan associations, or credit unions which are depositories or financial agents

of the United States, to receive any tax imposed under the internal revenue laws....He shall prescribe

the manner, times and conditions... which the receipt of[such tax is to be treated as payment ofsuch

tax to the Secretary.

The provision essentially essential means that the IRS has the authority to seize

bank accounts to collect back taxes. The agency has been accused of being overly

zealous in using this aspect of the law. One such accusation stemmed from the

IRS’s seizure of bank accounts held by children as a means of collecting back

taxes of their parents. A stir was created when the Washington Post reported

that the IRS seized the life savings of a ten year old girl ($694) and wanted proof
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that the money was not her father’s, an unemployed carpenter. In another case,

the agency seized the savings account of a young boy who raised money by

recycling aluminum cans. The actions of the IRS, in both cases, were perceived

by the public as unacceptable and well beyond the limits of reasonableness. As

a result of widespread public opinion against such actions, the IRS instituted a

new policy which bans the seizure of bank accounts containing one hundred

dollars or less.

Another illustration of institutional activities failing to remain within the zone of

mission indifference is offered by actions of the the Office of Human

Development Services (OHDS), a component of the Department of Health and

Human Services, in the awarding of discretionary grants. OHDS is responsible

for awarding grants relating to child abuse and neglect. The National Center on

Child Abuse and Neglect is the agency’s vehicle through which such grants are

awarded. In 1987, the General Accounting Office (GAO) investigated the

manner in which the agency reviewed and awarded discretionary grants totalling

$36.7 million during the 1984-1986 fiscal year. ln a report issued by the GAO,

the agency was cited for failing to keep appropriate documentation as required

by the Administrative Procedures Act. A summary of the GAO report states

(1987:20-21):

...OHDS frequently did not justify in writing its decisions to approve full applications out of ranking

order. None of the applications rejected within ranking order was justified in writing, nor were 93

percent of the decisions to select grant applicants for administrative review rather than competitive

review. Additionally, OHDS did not keep documentation on the resolution of' recommendations and

suggestions made by expert reviewers of grant applications and on review comments, nor files of
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rejected applications, as required. Such documentation weaknesses makes OHDS appear arbitrary

and inequitable in its decision making.

ln this case, inadequate documentation and the appearance of arbitrary and

inequitable decision making in the awarding of grants is considered by salient

publics as failing to remain within the boundaries of the agency’s zone of mission

indifference.

To ensure that institutional activities stay within the zone of mission indifference,

public administrators mentioned several factors which must be taken into

consideration. One is that statutory requirements are a primary determinant of

acceptable administrative action and that the law’s language must be observed.

When a public administrator was asked what advice he would offer a new bureau

chief, he replied, "Understand your agency’s statutory authority and try to help

others understand it as well. Above all, don’t abandon your statutory

responsibility."

Another point is that political considerations are taken into account when

weighing the acceptability of administrative action. Public administrators often

stress the importance of having the ability to work well in a political environment.

This essentially means developing the skills to make a multitude of interests

coalesce by mobilizing political support among salient publics; presenting advice

to political appointees in such a manner to ensure that they understand the

implications of proposed policy decisions; and exercising administrative discretion

in the context of political realities (Kaufman, 1981; Rourke, 1969). Finally,
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formal and informal arrangements, which have been worked out with salient

publics, are evaluated when considering the appropriateness of administrative

actions. A public administrator said "you need to know the ground rules, many

of which are unspoken." He went on to say that knowledge of such ground rules

comes with experience. It is quite common for public administrators to negotiate

informal agreements with a variety of actors in the agency’s task environment.

These agreements may pertain to the way business is conducted as well as

defining an agency’s "turf."

Statutory and political factors, as well as arrangements with salient publics,

specify "what” must be considered to ensure that institutional activities stay

within the zone of mission indifference. However, these factors do not tell us

"how" the Administrative Conservator can ensure that institutional activities

remain within the zone of mission of indifference. Is there something more than

merely taking into consideration factors or situations which may lead to

institutionally threatening circumstances? The answer to this question is yes.

Public administrators interviewed mentioned several strategies which provide

insights into this question. The strategies cited are not exhaustive, yet they

illustrate our point.

From an internal perspective, the education of organizational members is a means

of ensuring that institutional activities continuously stay within what we call the

zone of mission indifference. The term "education" is related to the concept of
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socialization.“ The importance of employee socialization has been well

documented in the organization theory literature (Jones, 1986, 1983; Wanous,

1980; Van Maahen and Schien, 1979; Feldman, 1976; Porter et al., 1975;

Buchanan, 1974; Schien, 1968; Weiss, 1978; Berlew and Hall, 1966; Selznick,

1957). While much of this literature focuses on newcomers to the organization,

socialization is of course an ongoing process.

Educational strategies include formal institutionalized training programs (Siehl

and Martin, 1983), apprenticeships (Presthus, 1978) and informal on-the-job

experience and observation (Jones, 1986). The Federal Bureau of Prisons, an

agency within the U.S. Department of Justice, requires that new employees

attend several weeks of training prior to beginning their work assignment. The

Bureau’s 1985 Annual Report states:
All new employees are required to undergo four weeks of formal training during their first 45 days

in the Bureau. The first portion of that training, a 40-hour course entitled 'lnstitution

Familiarization,' is designed to give new employees critical skills which they must have before

receiving a specific job assignment. The three·week or second phase course is entitled 'lntroduction

to Correctional Techniques' and is taught by the Bureau of Prisons staff at the Federal Law

Enforcement Training Center, Glynco, Georgia (1985:9).

It is safe to say that the Bureau’s "Institution Familiarization" program is a

means of educating new employees to the agency’s reason for existence and to

convey what actions are considered acceptable in this context. The Bureau also

ll l agree with Friedrich’s (1972) observation that the term education is more encompassing and meaningful
than the concept of' socialization used by many contemporary theorists. According to Friedrich (1972:19),
education is a 'traditional term" which places important emphasis on those functions and processes which
are 'not only ’socializing' but 'personalizing’ and ’humaninzing' as well."
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requires employees to complete at least 40 hours of additional training per year.

While the Bureau’s program is unique in the amount of time allotted to employee

education, such practices are not the exception but rather the rule.

Another educational strategy is to require candidates for promotion to the

executive or institutional level to spend time working in the headquarters office.

An agency located in the U.S. Department of Interior requires that all

prospective regional directors spend several months at the Washington

headquarters as a condition for promotion. One of the agency’s ranking ofticials

indicated that the requirement is designed to "sensitize" would—be directors and

to assist them to acquire a greater appreciation of activities at the national level.

He further commented that the agency could not [politically] afford to have

someone running off doing their "own thing" because they are on some personal

crusade.

From an external perspective, communication with salient publics is a common

· strategy employed to ensure that institutional activities remain within the zone

of mission indifference. Communication as used here refers to the "selection,

interpretation, transmission and receiving of information" (Altheide and Johnson,

1980:37). Communication is a means of enhancing and/or reinforcing the

understanding of relevant others as to the legitimacy of institutional activities.

Consistent with Barnard's argument, relevant others are likely to accept

administrative actions if: a) they understand them and b) such actions are

consistent with personal motives and the institution’s reason for existence.
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- Communication strategies include consultation with relevant others and

institutional propaganda. Consultation involves information exchange between

public administrators and relevant others concerning institutional activities. Such

exchanges, whether they be formal or informal, are designed to solicit feedback,

build support, and gain acquiescence for institutional procedures and policies.

Many governmental institutions are required by law to consult with salient

publics while some consider such exchanges as a prudent way of gaining assent

for institutional activities.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs often ’consults’ with the National Congress of

American Indians prior to taking action on matters concerning Trust agreements.

The Fish and Wildlife Service, as a matter of policy, conducts public hearings to

solicit input from outsiders prior to implementing conservation policies. The U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers, under a memorandum of understanding, has an

agreement with the Department of Interior to seek consultation before issuing

permits necessary to build subdivisions in flood plane areas (Reed and Drabelle,

1984). The Corps is also required by Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act to

consult with the Department of Interior prior to starting water manipulation

projects such as the construction of dams (Reed and Drabelle, 1984). The Bureau

of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) consciously ’telegraphs’ its intentions

to the the National Rifle Association (NRA) concerning policies and procedures

relating to the regulation of firearms. Since ATF is a relatively new agency and

is affected by what Stinchcombe (1965) terms a "1iability of newness," it cannot

afford politically to alienate the NRA, a well organized interest which commands
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the attention of Congress. ATF is a relatively new bureau and its legitimacy is

not well established, thus making it vulnerable to the actions of older, more

entrenched organizations in its environment.

The dissemination of information concerning institutional activities is another

strategy of communicating with relevant others. Government institutions as a

standard practice issue official reports documenting activities and

accomplishments. These reports perform an important function in articulating,

reinforcing and shaping the perceptions of relevant others as to the legitimacy of

institutional activities. They are also useful in creating a favorable public image

which may be used as "prestige," a viable strategy for controlling external

dependencies (Perrow, 1961; Thompson, 1967).

Official documents transmit information that engenders confidence in relevant

others by convincing and ensuring them that institutional activities are legitimate

and, thereby, congruent with its reason for existence. As stated by Altheide and

Johnson (1980:1-31): ·

convincing the public and relevant audiences in the 'extemal environment' that the organization

is legitimate, is also regarded as necessarymoflicial information contributes to the construction of

rea1ity...this is because official information is the main connection between organizational insiders and

outsiders...o1licial information promotes and reinforces certain images to the pub1ic...

The institutionalized dissemination of information in the form of official reports

is referred to as "bureaucratic propaganda" (Altheide and Johnson, 1980). Such
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propaganda is not only intended to inform but to convince relevant others as to

the legitimacy of institutional activities. Altheide and Johnson (1980:18) say:
The purpose of modem propaganda is to maintain the legitimacy ofan organization and its activities.

The practical and day-to-day aspects of' the organization are well understood by their workers but

all actions are symbolically changed when placed in the context of' an official report. These accounts,

subject to evaluation by superiors, and other organizations, are constructed to reflect what an

organization is presumed to do and how well it does it. In hoping to satisfy evaluations and thereby

legitimize the organization's activities and purpose, oflicial reports have inadvertently presented

contrived, managed and essentially decontextualized pictures of their respective portions of social life.

Thus the overriding purpose of bureaucratic propaganda is not to dupe everyone, but it is intended

to convince relevant persons.

Official information disseminated by the U.S. Department of Agriculture,

Extension Service, Rural and Community Development program and the General

Accounting Office are used as illustrations. Official documents issued by these

agencies are representative of propaganda activities carried out by governmental

institutions.

As part of the Food and Agriculture Act of 1977, Section 1459, the Congress

requires the National Extension Service to conduct an evaluation of each of its

program areas: Agriculture and Natural Resources, Home Economics, 4-H

Youth and Community Resource Development. The purpose of this evaluation

is to determine the ”social and economic consequences of Extension programs in

each of the four program areas" (Community and Rural Development, National

Extension Evaluation Project, 1980:1).
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Statements included in the report issued by the Community and Rural

Development program unit can be interpreted as an attempt to inform as well as

convince salient publics that its activities are consistent with reason for existence

and within the zone of mission indifference. The statement below is illustrative

(1980:11):
The Cooperative Extension Service has been involved in many types of educational and community

service activities and has served many different audiences during the past 65 years. Extension

professionals at both the state and county level have made themselves available to their respective

communities for leadership in a wide range of activities. This is consistent with the objectives of the

Smith- Lever Act of 1914 [emphasis added].

The Smith-Lever Act is the mandating statute which determines the Extension

Service reason for existence. As this excerpt illustrates, the report is intended to

inform and convince salient publics that the program unit is engaged in activities

consistent with its reason for existence. Statements of this nature are found

throughout the report, usually accompanied by specific laws granting authority

for activities under discussion. For example, the 1955 amendment to Section 8

of the Smith-Lever Act is cited in the context of supporting the unit’s community

organization activities with citizen groups. The report states: "This amendment

[Section 8] authorized Extension to ’assist and counsel with local groups in

appraising resources for capability of improvements in agriculture or the

introduction of industry designed to supplement farm income...’ " (1980:12).

Official documents disseminated by the General Accounting Office (GAO)

provide another example of institutional propaganda. The GAO was established
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by the Budget and Accounting Act of 1921 for the explicitly stated purpose of

investigating "a11 matters relating to the receipt, disbursement and application of

public funds." As Rourke’s (1978) discussion of the GAO’s evolving role reveals,

the agency has expanded its conception of auditing to include program

evaluation. In documenting its audit and evaluation activities, the GAO issues

a series of official documents ranging from an annual report to to a Congressional

Source Book which includes information prepared by the agency to assist

Congress and other salient publics. In its monthly publication Reports Issued, the

GAO documents audit and evaluation activities as well as Congressional

testimony given by agency officials. The publication is complete with reports

whose titles reflect the agency’s audit and and evaluation responsibilities, thus

further reinforcing the perception that it is adhering to its reason for existence.

For example, reports cited in the June 1987 issue include among others,

"Financia1 Audit: Commodity Credit Corporation’s Financial Statement for 1986

and l987”; "School Lunch Program: Evaluation of Alternatives to Commodity

Donations"; "Small Business: Evaluation of a Study on Access to Capita1"; and

"Aviation Safety: Needed Improvements in FAA’s Airline Inspection Program

Are Underway." While these reports provide a vital source of information

concerning government activities, they also publicize that the agency is carrying

out its mandated responsibilities.

It must be noted that official documents issued by the GAO are disseminated by

its Office of Public Information. The role of public information offices in
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institutional propaganda is generally acknowledged. Atheide and Johnson

(1980:4) citing Presthus (1978), say:
lntemal differences and opinions are muflled in an effort to present a public image of a discipline and

unity that will enhance the organization's authority and its competitive chances. Dissent and

criticisms are repressed or contined within the organization...The common requirement that speeches

and publications be cleared through a a public·information agency is germane. Unfavorable reports

can easily be dismissed as irresponsible or unauthorized, the implication being that the organization's

elites are its only responsible spokesmen. These are the priests who represent the organization before

the public, interpret its catechism, and explain away any disparity between its high ideas of service

and its routine behavior. .

Our discussion suggests that that the ongoing education or socialization of

organization of organizational members as well as as communication

(consultation and institutional propaganda) with relevant others, are viable

strategies for ensuring that institutional activities stay within the zone of mission

indifference. These strategies enhance the probability that salient publics will

accept institutional actions as legitimate and thereby congruent with its reason for

existence.

When The "Reasons" Cease To Make Sense

To reiterate what has been discussed thus far, the zone of mission indifference

establishes boundaries of acceptable action and is governed by communal values

which determine the institution’s reason for existence. The Administrative
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Conservator must ensure that institutional activities remain within the zone of

mission indifference.

As mentioned, the concept of "zone" implies a sphere— or field of activity which

specifies a range of acceptable institutional actions. In this context, the

Administrative Conservator has a choice of alternatives when making decisions

about how to achieve the institutional mission. Administrative decisions relating

to the interpretation and application of the institutional mission are of particular

interest here.

The imprecise and vague terminology contained in legislative enactments,

executive orders, and other legal mandates require that the Administrative

Conservator exercise discretion in the interpretation of institutional mission.

Discretion exercised in this realm of" administrative decision-making has

important implications for the preservations of institutional integrity, legitimacy

and authority. The Administrative Conservator must ensure that interpretations

and applications of institutional mission are consistent with the "spirit" and letter

of the law.

Interpretations of the law evolve over time and thus are subject to change. These

changes are desirable and indeed necessary to conform with the changing habits,

dispositions and values of our constitutional order. With this in mind, one can

say that interpretations and applications of institutional mission must, of
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. necessity, be adjusted to conform with changing circumstances. Such

adjustments require the prudent use of administrative discretion.

The term "discretion" as used here is consistent with the conceptualization offered

by Friedrich (1972). Friedrich asserts that while the term discretion is subject to

a multitude of interpretations, it generally involves a decision between

alternatives which can and must be implemented (1972:68). l-le further states

that that such decisions must not be made "arbitrarily, wantonly or carelessly,

but in accordance with the requirements of the situation" (1972:68). Finally,

Friedrich suggests that discretion is exercised within a "framework of rules” such

as those established by law.

lt is argued that the Administrative Conservator must adjust the interpretations

and applications of the mission in response to changing circumstances. ln doing

so, the Administrative Conservator must preserve institutional integrity by

ensuring that such adjustments do not produce signiücant changes in mission,

that is to say, changes which are inconsistent with the "spirit" or intent of the law.

This requires the Administrative Conservator to exercise discretion, within the

boundaries of the zone of mission indifference, when deciding to adjust mission

interpretations. Decisions of this sort must be grounded in communal values

which provide the reason for the institution's existence. Failure to do so can

result in exceeding the critical point ofmission dysfunction. This phase is coined

to describe a situation whereby the" capacity for reasoned elaboration" becomes

strained because institutional activities no longer make sense in the eyes of
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organizational members or salient publics. As a result, it becomes extremely

difficult to relate institutional actions to its reason for existence.

Reaching the critical point of mission dysfunction diminishes the capacity to gain

acceptance of institutional activities. This can lead to a legitimization crisis, the

loss of discretion and eventual decline of authority. When the critical point of

mission dysfunction is reached, a great deal of energy must be devoted to _

justifying the legitimacy of institutional actions which appear foreign to its reason

for existence. Such justifications merely contribute to the erosion of institutional

legitimacy. Friedrich (1972:97) comments that "a demand made by a regime in

favor of its legitimacy already implies a weakness in its claim to legitimacy. Such

weakness implies a fault in its authority: the reasons for its existence are

contested!”

We conclude that, when the Administrative Conservator adjusts the institutional

mission to changing circumstances, he/she must do so mindful of the need not to

strain the capacity for reasoned elaboration.

M.2: The Administrative Conservator must acäust interpretations and
applications of the mission to changing circumstances but without
undermining institutional integrity.

The Cooperative Extension Service is used as an illustration of the argument

advanced here. To recall what was said earlier, the Cooperative Extension

Service, an agency within the U.S. Department of Agriculture, was established in
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1914 by the Smith·Lever Act. The Extension Service was created as an

educational system to provide technical knowledge to those involved in the

various aspects of agriculture. The Extension Service, hereafter called Extension,

is structured as a three·way partnership among the state land-grant institutions

(established by the Morrill Acts of 1862 and 1890), the U.S. Department of

Agriculture, and several thousand county governments. Each partner

theoretically shares in program planning and financing with the lion’s share

coming from the federal and state governments. From an administrative

perspective, Extension is a relatively flat organization in which authority is

vested in the fifty state Extension directors and those of the five Trust Territories.

As we have noted, the agency is organized into four program areas: Production

Agriculture, 4-H Youth Development, Home Economics, and Community and

Rural Development.

Over the years, Extension cultivated a favorable ’white hat' public image as a

friend of the American farmer who provided scientific information to improve

rural agriculturally based activities. Extension’s comprehensive approach to

meeting the needs of the farming community and its grounding in a "secure"

social value contributed to its favorable image in the eyes of Congress and the

general public. The American people’s commitment to the farmer is a secure

social value because it is "clearly defined in behavior and strongly established in

the minds of many" (Clark, 1956:329).
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The spirit of the Smith-Lever Act embodied a commitment to the rural

agricultural communities. However, in recent years Extension has adjusted its

interpretation of the Smith-Lever Act and expanded institutional activities into

urban areas. Evidence of this expansion is traced back to as early as 1959. An

Extension publication, A Guide to Extension Programs For the Future, states

(1959:29):

Four~H Club work has been a successful method of working with young people for more than 50

years. It has necessarily given priority to farm boys and girls, and will need to give increased

emphasis to helping more farm youth with a wider variety of problems over a larger period. At the

same time, Extension’s help is being sought for youth programs with rural nonfarm suburban and

urban fami1ies...Changes in Extension youth programs rellect t.he changing needs ofyoung people and

the changing times in which they live...Already we are seeing a variety of program adjustments in the

various states. These include... expansion of 4-H work into urban areas...

Further evidence of Extension’s urban expansion is cited in another of its

publications, A People and A Spirit (1968), a report prepared by a group laboring

under the cumbersome name of the USDA-National Association of State

Universities and Land Grant Colleges Study Committee on Cooperative

Extension. In outlining programmatic adjustments, the report suggested that

Extension should ”build upon strengths in rural areas, but also increase the

commitment to the central city in the years ahead" (1968:92).

In relationship to the argument presented here, it is suggested that Extension has

reached the critical point of mission dysfunction by expanding into urban areas.

The agency’s activities have deviated too far from the "spirit" in which the reason
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for its existence was conceived. That reason is given in the report of the House

Committee on Agriculture with respect to the Smith-Lever Bill (1913:5):
The theory behind this Bill is to extend this system to the entire country by providing for at least

one trained demonstrator or itinerant teacher for each agricultural coungv, who in the very nature

of things must give good leadership and direction along all lines of' rural activities--- social, economic,

and financial [emphasis added].

It is clear from this statement that Extension’s reason for existence does not

include activities in urban areas. The legitimacy of such activities has in fact been

questioned. Moreover, the agency itself seems to be ambivalent about its role in

urban areas, as conflicting statements in official publications attest. Published

statements previously mentioned are illustrative. On the one hand, A Guide to

Extension Programs For the Future (1959:29) justities the agency’s urban

activities:
The Smith-Lever Act refers to 'the people of the United States' as our clientele. Extension’s

responsibility must be interpreted as a compelling challenge to develop programs and projects that

meet the needs and interests of young people people regardless of' place of' residence.

On the other, A People and A Spirit (1968) stresses that the the agency’s clientele

is agriculture (1968:18):

The Smith-Lever Act, while giving Extension a very broad clientele - 'the people of the United States'~

specified that its programs should be concerned with 'agriculture and home economics and subjects

relating thereto.' There can be little question conceming Extension’s authority and indeed, its

obligation to serve agriculture...it is obvious that Cooperative Extension must serve American

agriculture with its unique programs of informal extension education.
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As we have argued, the Administrative Conservator must continuously specify

and recast the general aims of the institution to adapt to changing circumstances,

in the words of Selznick (1957). In doing so, the Administrative Conservator

must adjust mission interpretations "without serious corruption to the

requirements of institutional survival" (Selznick, 1957:66). This requires

adherence to the "spirit" as well as the reason for the institution’s existence, the

source of the zone of mission indifference.

ln the case of Extension, the agency seems to have reached the critical point of

mission dysfunction, which may signal a corruption of the requirements of

institutional survival. ln adjusting its interpretation of the Smith-Lever Act to

include urban activities, Extension contaminated a ”secure" social value, farm

life, with one which is precarious, urban welfare. As noted by Clark

(1956:328-9), social values tend to be precarious when the "position of

functionaries is not legitimized and when such values are unacceptable to the host

population." The 4-H youth specialist involved in teaching inner city youth how

to raise a prize winning steer for the county fair conflicts with images of

Extension "strongly established in the minds of many" (Clark, 1956:329). While

activities such as lawn beautification and urban gardening projects are indeed

worthwhile, they are not what the Congress originally had in mind when it

established the Extension Service. It is argued that neither the American public

nor agricultural interests as a whole willingly accepted the notion that rural,

agriculturally based programs are legitimate in the urban environment. Since the

late 1970’s, Extension has experienced a weakening of popular support for its
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programs and services throughout the country. The agency has lost a degree of

legitimacy; it deviated too far from its reason for existence.

The Virginia Cooperative Extension Division is offered as a concrete example of

the argument set forth here. This is where we now direct our attention.

Virginia Cooperative Extension and The Point of Mission Dysfunction

Virginia’s participation in the extension program dates back to 1914 shortly after

the passage of the Smith-Lever Act.‘* Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University (V.P.I. & S. U.) and Virginia State University, the Commonwealth’s

. two land·grant institutions, are delegated dual responsibility for administration

of extension programs (Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, 1979).

Our discussion focuses on the V.P.1. & S.U. Extension Division.

The V.P.I. & S.U. Extension Division, for most of its history, developed and

sustained a predominately favorable image because of its responsiveness to public

demand in offering a wide variety of educational programs. Extension capitalized

on its "prestige" (Perrow, 1961) and built a strong base of popular support which

resulted in the acquisition of substantial financial resources for programs and

services. In the late l970’s, the V.P.I. & S.U. Extension Division ranked among

the nation’s largest (Joint Legislative and Audit Review Commission, 1979).

R We noted earlier that the Smith-Lever Act is the enabling legislation which determines the agency’s reason
for existence.
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. The Division’s use of prestige as a strategy for acquiring resources is not an

uncommon practice among organizations. Organizations seek prestige as a means

of controlling external dependencies and thereby acquiring power (Thompson,

1967). Perrow (1961:351) makes this point when he says:
One of the many ways of' controlling dependencies is to create and maintain a favorable image of the

organization in the salient publics. lf' an organization and its products are well regarded, it may easily

attract personnel, influence relevant legislation, wield informal power in the community and insure

adequate number of clients, customers, donors or investors.

Extension’s strong base of public support enabled it to broaden the interpretation

and application of institutional mission. Extension expanded the interpretation

of its mission to include such programs and services as "creative and performing

arts," "health and rehabilitation,” "urban home lawn and garden care,"

"manpower deve1opment," "child care development/’ and "mental and emotional

health" (Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission, 1979:30-32).

The expanded scope of programs and service offered by Extension prompted

many among the agency’s salient publics to raise questions concerning its mission.

The community colleges and local government agencies argued that Extension

duplicated many of their programs (Joint Legislative Audit and Review

Commission, 1979). The Virginia Department for Planning and Budget

suggested that the Division’s multiplicity of diverse programs and services

reflected a lack of priorities and clarity in direction. A member of the Virginia

General Assembly accused Extension of ”camouf1aging" items in its budget in

order to provide funds for non-agricultural related programs. These and other

concerns led to the formation of the Extension Budget Guidelines Task Force in
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1978. The task force was delegated primary responsibility for examining the role

and mission of Extension (Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission,

1979). The following year, the Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission

(JLARC), an oversight agency of the Virginia General Assembly, conducted an

evaluation of the effectiveness and efticiency of V.P.l. & S.U’s Extension

Division.

The J LARC report was critical of Extension’s broad interpretation of its mission

as reflected by program expansion into non-agricultural related areas. The

Division’s mission was held to question. For example, the report states (1979:11):

Extension is now active in urban areas and includes programs in cultural, recreational, and

leisure activities. Arts and crafls instruction is available from most extension oiiices. There are also

expanded programs in home and garden care, health, mental health, rehabilitation, creative and

performing arts, child abuse prevention, energy conservation, and promotion of tourism and

industrial development Expansion of Cooperative Extension programs is not govemed by explicit

statements ofprogram priorities; instead local demand is met to the fullest extent possible Concern

about Cooperative Extension’s proper role is apparent among faculty and staff and local government

ofiicials. Surveys found that 34 percent of Extension faculty, 23 percent of Extension agents, and 24

percent of city and county administrators believe extension programs have expanded too far beyond

their traditional area [emphasis added].

The report contains numerous statements of this nature and concludes that the

agency "should prepare a detailed statement of the role and mission of

cooperative extension in Virginia" (l979:82)."

B See Sections I, Il, lll, and VIII of the JLARC report for additional statements concerning this point.
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The V.P.1. & S.U. Extension Division reached the critical point of mission

dysfunction by expanding program activities into areas which deviated too far

from its reason for existence. The legitimacy of the 0rganization’s activities were

contested. The fact that official bodies were summoned to evaluate the

appropriateness of Extension’s activities suggests that the Division was

experiencing a legitimization crisis and lossiof public contidence. This assessment

is based upon the premise that most, if not all organizations, attempt to avoid or

minimize external evaluations except in routine circumstances (Meyer and

Rowan, 1983). External evaluations initiated under non-routine circumstances

imply that the organization is not acting in "good faith,” that is to say, failing to

adhere to its reason for existence. Meyer and Rowan make this point when they

say (1983:41):

inspection and evaluation can uncover events and deviations that undermine legitimacy.

Soorganizationsminimize and ceremonalize inspection and evaluation Evaluation and inspection are

public assertions of societal controls t.hat violate the assumption that everyone is acting with

competence and in good faith.

In reaching the critical point of mission dysfunction, Extension had to devote a

substantial amount of energy and resources to justifying the legitimacy of its

activities. For example, the chief administrative officer of the V.P.I.& S.U.

Extension Division had to prepare a response to JLARC’s ”exposure draft."

.1 LARC, as a matter of policy, provides agencies under review an opportunity to

review and comment on preliminary findings. Extension’s lengthy and detailed

response contained justifications for programs in question as well as rebuttals to
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statements made by the review team." The following excerpts are illustrative

(1979:98-104):

The working draft of the Commission program review of the Virginia Tech Extension Division taken

as a whole is an excellent overview of Extension programs. While some statements, conclusions, and

recommendations are included in the report with which the Division cannot concur, the report in its

entirety is extremely valuable to the Extension Division as it seeks to strengthen its effectiveness and

efficiency in serving the Commonwealth In response to the second paragraph of the Preliminary

Findings and Recommendations, the Extension Division acknowledges the magnitude of expansion

of its urban and suburban programs. This is not at the neglect of traditional program areas. Activity

in urban and suburban areas is not necessarily the result of establishing new programs, but reflects

growth and change of the once rural areas of the state A variety of cultural, recreational and

leisure time activities are offered, including such activities as home gardening or, to cite a seemingly

unusual example, chairseat caning. While these may be leisure activities to many people, they

constitute a necessary activity for low income groups, with whom Extension works, who must produce

portion of their food in gardens or earn additional income by hand skills. Viewed in this context, the

cultural, recreational and leisure activities may well be vocational outlets essential to local citizens.

The decisions as to whether these programs should be offered should not be made unilaterally at the

state level, but should be made in terms of state, local, and federal consideration.

The Extension Division was also forced to respond to allegations made by a

member of the Virginia General Assembly. These allegations ranged from a

deliberate attempt to "mislead the General Assembly" to the Extension Division’s

role in organizing "softba11 and other recreational activities" (Extension Budget

Guidelines Task Force, 1978). The Division’s response was a further attempt to

justify the legitimacy of its programs and services. Extension offered the

"
Extension’s response to to JLARC's Exposure Draft is included in the appendix of the final report. See
pp. 98·l08.
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following response to allegations concerning deliberate attempts to mislead the

General Assembly (1978:8):

We are not familiar with a single budget item classified as agriculture providing funds that are being

spent for art and theatre purposes, and that the charge that a 'deliberate attempt has been made to

mislead the General Assemb1y' is simply not true. There has never been an attempt made to hide

or camouflage any activity or to classify it inaccurately in the Extension Division Budget... Our

1978-80 Budget Exhibit includes an Extension Specialist for work in 4-H Cultural and Fine Arts, and

the position was described exactly in this way on page 143 of the Exhibit. The position, we believe,

is needed and justified, but whether one agrees with this or not, it is certainly true that t.he position

was described accurately and fully.
I

In the context of the argument presented here, Extension’s attempts to justify

questionable activities reflected a weakness in its claim to legitimacy. The

"reasons" offered in defense of such activities did not make sense to those in the

agency’s salient publics. Therefore, the Division’s capacity for reasoned

elaboration was "strained" as the following statement from the JLARC report

suggests (1979:31):

Extension agents frequently sponsor workshops in arts and crafts. The rationale generally given for

arts and crafts instructions is to help homemakers save money through developing self-help skills.

However, in many cases, the instruction appears to be primarily oriented to hobby or leisure time

activity. Program examples noted in this area included dried flower arranging, oil painting, antique

renovation, rock gardens, a vision program of Roots, book binding, silversmithing, macrame, crochet,

pine cone crafts, and a series of workshops entitled 'gifts for pleasure and profit" [emphasis added].

The reasons given by Extension for the arts and crafts workshops did not make

sense to the JLARC evaluation team. It appears as if the team had a difficult

time accepting the rationale that arts and crafts instructions were related to

developing self-help skills among home makers. One can safely say that the
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evaluation team did not "buy" the Division’s reasons for the workshops and

thereby questioned its authority and legitimacy for engaging in such activities.

The V.P.I. & S.U. Extension Division’s expanded interpretation and application

of institutional mission deviated too far from its reason for existence. As a

consequence, the agency undermined its integrity, legitimacy and authority. The

net result has been increased surveillance of institutional activities and the loss

of discretion.

During the 1980s, the V.P.I. & S.U. Extension Division has attempted to

"realign” its programs and services with its reason for existence. The political

"fall·out” of the late 1970s and early 1980s has sensitized the Division to the

necessity of developing educational programs which are consistent with the spirit

and letter of its enabling legislation. The Extension Division is well aware of the

adverse political consequences for failing to do so, as illustrated by the comments

of M.R. Geasler, its current administrative chief (1987:1):

all segments of Virginia Cooperative Extension leadership concur, feeling strongly that we must

change the direction of programs so that they will have a research-based orientation The decision

makers have been very clear in the message they have sent to our Extension system. Failure to pay

attention to this message could cost all of us dearly I want to be able to stand before the General

Assembly and to coniidently tell its members that t.he Virginia Extension system is delivering issue

and research - based programs We have explored the situation, evaluated the consequences of

inaction, and determined that we must act.

In conclusion, the Administrative Conservator must use discretion when

adjusting the interpretation and application of institutional mission. The
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Administrative Conservator must ensure that adjustments do not result in

situations where the capacity for reasoned elaboration becomes strained because

institutional activities no longer make sense in the eyes of salient publics.

Strategic Discretion and The Shift In Emphasis

We noted at the outset of this chapter that the mission of governmental

institutions is comprised of a multitude of diverse policy objectives which are

often conflicting, vague, and ambiguous. The nature of these policy objectives

requires that the Administrative Conservators exercise discretion to ensure that

the "spirit” as well as letter of constitutional and other legally sanctioned

mandates is fully realized.
”

Researchers in the field of public administration have devoted considerable

attention to the mission of governmental institutions. Much of the recent

attention has been precipitated by the growing body of literature which addresses

the public-private distinction in organization theory (Perry and Rainey, 1988;

Rainey, 1983; Rainey, Backoff and Levine, 1983). Researchers argue that the

multiplicity, diversity, and conflicting policy objectives inherent in the mission of

governmental institutions are unique characteristics which differentiate such

institutions from their private sector counterparts (Rainey et. al, 1983). These

characteristics are perceived by many commentators as a constraint or burden

which makes administration of governmental institutions more difficult and
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. therefore, complex (Rainey et al., 1983). In this context, complexity is considered

a serious problem.

It is true that the mission of governmental institutions contributes to

administrative complexity. However, this assertion does not lead to the foregone

conclusion that complexity is a serious problem (Wilson, 1975; Wamsley, 1988).

Indeed, the multifaceted and complex nature of the institutional mission can be

viewed as an asset since it is a manifestation of our constitutional tradition of

compound democratic republic. In this context, the unique characteristic

embodied in the mission of governmental institutions should be viewed as an

opportunity which broadens the Administrative Conservator’s discretion and,

thereby the Conservator’s capacity to preserve institutional integrity. The

Administrative Conservator must prudently and strategicalß: exercise this

discretion as a means of being responsive to the executive, legislative and judicial

branches as well as to those interest groups who are committed to the common

good (Wamsley, 1988; Wamsley et al., 1987; Rohr, 1986). The Administrative

Conservator’s responsiveness strengthens communal bonds and loyalty to the

institution and thereby our constitutional order.

As a means of being responsive to the "constitutiona1 masters" (Rohr, 1986) and

citizenry, the Administrative Conservator must exercise strategic discretion to

shy? the relative emphasis placed on dwerent parts of the mission to correspond

with changing priorities. This is not to imply that the Administrative Conservator

should "abandon” certain parts of the mission because of changing political
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priorities. Indeed, to do so would undermine institutional integrity, legitimacy

and ultimately authority." As stated by Friedrich (1972, 1958), "no authority can

be legitimate, that is to say, believed to be rightful, which fails to fulfill the

function for which it exists or has been created in serving the public good." The

Administrative Conservator must act responsibly when shifting the relative

emphasis from one aspect of the mission to another. This requires ongoing

attention to policy objectives "de-emphasized" during changing conditions to

ensure that the spirit as well as letter of such objectives is carried out.

Several public administrators interviewed for this study articulated the

importance and even necessity of shifting the relative emphasis placed on

different aspects of the mission in relations to changing political priorities. They

used a variety of phases to describe this phenomena, such as "change the thrust,"

”make important course corrections,” "change the focus" and "make

programmatic adjustments." The relative shift from one aspect of the mission

to another is perceive as a normal and predictable state of affairs, particularly

with a change in political administrations." An official commented, "People

[political elites] come to Washington with one purpose in mind -- that is to make

change." The statements of this same official included in a memorandum

ls The widely publicized 'Superfund Scandal' in the Environmental Protection Agency during the first
Reagan Administration provides an excellent illustration of what can happen when policy objectives are
totally abandoned. Several of t.he agency’s ranking official were convicted of failing to abide by the spirit
as well as t.he letter of law governing the clean up of toxic waste sites.

ls Other events may also produce a relative shift in emphasis from one part of the mission to another. These
events may include, among others, a catastrophe, an organizational scandal or national crisis.
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distributed to agency personnel at the outset of the Reagan Administration [1981]

nicely illustrates the point advanced here.
Changes in government are sometimes thought of as like the swinging of a pendulum. If it gets too

far from center, it then swings back in a corrective action. I think that is a good analogy. I like to

compare it to a sailboat. It can’t sail directly into the wind, but it can definitely go on the general

course by sailing to one side and then the other side in somewhat of a zig—zag course, with the net

effect being progress in the desired course. I believe government sometimes make progress in a

similar manner, and a paralleled type ofcourse correction is essential to keep us, as a Nation headed

in the right direction.

If one examines governmental institutions in a historical context, it becomes

readily apparent that a relative shift in emphasis from one aspect of the mission

to another does occur. For example, we noted in Chapter II that the mission of

the National Park Service involves two major components: a) To promote public

use; and b) To preserve the parks. Over its history, the Park Service has shifted

its emphasis from one aspect of the mission to the other. Chase (1987:36), in his

discussion of the Park Service, brings this to our attention when he states:

During the period when the Service was most anxious to please the recreation industry and serve the

public, it tended to encourage park development, stocking streams with game fish and building hotels,

resorts and even golf courses...But when conservationism was ascendent in America, the Service

tended to put higher value on preservation.

We have argued that the multiplicity, diversity and conflicting policy objectives

inherent in the mission of governmental institutions should be viewed as an asset

because these characteristics broaden the Administrative Conservator’s scope of

discretion. The Administrative Conservator must use this discretion in a strategic

manner as a means of being responsive to changing priorities.
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M.3: The Administrative Conservator must be prepared to shß the relative
emphasis placed on dwerent parts of the mission to correspond to changing
priorities.

A case involving the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) is used to

demonstrate further the applicability of this proposition. The ATF case

illustrates two points which are pertinent to our discussion. First, the ATF case

illustrates the potential adverse consequences of failing to shift the relative

emphasis placed on different parts of the mission in relations to changing

priorities. Second, this case provides important insights into several strategies

which can be used by the Administrative Conservator to address this important

area of administrative concern.

An Illustration: The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms

The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) is responsible for "law

enforcement; regulation of the alcohol, tobacco and firearms industries; and

ensuring the collection of federal taxes imposed on distilled spirits and tobacco

products." ATF for most of its organizational history was a division of the

Internal Revenue Service (IRS). The agency achieved bureau status within the

Department of Treasury in l972."

*7 Much of the historical information used here is based upon the ATF Facts, and Bureaucratic
Breakdown, pamphlets published by the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms. Dates unspecified.
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ATF is a relatively new agency when viewed in relationship to other federal

bureaus such as the Bureau of Land Management or the Federal Bureau of

Investigation, for example. Despite its newness as a bureau, many of ATF’s

functions and responsibilities can be traced back to the Prohibition Unit of the

IRS created in response to the Volstead Prohibition Enforcement Act of 1919.

The Volstead Act, which prompted ratiiication of the Eighteenth Amendment to

the U.S. Constitution, gave the IRS enforcement authority relating to the illegal ‘

manufacture, sale or transportation of alcoholic beverages.

In 1930, the Prohibition Unit was transferred to the Justice Department and

given full bureau status. The move was designed to strengthen the federal

government’s capacity to combat the illicit manufacture, sale and transportation

of alcoholic beverages by organized crime syndicates. The Bureau of

Prohibition’s enforcement efforts were popularized in Oscar Fraly’s novel The

Untouchables, which highlighted the exploits of Eliot Ness and the special unit

he directed in Chicago.

In 1934, shortly after the Prohibition Era ended, the Bureau of Prohibition was

abolished and its responsibilities were transferred back to the IRS and assigned

to the newly created Alcohol Tax Unit. The following year the Congress passed

the Federal Alcohol Administration Act establishing licensing and permit

requirements as well as regulations to encourage fair competition in the distilled

spirits industry. The Act was enforced by a separate unit of the IRS until 1940,

when the unit was consolidated with the Alcohol Tax Unit.
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Two years later, the Alcohol Tax Unit was given responsibility for administering

the Federal Firearms Act passed in 1938." This Act was designed to control

weapons such as machine guns and sawed-off-shotguns used by members of

organized crime syndicates in the commission of violent acts. The Federal

Firearms Act made it a federal offense for felons to possess tirearms in interstate

commerce. Once again, ATF was assigned regulatory authority.

The Alcohol Tax Unit’s responsibilities were further expanded during the 19508

and 1960s, which prompted a change in the agency’s name. In 1951 the agency

was given jurisdiction for the collection of tobacco taxes. The following year the

agency was renamed the Alcohol and Tobacco Tax Division of the Internal

Revenue Service. In 1968, the Congress passed the Omnibus Crime Control and

Safe Streets Act and the Gun Control Act in response to the assassinations of

Robert F. Kennedy and Martin Luther King Jr. These statutes replaced the

firearms acts of the 19308. The Gun Control Act, in particular, established

stricter licensing and regulation of the lirearms industry. The increased focus on

criminal enforcement of ürearms violations resulted in another name change: the

unit became the Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms Division of the Internal Revenue

Service.

The decade of the 1970s brought an increase in responsibility to the agency as

well. Title XI of the Organized Crime Act of 1970 (also referred to as the

¤= The Federal Firearms Act er 1938 rellewed rhe National Firearms Aer er 1934, the Uhired sraree nrsr geh
control law.
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Explosive Control Act) authorized ATF to regulate the explosive industry and

made certain bombs and arsons a federal crime. In 1978, the agency was

mandated by Congress under the Trafficking in Contraband Cigarettes Act to

assist the states in their efforts to eliminate interstate smuggling and sale of

cigarettes in the avoidance of state taxes.

In recent years, ATF has assumed more responsibility for the investigation and

enforcement of terrorists and criminal use of explosives as well as arson-for·profit

schemes. The Anti-Arson Act of 1982 and the Comprehensive Crime Control

Act of 1984 gave the agency statutory authority to enforce crimes involving the

destruction of property by fire as well as by explosives." The passage of these

Acts marked a watershed in the agency’s history. This point is clarified as our

discussion proceeds. ·

A close examination of ATF’s history reveals that the agency adapted quite well

for most of its existence despite assuming responsibility for a variety of diverse

functions. Although ATF was delegated more responsibility for administering a

multitude of diverse functions, many of the activities associated with such

functions required a similar orientation. Functions assigned to ATF over the

years tended to fall within two distinct categories: a) the collection of taxes and;

b) the regulation of specific industries through registration, licensing and permit

requirements. Underpinning the agency’s functions and processes in each area

l° The Anti-Arson Act amended Title XI of the Organized Crime Act of 1970. The Comprehensive Crime
Control Act amended the Gun Control Act of 1968.
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. was the value voluntary compliance. Consequently, ATF emphasized those

aspects of its mission related to tax and regulatory compliance in the alcohol,

tobacco and firearms industries.

While ATF was given law enforcement responsibilities, much of the criminal

enforcement activities revolved around the compliance value. Prior to the late

1970s and early 1980s, ATF special agents (whose official title under the federal

government personnel system is criminal investigator) devoted a substantial

portion of their time to the investigation of the illicit manufacture of alcohol and

firearms licensing violations. These investigations were governed by the

compliance value. ATF’s emphasis on voluntary compliance is not surprising

especially since the agency was a division of the Internal Revenue Service for

most of its existence.

The emphasis on voluntary compliance served the agency well for most of history.

However, the 1980s marked a turning point. ATF’s emphasis on compliance in

light of changing priorities emphasizing stricter criminal enforcement of firearms

violations jeopardized the agency’s existence. In 1982, the Reagan

Administration recommended abolishment of ATF and transfer of its firearms,

explosives and arson functions to the Secret Service. The alcohol and tobacco

functions were to be turned over to the Customs Service. The Administrati0n’s

recommendation was based upon the premise that the transfer of ATF functions

to other agencies would reduce cost, enhance efficiency in government operations,
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and result in more effective enforcement of tirearms, explosives and arson

statutes. The last point is of particular interest here.

The Reagan Administration argued that ATF functions relating to alcohol and

tobacco were incompatible with the agency’s law enforcement responsibilities.

John Walker, Assistant Secretary of Enforcement and Operations, Department

of Treasury, argues this point at the Senate hearings on the abolishment of ATF.

He states (1982:265):

The proposal to reassign ATF functions to other bureaus was based on the fact the functions of

alcohol and tobacco have no commonality of interest with the criminal enforcement function of

firearms, explosives and arson. There are no identifiable reasons for the diverse functions to be

performed in a single agency. I would stress no identifiable reason for the diverse functions to be

performed in a single agency.

This fact has been previously recognized within the Department. The diversity of functions has led

to an inefficient organizational structure and to unhealthy competition for resources between criminal

enforcement activities and revenue protection and regulation in a declining budget picture.

ATF’s heavy emphasis on compliance was perceived by the Reagan

Administration and law enforcement organizations such as the International

Association of the Chief of Police as inappropriate for implementing criminal

enforcement activities. ATF was viewed as lacking the capacity to carry out

criminal enforcement because it was not "strictly" a law enforcement agency.

The agency’s orientation was deemed better suited for tax and regulatory

compliance. Assistant Secretary Walker further states (1982:284-5):
It is submitted that the reassignment of the firearms and explosives functions to the Secret Service

will result in a more efficient enforcement of the lirearms, explosives, and arson statute with less
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people and less cost...By putting these functions into a strictly law enforcement organization as

opposed to an organization that placed grea! emphasis on regularion and revenue protecllon of two

commodities in areas totally unrelated to the enforcement of the firearms and explosive laws. The

Secret Service is strictly a law enroreenient organization [emphasis added}.

The testimony of Assistant Secretary Walker and others supporting the

abolishment of ATF reveals that the agency’s heavy emphasis on those aspects

of its mission which related to compliance (as opposed to criminal enforcement)

threatened its existence. The agency’s orientation was considered inappropriate

in relations to changing circumstances. While the Reagan Administrations

questioned ATF’s law enforcement capabilities, the Congress disapproved its

proposal to abolish the agency. Since that time, the agency has taken action to

shift the relative emphasis from compliance to law enforcement.

It is noteworthy that ATF’s statement of mission and responsibilities included in

several recent agency publications lists ”law enforcement" first followed by other

mandated functions. Surely this is not a coincidence in light of ATF’s most

recent experiences.

Information contained in an ATF document entitled Long Range Plan for FY

1986-1990 provides further evidence of the agency’s attempt to shift the emphasis

from compliance to law enforcement. Seven goals are listed numerically in the

document. Goals one and two relate to law enforcement. The first goal states:

"To reduce the criminal use of firearms and to assist other federal, state, and local

law enforcement agencies in reducing crime and violence by effective enforcement
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of federal firearms law" (p.3). The second says: "To provide for public safety

by reducing the criminal misuse of explosives, combatting arson-for-profit

schemes, and removing safety hazards caused by the improper and unsafe storage

of explosive materia1s" (p.3). It is argued that the order in which these goals are

listed is an attempt by ATF to inform those inside and outside of the agency of

law enforcement’s "priority status."

ATF has also modified the position description of their special agents (criminal

investigators) as a means of emphasizing its law enforcement responsibilities. In

1964, the position description stated under the heading "Duties and

Responsibilities" the following:
Independently conducts investigations covering a full range of substantive violations and investigative

matters. These include illicit manufacture, sale and transportation of non—taxpaid spirits; firearms

violations; petition investigations; investigations of retail liquor dealers; raw material investigations;

less serious assaults on investigators and law enforcement oflicers...

This description clearly reflects the agency’s emphasis on compliance. Little is

said about criminal enforcement. The position description approved in 1987

reveals a significant shift from compliance related activities to law enforcement.

The description now reads:

Serves as criminal investigator assigned to District Oflice (Law Enforcement) of the Bureau of

Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms (ATF). Independently conducts investigations of greater than

average complexity which encompass the full range of violations under the laws enforced by ATF.

Conducts investigations related to specific cases, the organized crime investigation program, or for the

purpose of gathering information on individuals or groups suspected of violating the above laws.

Typically spends more than half time on firearms and explosive control work and a relatively small

amount of time on illicit liquor work that arises as assigned.
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Finally, ATF created an associate director of law enforcement and the Bureau

director is actively involved in several professional law enforcement organizations.

lt is worth mentioning that ATF's director is a member of the International

Association of Chiefs of Police Executive Board, a law enforcement organizations

which supported reassignment of the agency’s functions. _

The ATF case illustrates the importance of shifting the relative emphasis placed

on different parts of the mission in relations to changing priorities. The ATF

example also illustrates how the Administrative Conservator can modify

institutional functions and processes to facilitate the shift in emphasis from one

aspect of the mission to another. As mentioned, ATF facilitated the shift in

relative emphasis from compliance to law enforcement by: a) changing the order

in which responsibilities are listed in the mission statement and the agency’s

Iong·range planning document; b) modifying position descriptions to emphasize

law enforcement; and c) elevating the status of law enforcement within the agency

through the creation of a deputy director position at the national headquarters

level.

Conserving Mission: The Argument Reviewed

We have argued that conserving institutional mission is related to the concept of

authority. Authority viewed as the "capacity for reasoned elaboration" centers
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on the acceptance of institutional activities by relevant others as well as

organizational members. In following this line of argument, it is suggested that

the Administrative Conservator must possess superior knowledge, insights and

experience regarding the institution’s reason for existence. The Conservator must

have the capacity to debate at length about the law which established the

institution and its inherent reasons. These reasons are grounded in our

Constitutional tradition, that is to say, the values, disposition and customs of the

American Republic.

The institution’s reason for existence defines what we call the zone of mission

indifference. This zone speciiies a range of institutional actions which are

acceptable to relevant others as well its members. Institutional activities must

remain within boundaries established by the zone of mission indifference. The

Administrative Conservator may use the education or socialization of

organizational members as well as communication (consultation and institutional

propaganda) with salient publics to ensure that institutional activities remain

within the zone of mission indifference.

While the zone specities boundaries of acceptable institutional action, the

Administrative Conservator does have opportunities for the exercise of strategic

discretion in achieving policy objectives. Such discretion is extremely important
I

when making adjustments in mission interpretations and applications in response

to changing circumstances. We argued that the Administrative Conservator must

exercise discretion, within the boundaries of the zone of mission indifference,
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when deciding to adjust mission interpretations. Failure to do so can result in

exceeding the criticalpoint ofmission dysfurzctiorz; the point at which institutional

activities cease to make sense in the eyes of organizational members and salient

publics.

We also argued that while the intrinsic qualities of institutional mission makes

administration more complex, "complexity” need not be viewed as a serious

problem. The multifaceted and complex nature of institutional mission was

viewed as an asset which broadens opportunities for the Administrative

Conservator to exercise strategic discretion. It was suggested that such discretion

must be used as a means of being responsive to the "constitutional masters" and

the citizenry. In this context, responsiveness requires shifting the relative

emphasis placed on different parts of the mission the correspond to changing

circumstances.

Conserving institutional mission is an important requirement in the preservation

of institutional integrity. The mission performs a central role in determining and

maintaining an institution’s distinctive competence. The Administrative

Conservator must constantly interpret, reinforce and adapt the mission "without

serious corruption to institutional survival" (Selznick, 1957). This requires

adherence to institution’s reason for existence which governs the zone of mission

indifference and the conceptualization of mission complexity as an opportunity

instead of a problem.
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t The Relationship Between The Economy and Environment

As we said at the outset, the concepts of mission and economy are interrelated

and mutually reinforcing aspects of institutional life. Our discussion thus far has

focused exclusively on institutional mission. We now examine the dynamic

relationship between the institution’s economy and the external environment.

The economic aspect of complex organizations has received a great deal of

attention. In fact, much of the so·called classical and neoclassical literature in the

area of organizational analysis focuses specitically on the economic aspects of

organizations. Selznick observes: "It is the economic aspect of organization

which commands the attention of management technicians and, for the most

part, students of public as well as private administration" (1948:26).

The economic aspect or economy of an institution has been defined in a similar

fashion by theorists. For example, Wamsley and Zald (1976:19) suggest that the

economy is a combination of factors of production, the arrangements of the

division of labor, allocation of resources for task accomplishment and the

maximization of efficiency." Selznick (1948:26) asserts that the economy is a

"system of relationship which defines the availability of scarce resources and

which may be manipulated in terms of efficiency and effectiveness.” Finally,

Thompson (1967:11) says that the economy is a "suborganization whose problems

are focused on effective performance of the technical function."
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Each definition suggests that the economy is an institution’s system for producing

output. It constitutes the means for task accomplishment and is governed by the

norms of rationality and instrumental efficiency. We can say in a broad sense

that institutional mission constitutes the ends sought while the economy

represents the means by which such ends are accomplished.

The symbiotic relationship between mission and economy is often discussed in the

context of means-ends hierarchy (Jackson and Morgan, 1982; Simon and March,

1958; Merton, 1957; Comfort, 1981; Wallroth, 1968). These discussions reveal

two points which are of interest here. First, the means selected for the

accomplishment of a specified end must be perceived as legitimate and thereby

in conformance with societal values. Second, the maintenance of congruence

between means and ends requires adaptation to the external environment in a

timely fashion. Each point is now examined.

Conformance with Extemal Expectations

Our first point is that the means employed for the accomplishment of a specified

end must be perceived as legitimate in a larger societal context. The legitimacy

of means is commonly discussed in the context of organizational legitimization

(Perrow, 1986; Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978; Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975; Mauer,

1971; Parsons, 1956). An organization is said to be legitimate when it achieves

congruence between the "socia1 values associated or implied by its activities and
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the norms of acceptable behavior in the larger system of which it is a part"

(Dowling and Pfeffer, 1978:122). Organizational legitimacy is contingent, in part,

upon the perceived legitimacy of its method of operation. Parsons (1956:68), in

his discussion of organization legitimacy, alludes to this point when he says: "

...besides the legitimacy of the goal-type and its primacy over other interest, there

will be legitimization of various categories of relative specific subgoals and the

operative procedures necessary for their attainment."

The notion that an organization’s legitimacy is influenced by its method of

operation suggests the importance of selecting and maintaining means well suited

for the task at hand. While the concept of equifinality ·- ends can be achieved

through a multitude of means (Biedian, 1984) -- may apply, this does not suggest

that the choice of means is limitless. Institutions must adhere to values of the

larger society if they are to be perceived as legitimate (Fennell and Alexander,

1987; Dimaggio and Powell, 1983; Zucker, 1977, 1983; Tolbert and Zucker, 1983;

Pfeffer and Cohen, 1984; Tolbert, 1985; Meyer and Rowan, 1983; Fennell, 1980).

The work of Meyer and Rowan (1983 [1977]) concerning institutionalized

environments is reviewed to advance our argument.*°

Meyer and Rowan (1983) argue that organizations are embedded in an external

environment which determines the legitimacy of their activities. These theorists

contend that a shared, collective perspective exists in the environment which

2¤ The terms 'institutionalizcd environment' and 'institutionalized ru1es' used by Meyer and Rowan are
avoided once introduced to eliminate conceptual confusion since the concept of 'institution' has special
meaning. We will subsutute the terms environment and endorsed rules in our discussion.
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establishes prescribed roles encompassing specific behaviors, relations, obligations

and expectations. This shared perspective is created and sustained by rules which

are so deeply ingrained in the environment that they are taken for granted, or

"institutionalized" if you will.

These endorsed rules are said to be infused with norms of rationality and

reflected in "high1y rationalized myths” such as policies, programs and procedures

which bind organizational activities. Meyer and Rowan states (1983:24-5):
In modem societies the elements of rationalized formal structure are deeply ingrained in, and reflect,

widespread understandings of social reality. Many of the positions, policies, programs, and

procedures of modem organization are enforced by public opinion, by the views of important

constituents, by knowledge legitimated through the educational system, by social prestige, by the laws,

and by the definitions of negligence and prudence used by the courts. Such elements of formal

structure are manifestations of powerful institutional rules which function as myths that are binding

on particular organizations.

The contention that endorsed rules are binding leads Meyer and Rowan to

conclude that organizational success and indeed survival are contingent upon

conformity to shared perspectives in the external environment. Conformity in

this context implies the incorporation of "social1y legitimated rationalized

elements" into an organization’s structures (1983:34). These rationalized elements

include, among others, programs, policies and technologies which convey the

image that the institution has the capacity to effectively perform its function.

Meyer and Rowan go on to say (1983:25):
ln modern societies the myths generating formal organizational structure have two key properties.

First, they are rationalized and impersonal prescriptions that identify various social purposes as

technical ones and specify in a rule-like way the appropriate means to pursue these technical technical
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purposes rationally. Second, they are highly institutionalized and are thus in some measure beyond

the discretion of any individual participant or organization. They must, therefore, be taken for

granted as legitimate, apart from evaluation of their impact on work outcomes ...technologies are

institutionalized and become myths binding on organizations. Technical procedures of productions,

accounting, personnel selection, or data processing become taken-for·granted means to accomplish

organizational ends. Quite apart from their possible efiiciency, such institutionalized techniques

establish an organization as appropriate, rational, and modem. Their use displays responsibility and

avoids claims of negligence [emphasis added].

The concept of endorsed rules is instructive when discussed in the context of

institutional economy. It is argued that procedures, policies and programs which

reflect endorsed rules embedded in the external environment must be

incorporated into an institution's formal structure for it [the institution] acquire

legitimacy in a larger societal context (Meyer and Rowan, 1983).

In most instances, institutional means conform to endorsed rules in the external

environment. In fact, most organizations adapt to constraints imposed by ·

endorsed rules in the external environment as opposed to altering them because

of the difiiculty involved in trying to do so (Dowling and Pfeffer, 1975). For

example, many organizations have instituted affirmative action procedures to

increase the percentage of women and minorities as opposed to investing

substantial resources to change social values concerning the legitimacy of such

activities.

As stated, organizations incorporate endorsed technologies (means) into their

formal structures as a strategy for conveying that their work is as "appropriate,
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rational and modern" as possible (Meyer and Rowan, 1983: 25). ln doing so,

organizations agree to a specific set of expectations. Organizations cannot adopt

endorsed technologies for the purposes of acquiring legitimacy without giving

something in return. A mutualistic as opposed to a parasitic relationship exists

between the external environment and the organization. When organizations

incorporate endorsed technologies, they are in effect agreeing to abide by a set

of standards which reflect a variety of societal values. These values consists of

two analytically distinct, yet interrelated types: instrumental and inherent

(Friedrich, 1972). Instrumental values suggest that something has or possesses

value (Friedrich, 1972:63). For example, we can say that "competitive or strict

admissions standards" have or possess value for an academic institution -- the

value being to bring qualified students into the classroom. In contrast, inherent

values suggest that something is a value (Friedrich, 1972:63). For example, we

would find little disagreement with the assertion that "equal opportunity" in

college admissions is a value of the American regime. lt must be emphasized

again that these two types of values are not mutually exclusive. The perceived

legitimacy of institutional technologies is contingent upon conformity or

"isomorphism” (Dimaggio and Powell, 1983) with both instrumental and inherent

values.

We said earlier that our society consists of a multitude of diverse values. While

"n0 highest value can be shown to exist" (Friedrich, 1972:64) in a universal sense,

this does not imply that some values are prized more than others in restricted

spheres. ln relation to the distinction between values just discussed, it is argued
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that instrumental values vary in relative importance as a standard for measuring

the legitimacy of institutional technologies. It is further argued that the

institution’s field of action is a mediating variable which ultimately determines

the relative importance of instrumental values and thereby identifies the

standards for measuring the legitimacy of institutional technologies? Institutional

technologies measured by standards which embody instrumental values highly

prized in a field of action are excessively sensitive to the criteria of efficiency.

As a consequence, the inefficient operation of technologies measured by

"instrumenta1 standards," if you will, has an immediate effect on an institution’s

integrity and legitimacy as rational and modern.

In reference to inherent values, it is argued that these judgments which "ought to

be" (Friedrich, 1972) transcend all fields of action. We can say that inherent

values are transcendent societal values. Inherent values constitute "communal"

values and are manifestations of tradition, that is to say, dispositions, norms and

customs of our constitutional order? Institutional technologies must also conform

to inherent values in order to be perceived as legitimate.

A concrete example is now offered as a means of clarifying the argument

advanced here. Our first illustration addresses instrumental values as a standard

Z! The term 'field ofaction' refers to a limited area or sphere of action. Hence, we can speak of' the fields
of health, law, education, agriculture, etc. A field of' action is similar to the concept 'industry' defined in
the broadest sense.

Z2 These values may at time conflict with instrumental values. According to Friedrich (1972), this is the
source of most political conflicts.
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h for determining the legitimacy of institutional technologies. Institutions within

the financial field are used to demonstrate the point.

The financial field is comprised of numerous institutions ranging from

commercial banks to investment services. For simplicity’s sake, commercial

banks are offered as an illustration? Commercial banks are primary actors in our

complex financial system since practically all the money that people use reaches

them either directly or indirectly. Commercial banks, similar to other business

firms, operate to make a profit. A majority of the bank’s earning assets is

generated from loans and fixed income securities issued by federal, state and local

governments. It is common policy for banks to allocate substantial portions of

the money they receive as capital and deposits to loans and securities (Mayer et

al., 1984).

Commercial banks are mandated by law to hold reserve assets on the amount of

uninvested funds equal to a designated proportion of their deposits (Mayer et al.,

1984). The reserve requirement is designed to protect depositors by ensuring that

banks maintain enough cash to meet temporary depletions of reserve funds
u

created by depositors’ withdrawals. This requirement is also instituted to instill

confidence in depositors that the bank has the capacity to redeem their money

when requested to do so (Mayer et al., 1984).

*3 Although commercial banks are private organizations, they provide an excellent means for illustrating the
argument set lforth here. lt must be noted, that the argument presented here applies to both public and
private orgamzauons.
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The reserve requirement is used as an indicator to measure the health and vitality

of commercial banks. When reserves fall below legally mandated requirements,

the survival of banks is threatened. While the Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation (FDIC) protects depositors and cultivates confidence in banks, the

reserve requirement continues to be a vital indicator by which to measure their

solvency.

Commercial banks, as well as other institutions in the financial field, incorporate

endorsed programs, policies and procedures which create the appearance offiscal

responsibility, an instrumental value. For example, commercial banks seek to

acquire membership status with the Federal Reserve and incorporate rational

and modern procedures for asset and liability management to cultivate an

appearance of fiscal responsibility. Credit rationing, diversification of loans, and

the maintenance of an acceptable ratio between loan-to-deposits are illustrative.

If procedures related to assets and liability management are perceived by relevant

others as inefficient or outdated, questions will be raised concerning the banks’

capacity to meet the reserve requirement. This can threaten the bank’s

legitimacy. For example, if a commercial bank places a disproportionate amount

of its funds into loans, let us say, as a opposed to securities, a too high ratio of

loans to deposits will exist. Such practices are considered dangerous and

unacceptable in the financial field (Mayer et al., 1984). Relevant others are likely

consider such practices as irresponsible and negligent. In this example, we can

say that technologies for asset and liability management are sensitive to the

functioning of commercial banks in the financial field.
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The instrumental value of fiscal responsibility is important in other fields as well.

However, it is argued that institutions in the financial field are more adversely

affected by a perception of fiscal irresponsibility than those in other fields, such

as social service for instance. This is so because this value is highly prized in the

financial field of social action. The criterion of fiscal responsibility is applied

much more stringently to technologies instituted to manage capital than, for

example, to provide human services.

Shifting to education as a field for a moment, it is not uncommon for departments

within universities to exceed their budgetary appropriations for a give fiscal year.

While such practices are not condoned and in most instances discouraged, they

do not have an immediate effect on the university’s legitimacy. Obviously this is

not the case when a university is experiencing a fiscal crisis as is the case of

several traditionally black institutions. On the other hand, the corruption and

inefficient operation of endorsed technologies pertaining to admissions standards

would have an immediate effect on the university. If it were discovered that

university’s administration consistently admitted "blue chip" athletes who fail to

meet admission requirements, the institution’s procedures for preventing such

occurrences will come come under scrutiny. If it is concluded that procedures

were inappropriate or operated in an inefficient manner, officials may be accused

of being negligent and irresponsible. Such a perception can undermine a

university’s integrity and thereby its legitimacy. In this illustration, procedures

for maintaining the image of competitive or strict admissions standards are
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excessively sensitive in the education field. Such concerns are totally irrelevant

in the financial field.

Our discussion reveals that highly prized instrumental values reflected in

standards which are associated with the institutional technologies employed in the

particular field, must be upheld if the institution’s economy is to retain

legitimacy.

E.]: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that operation of the
institution's economy conforms to instrumental standards of the relevant
field.

Public administrators participating in this study seem to be aware of instrumental

standards prized in their respective fields and the potential adverse consequences

for not conforming to them. This awareness was reflected in responses to a

question relating specifically to institutional legitimacy. Participants were asked:

What events or situations would create an immediate legitimacy problem for your

agency? The comments of a ranking official within the Federal Bureau of Prisons

provides an excellent example of the point advanced here. This official indicated

that numerous escapes by inmates from the agency’s prison facilities would create

a "credibility problem.” He went on to say that if an investigation into the

escapes uncovered major violations in security procedures, the agency’s credibility

would be damaged.
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In relation to the argument presented here, "security" is a highly prized

instrumental value in the corrections field. The failure of technologies to conform

with instrumental standards governing prison security can have an adverse effect

on the legitimacy of institution’s in this field.

Participants cited several strategies employed to ensure that institutional

technologies conformed to instrumental standards prized in relevant fields.

Strategies mentioned most often included ongoing monitoring, periodic

inspections and timely adjustments of institutional technologies. These strategies

were designed to detect or prevent any problem which could, in the words of one

official, "cause embarrassment." When problems were identified, participants

indicated that immediate corrective action was taken.

At the same time, institutional technologies must also conform to inherent values

in order to be perceived as legitimate. As we have said, inherent values reflect the

norms, dispositions and customs of our constitutional order. They transcend all

fields of institutional action. As such, inherent values can be characterized as

transcendent societal values. We will use this term for the remainder of our

discussion when speaking of inherent values.

Let us use the previous example of the commercial bank and the conformance of

its technologies to discuss the transcendent value "equality.” To recall what was

said earlier, commercial banks function in the financial field. The instrumental
L

value "fiscal responsibility" was said to be highly prized in this field. Commercial
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banks incorporate endorsed technologies to convey the image of fiscal

responsibility. Procedures such as credit rationing and loan diversification were

cited as examples. Technologies relating specifically to credit rationing are

discussed to advance our argument.

Credit rationing is considered a legitimate function to ensure that commercial

banks maintain acceptable reserve requirements. As we have stated, the reserve

requirement is an indicator of fiscal responsibility. Banks ration loans among

applicants both by turning some customers away and by limiting the size of loans

to others (Mayer et al., 1984). Credit rationing is operationalized through

procedures relating to the scrutiny of loan requests.

In the context of the argument presented here, technologies associated with credit

rationing must conform to the transcendent value ”equality” to acquire

legitimacy. The perception of inequitable decision making in granting loan

requests can undermine the banks’ legitimacy and thereby integrity as a

responsible institution in the financial field. Most commercial banks attempt to

cultivate the image of compliance with the transcendent value of equality by

ensuring that credit rationing procedures take into consideration such factors as

race and gender. The statement, "We are an equal opportunity lender" cited in

institutional propaganda symbolizes conformance with the value equality.

Refusing to give credit to minorities or women would constitute violation of the

transcendent value of equality.
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Our previous example of the academic institution is also pertinent here. As

indicated, competitive or strict admission standards is a highly prized value in the

educational field. As in the case of bank loans, institutional technologies

associated with the recruitment and admission of students must conform to the

transcendent value of equality in order to be perceived as legitimate. For

example, if the university’s admissions requirements resulted in systematic

exclusion of traditionally disfavored minorities, the legitimacy of such

requirements would be called into question.

In summary, institutional technologies must also conform to transcendent values.

As we have said, failure to do so may undermine institutional legitimacy and, in

turn, integrity as well as authority.

E.3: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that operation of the
instituti0n’s economy conforms to transcendent societal values.

The applicability of this proposition is reflected in the comments of a ranking

official in the U.S. Department of Education who is responsible for awarding

grants to institutions of higher education. During an interview the official said:

Our job is to get the money out in a timely manner. We must keep the process moving and ensure

that it maintains its integrity What l mean is we must make sure that the procedures for deciding

who gets the grants are followed and perceived fair by the universities. lf we are accused of making

arbitrary and capricious decisions, which we are at times when a university does not receive what they

consider a fair share of the money, you can bet we will here from the Congressman from that district.

We must be able to justify our decisions when Congress and the university interest groups start asking

questions. This is one reason why we spend a great deal of time providing technical assistance to the

universities. We want to make sure that they understand the process.
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_ These comments suggests that the official was aware of the importance of

conforming institutional technologies to the transcendent value of equality. The

use of the word "fair" certainly can lead one to this conclusion.

The previously cited example concerning the Office of Human Development

Services (OHDS) provides additional evidence to substantiate the argument

advanced here. As may be recalled, the General Accounting Office (GAO) cited

OHDS for failing to maintain proper documentation as mated by the

Administrative Procedures Act in awarding discretionary grants. The GAO

reported that the agency’s ”documentation weaknesses" cultivated an

"appearance of arbitrary and inequitable decision making" (1987:20-1). In the

context of what is argued here, we can say that OHDS’s technologies did not

conform to the transcendent value of equality.

We have argued that the Administrative Conservator must ensure that

institutional technologies conform with both instrumental standards and

transcendent values as a means of preserving institutional legitimacy and thereby

integrity. This is an important area of administrative concern which requires the

ongoing attention of the Administrative Conservator.
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The Updating of Institutional Technologies

The selection of legitimate technologies is a "critical" decision during an

institution’s formative years (Selznick, 1957). This is so because of what

Stinchcombe (1965) terms a "liability of newness," the tendency for new

organizations to be more vulnerable to extinction than older, established ones.

Theorists argue that new organizations are prone to failure because: a) their

legitimacy is not fully developed; b) they are at a competitive disadvantage since

older organizations are entrenched and know the rules of the game; and c) they

must interact with relevant others who will most likely view their activities with

suspicion (Freeman and Hannan, 1983; Hannan and Freeman, 1984; Dimaggio

and Powell, 1983; Carroll and Delacroix, 1982).

The survival of new institutions is contingent, in part, upon the the extent to

which technologies conform to both instrumental standards prized in the relevant

field and transcendent societal values. According to Meyer and Rowan

(1983:34), "organizati0ns that incorporate societally legitimated rationalized

elements in their formal structures maximize their legitimacy and increase their

resources and survival capabilities."

While the determination of legitimate technologies is vital to an institution’s

survival during its formative years, such a decision may be relatively

straightforward. For example, if a university decides to to offer a new degree

program, let us say in business administration, the decision as to which courses
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to offer is relatively simple. lt is safe to say that the core curriculum will consist

of courses in accounting, finance, business law and principles of management to

name a few.

As the institution ages and its position in the environment stabilizes, the

probability of extinction is reduced (Freeman et al., 1984). However, new

challenges emerge which require the ongoing attention of the Administrative

Conservator. When the institution reaches an advanced stage of historical

development we can say that it has achieved conformity or "isomorphism" with

societal values (Dimaggio and Powell, 1983; Meyer and Rowan, 1983; Freeman

and Hannan, l983).“ Conformity establishes a specific set of expectations which

bind and constrain institutional action. Conformity is not an end in itself, we

must make clear; rather, it is an ongoing process for maintaining institutional

legitimacy and integrity.

The pressure to conform poses a special challenge for the Administrative

Conservator as the institution advances through the stages of historical

development. This challenge relates to the question of congruence. The notion

of congruence implies fit, a major concept in the analysis of complex

organizations (Drazin and Van de Ven, 1985, 1985b). Since several conceptual

2* The term 'stage of historical development' is used instead of the commonly prescribed term 'life cycle.'
These terms are not synonymous. The life cycle framework is concerned with the proper sequencing of
institutional actions in relationship to its age or period of existence. Institutions are presumed to pass
through predictable phases (i.e. childhood, adolescence, maturity etc.). The difliculty with the life cycle
framework is t.hat institutions do not follow predictable stages. The stage of historical development
framework focuses on 'developmental problems,' that is to say, evolutionary circumstances confronting
the institution created by a series of changes. As such, the stage of historical development refers to a
portion of time marked by a series of changes which result in the institution evolving to a different state.
See Selznick (1957) for a discussion of this point.
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approaches to fit exists, each with a set of unanderlying assumptions,
I
it is

important to state how the concept is used here. Our conceptualization of fit is

consistent with the natural selection approach. Drazin and Van de Ven

(1985:516), in describing this approach, state:

...fit is the result of an evolutionary process ofadaptation that ensures that only the best·perf'orming

organizations survive. An equilibrium between environment and organization is assumed to exist,

at least over long periods of' time, and only context-structure relationships need to be examined to

assess fit because an identity or isomorphic relationship between context and structure exists for

surviving organizations.

Drazin and Van de Ven’s description shows how the natural selection approach

conceives of fit as the congruence between an instituti0n’s structure and its

environment. This approach is useful in advancing our discussion.

As stated earlier, institutional survival is generally contingent upon legitimacy.

Legitimacy is attained, in part, by the extent to which institutional technologies

conform to both instrumental standards and transcendent societal values. The

maintenance of congruence between an institution’s economy and highly prized

social values necessary to long·term survival in the "se1ection" sense requires the

updating of technologies. The updating of technologies is achieved by incremental

adjustments or ”fine tuning" of existing processes and/or the adoption of

innovations which enhance the perceived legitimacy of institutional operations.

While both methods of updating institutional technologies are important, we are

concerned with the adoption of innovations.
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The Administrative Conservator should be prepared to update institutional

technologies through the adoption of innovations when the need arises. However,

such decisions must be implemented at the appropriate pace. The phase

"appropriate pace" refers to a regulated speed or rate at which institutional

technologies are updated. In pursuing this line of reasoning, it is argued that the

Administrative Conservator must know when to update institutional technologies

as means of preserving legitimacy and integrity. Such concerns relate directly to

the issue of timing.

The question of timing is multifaceted in nature in that the Administrative

Conservator must: a) minimize the premature adoption of innovations; and b)

avoid the perception (real or imagined) of lagging behind in the adoption of

innovations. The premature adoption of an innovation can result in the

incorporation of programs policies and technologies which may not add much to

an institution’s legitimacy or performance. Once innovations are adopted and

incorporated as part of the formal structure, they constrain the institution in

terms of pursuing future courses of action (Hannan and Freeman, 1984).

Dimaggio and Powell (1983:148) makes this point when they say:

Early adoption of organizational innovations are commonly driven by the desire to improve

performance. But new practices can become in Selznick's words, ’infused with values beyond the

technical requirements of the task at hand.' As a new innovation spreads, a threshold is reached

beyond which adoption provide legitimacy rather than improves performance. Strategies that are

rational for individual organizations may not be rational if adopted by large numbers.
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The premature adoption of innovations is also a problem because a ’shake·out’

period occurs resulting in the elimination of some innovations and the

institutionalization of others. If the institution adopts, let us say, an innovation

whose value is eventually depreciated during the shake—out period, it is "stuck”

with it. Since the innovation was depreciated we can assume that it is not highly

prized in the specific field. Therefore, its usefulness in conferring legitimacy on

the organization is minimal. The early adoption of computer systems as a

strategy for securing legitimacy is a case in point. 4

Many organizations were early adopters of computer systems. This technology

was incorporated into the formal structures of organizations to improve efficiency

and to convey the appearance that it was rational and modern. Organizations

invested substantial sums of money into early computer systems which are now

obsolete because of rapid technological developments in this area. Since many

organizations have substantial sunk cost tied up in these systems, they are now

"stuck" with them, even though they are outdated. The very use of these systems

conveys the image that the organization is outdated, the perception it ironically

attempted to avoid by incorporating the system in the first place.

The other aspect of the timing issue relates to a perception of lagging behind in

adopting innovations. The image of being a "1aggard" (Rogers and Shoemaker,

1971) may adversely affect the institution’s legitimacy and prestige as being

rational and modern. Innovations must be adopted in a timely manner to avoid
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claims of irresponsibility. A case involving the Department of Labor’s Wage and

Hourly Division is presented as an illustration.

The Department of Labor is mandated by the Service Contract Act to determine

the market rate of wages and benefits for service employees working under

government contracts of $2,500 or more. The Department’s Wage and Hourly

Division (WHD) is delegated responsibility for wage rate calculations.

The accurate calculation of wage and benefit rates is important for two reasons.

First, accurate determinations of the market rate ensures that service employees

are fairly compensated for the labor. Second, accurate determinations ensure

that tax dollars are wisely saved by eliminating overpayments to service

employees. In a report issued by the General Accounting Office (GAO), the

WHD was cited for inaccurate assessment of wage rates. The GAO states in a

summary of the report (1987:19):

A potential problem may exist with the accuracy of wage rate calculaüons in SCA wage

determinations. lnaccuracies in the Department of Labor’s Wage and Hour Division both overstate

and understate wage rates. The inaccuracies were due to incorrect copying of rates from source

documents, incorrect use of source data in calculaüons, and mathematical errors. WHD is taking

steps to correct the record keeping problems, including designing a computerized system for preparing

and tracking SCA determinations

The GAO evaluation reveals that the WI—lD’s use of "manual" record keeping

procedures resulted in the inefficient operation of institutional technologies. They

are "laggards" in terms of adopting computerized record keeping systems which

are considered as rational and modern.
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A
E.3: The Administrative Conservator must be prepared to update technologies
of the institution’s economy, but at the appropriate pace.

Public administrators intexyiewed were asked the question: "How do you know

when to make substantive changes in your agency’s operation‘?” Participants

provided a variety of responses which tended to fall within two distinct categories.

The first category is labeled "reaction to major events." The responses of several

officials reveal that they are sensitive to major events which could have an impact

on their operations. While what actually constituted a "major event" varied from

agency to agency, such events typically included: a) changes in mandating

statutes; b) a critical evaluation of a "companion" agency’s operations by an

oversight body or the press; c) a widely publicized scandal within the relevant

field resulting from the inefficient operation of technologies; and d) a disaster or

tragedy (i.e. explosion of the space shuttle Challenger). ln reference to this point,

one participant said: "Some things you can see coming just like rain coming

across a field."

The next category is labeled ”recognition of emerging trends." Several officials

indicated that substantive changes were made in agency operations as a result of

emerging trends. Participants indicated that institutional functions and processes

were established to identify and monitor trends which may ultimately have

impact on their agency’s operation. For example, a ranking official of an agency

within the U.S. Department of Justice reported that his agency established a

"Threat Analysis Unit" to identify and monitor trends. Another official within
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the U.S. Treasury Department indicated that a primary function of the agency’s

executive group is to monitor and identify emerging trends as well as recommend

operational changes.

There is little new or novel about the notion that governmental institutions seek

to update technologies in response to ”major events" or "emerging trends." In

fact, private sector institutions engage in similar actions? However, it must be

noted that the updating of technologies through the adoption of innovations is a

more complex process for governmental institutions because they are dependent

upon legislative appropriations. Adequate knowledge of when to update

institutional technologies is only one part of the equation; securing sufticient

funds to do so is the other. As one public administrator stated: "We make

changes [adoption of innovations] in our operations when we can get the money

from Congress." Legislative appropriations committees must be convinced of the

need to update technologies in order for the institution to attempt successfully to

secure funding. This can be a difficult task at times because of the political

nature of the budgetary process (Wildavsky, 1979; Schick, 1980; Rourke, 1969;

Fenno, 1966).
l

The failure of government institutions to secure adequate funding for updating

technologies in a timely manner can undermine the legitimacy of their operations.

The U.S. Department of Justice’s Defense Procurement Fraud unit is a case in

2* An excellent example of private sector institutions updating technologies in response to a 'major event'
is illustrated by the actions of manufactures of over~the—counter drugs. Manufactures updated
technologies in the packaging of products in response to several deaths attributed to products being
opened and laced with poison.
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point. The unit was established in 1982 to investigate fraud in the procurement

of defense contracts. The Criminal Division of the Justice Department is

delegated responsibility for prosecuting fraud cases. In the wake of the Defense

Department’s procurement scandal, the General Accounting Office (GAO) was

called in to investigate the Justice Department’s handling of defense procurement

fraud cases. The GAO (1988) was extremely critical of the Department’s

operations in the investigation and prosecution of fraud cases. The GAO

(1988:2) report states:

Justice’s overall management of its defense procurement fraud investigations could be improved.

Justice does not have complete or timely information on a signilicant number ofdefense procurement

fraud referrals and does not know the amount of attomey resources spent in the effort.

Neither the Criminal Division nor the U.S. Attorney’s oflices have developed written plans that

identify their defense procurement fraud elI'orts that would allow comparison of planned with actual

accomplishments. But officials from both units said they need additional attorneys and support staff

to handle defense procurement fraud cases, many ofwhich are highly complex and time consuming

Justice Department officials argued that they had requested an increase in

appropriations from the Congress to address many of the problems identilied by

the GAO. However, the Congress substantially cut the Department’s budget

request. Even though Department officials recognized the need to update

technologies of the defense procurement fraud unit, their inability to secure

adequate funding to do so undermined the legitimacy of the unit’s operation. The

unit was perceived by many as negligent and irresponsible in carrying out its

function.
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In short, updating technologies in government involves far more than simply

acquiring new equipment. lt is argued that the Administrative Conservator must

cultivate, maintain, and mobilize external political support to ensure that funds

are available to update institutional technologies when the need arises. According

to Rourke (1969:13), such support can be cultivated by "creating a favorable

attitude toward the agency in the public at large" and by "building strength with

attentive publics.” The Administrative Conservator must also cultivate the "good

will of legislators" since a favorable image among the public, in and of itself, may

not be enough to secure funding for updating technologies when the need arises

(Rourke, 1969:26). Strategies for cultivating and maintaining support are

discussed in more detail in the following chapter. It suftices here to say that

external support is essential to secure funds to update institutional technologies

in a timely manner.

A Dynamic Relationship: The Argument Reviewed
l

We have argued that a dynamic relationship exist between institutional mission

and economy. While mission specifies the ends sought, the economy is an

institution’s production system and constitutes the means by which ends are

achieved. lt is suggested that institutional technologies (means) must be

perceived as legitimate in the larger society. The legitimacy of technologies is

achieved, to a large extent, by conformance with societal values. These values
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consist of two analytically distinct types: instrumental and inherent.

Instrumental values are embodied in standards which vary in importance

according to the institutional field of action. Inherent values reflect the

dispositions, values and customs of our constitutional orders. These values

transcend all fields of action, and therefore, are characterized as transcendent

societal values.

It was further suggested that the Administrative Conservator must maintain

congruence between the economy and the external environment to ensure the

legitimacy of institutional operations. The maintenance of congruence requires

the updating of technologies in a timely fashion. The Administrative Conservator

must avoid the premature adoption of innovations as well as the perception of

being a "laggard.” The adoption of innovations in a timely fashion is more

complicated for government institutions because of their dependence on

legislative bodies for appropriations.

The argument presented suggests that the preservation of constitutional integrity

requires that the Administrative Conservator devote special attention to the

dynamic relationship between the economy and the external environment. The

Administrative Conservator must develop a well-founded perspective on how to

cope with the dynamic relationship to conserve the institution as an ongoing

concern.
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Conclusion

The purpose of this chapter has been to offer prescriptions for preserving

institutional integrity. Strategies for conserving activities broadly classified under

the headings of mission and economy were presented in the form of propositions.

Our discussion began with a presentation of strategies for conserving institutional

mission. The mission of government institutions was said to be established by

legislative mandate, executive orders and judicial decisions which specify the

institution’s reason for existence. The term reason was conceived in a broader

and more meaningful context than merely providing answers to the question,

"What business are we in?” The reason for an institution’s existence is based in

tradition. Tradition in this context refers to values, disposition, and customs

embodied in the Constitution which created the American Republic. The reasons

for a government institution’s existence are reflected in legislative mandates,

executive orders and judicial decision. These sources delegate authority to the

Administrative Conservator to serve as an agent for both the legislative and

executive branches of government as well as the citizenry in the accomplishment

of policy objectives. In the process of conserving institutional mission, the

Administrative Conservator is, in effect, the political authority of the regime.

As a result, Conservators must possess superior knowledge, insights, and

experience regarding the institution’s reason for existence. And they must
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elaborate this reason by socialization and communication. It is this "capacity for

elaboration" which constitutes and preserves authority.

The institution’s economy was conceptualized as its production system. It

provides the means for achieving institutional aims specified by a host of legal

mandates. lt was suggested that an institution’s economy must conform with

larger societal values, both instrumental and inherent. Moreover, the

Administrative Conservator must ensure that institutional technologies which

comprise the economy are congruent with societal values. This requires the

appropriate updating of institutional technologies.

Conserving institutional mission and economy is essential to the preservation of

institutional integrity. Since the mission determines the institution’s reason for

existence and the economy is the means by which such reasons are actualized,

activities relating to these important aspects of institutional life must be protected

from injury. This requires that the Administrative Conservator constantly

monitor, nurture and adapt functions, processes and values to changing

circumstances.
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IV. Conserving Institutional Values and Support

The purpose of this chapter is to present strategies for conserving institutional

activities broadly classified under the headings values and support. Consistent

with the format of Chapter III, these two topics are treated as analytically

distinct aspects of institutional life. Strategies are once again presented in the

form of propositions followed by illustrations.

Conserving values is discussed in the context of institutional culture. Culture is

conceptualized as the social and normative tissue which binds the institutiou

together (Pettigrew, 1979; Smircich, 1983; Selznick, 1957). An institution’s

culture is comprised of core values which are intensely held and widely shared.

It is argued that the maintenance of institutional culture is, in part, the

responsibility of the executive cadre. Prescriptive strategies focus on the efforts

of the Administrative Consewator to sustain the executive cadre’s capacity to

protect institutional values from serious corruption.
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Our discussion of conserving institutional support addresses both internal and

external support. From an internal perspective, prescriptive strategies focus on

the maintenance of support for core institutional values among interest groups.

Strategies for conserving external support concentrate on the maintenance of a

favorable institutional image as well as sustaining strength with salient publics.

We begin our discussion with conserving institutional values.

The Custodiarzs ofShared Values

An essential function of leadership is the development and maintenance of a

system of shared values (Selznick, 1957; Martin and Siehl, 1984; Schein, 1985).

This system is commonly referred to as an organization’s culture. According to

Schein (1985:327), "leadership and culture management are so central to

understanding organizations and making them effective that we cannot afford

to be complacent about either one." 4

During the 1980’s, the concept organizational culture captured the interest and

imagination of organization theorists (Schein, 1985, 1984, 1983; Smircich, 1983;

Frost et al., 1985; Dyer, 1984; Deal and Kennedy, 1983, 1982;,Becker, 1982;

Baker, 1980; Martin et al., 1983; Schall, 1983). Theorists have embarked on an

ambitious journey to identify and describe cultural elements. They have also

sought to discover methods by which an organization’s culture is created,
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sustained and transformed. Although the journey is far from over, theorists tend

to agree that organizational culture can be conceptualized from a variety of

different perspectives (Smircich, 1983; Alliare and Firsirouto, 1984) and that it

relates to core values (Becker, 1982).

Structural-functionalism provides the basis for our conception of culture, the

theoretical perspective used to conceptualize the institution. The institution is

viewed as a cooperative system of action with a value subsystem derived from

general values of the superordinate system, the larger society (Allaire and

Firsirotu, 1984).

The term organizational culture, as defined here, is consistent with the definition

reflected in earlier works of theorists such as Barnard (1938), Selznick (1957),

Parsons (1960) and more recently, Pettigrew (1979) and Smircich (1983), among

others. Culture is the "social or normative glue that holds the organization

together" (Smircich, 1983:344). It is a "system of... publicly and collectively

accepted meanings for a given group at a give time" (Pettigrew, 1979:574).

Finally, culture consists of a multitude of concepts which include "symbol,

language, ideology, belief, ritual, and myth" (Pettigrew, 1979:574).

The creation and maintenance of an institution’s culture is the responsibility of

administrative elites (Schein, 1985, 1983; Pettigrew, 1979; Selznick, 1957, 1952).

Administrative elites constitute what Selznick (1957) calls the ”institutiona1 core."

This is not to be confused with "technica1 core" as used by Thompson (1967).
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Technical core refers to the process of transforming inputs to outputs. In

contrast, institutional core pertains to a homogeneous group of individuals which

"ref1ect the basic policies of the organization in their outlooks" (Selznick,

1957:105). This core group constitutes the institution’s executive cadre.

The executive cadre performs a vital function in sustaining the institution because

its members are ”custodians of policy” and therefore responsible for the

"persistence of an organization’s distinctive va1ues" (Selznick, 1957:119). The

executive cadre is entrusted with the transmittal and protection of core

institutional values. Selznick says (1957:105):

They [executive cadre] can, when matured in this role, perform the essential task of indoctrinating

newcomers along desired lines. They can provide assurance that decision making will conform, in

spirit, as well as letter, to policies that may have to be formulated abstractly and vaguely. The

derivative policies and detailed applications of general rules will thus be guided by a shared

perspective.

Selznick suggests that institutional leaders must devote special attention to the

executive cadre because of their vital role in maintaining key values. He contends

that the institutional leader must control the demographic composition of the

executive cadre through the judicious selection of a social base, selective

recruitment, and socialization. Such actions are required to "build a

self·conscious group" that fully comprehends the nature of its business (Selznick,

1957:106).

Selznick advances his argument by suggesting that the "maintenance of social

values depends on the autonomy of elites" (1957:121). Guided by this assertion,
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he offers a ”theory of elite autonomy" which posits that the executive cadres must

be shielded from external pressures if they are to maintain institutional values

effectively. According to Selznick, protection of the executive cadre is especially

important When values are ”tenu0us" or "insecure" as is the case during an

institution’s character formation stage (1957:120).

Selznick wisely alerts us to the vital function performed by the executive cadre in

conserving institutional values.*‘ Since the cadre has an indispensable role in the

protection of core values, it is argued that strategies for sustaining their viability

are instrumental to conserving institutional values. The term "viability" refers to

the executive cadre’s strength and thereby capacity to protect core institutional

values which are intensely held and widely shared from serious corruption.

The maintenance of a viable executive cadre requires that the Administrative

Conservator devote special attention to two important areas of administrative

concern. First, the Administrative Conservator must maintain commitment

among the executive cadre to core institutional values. Second, he/she must

ensure that the executive cadre is appropriately composed in terms of skills and

perspectives. Our discussion of conserving values is organized around each of

these areas and prescriptive strategies are presented in the context of maintaining

a viable executive cadre.

26 Selznick also stresses the importance of elites in an earlier work entitled The Organizational Weapon
(1952). He states (1952:281): '...inquiry into institutional Vulnerability should focus attention upon the
conditions that affect the ability of elites to maintain those standards and self-images which invest the
institution as a whole with its cultural meaningf
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The Maintenance of Commitment Among the Executive Cadre

At the outset we indicated that structural~functionalism is used as a theoretical

framework for conceptualizing institutional culture. The institution is viewed as

a cooperative system of social action which embodies general values of the larger

society.

To reiterate what was said in Chapter III, values are "ought to be" judgments

which consist of two analytically distinct, yet, mutually reinforcing types:

instrumental and inherent. Instrumental values suggests that something has or

possesses value (Freidrich, 1972). Instrumental values vary in importance when

viewed in the context of a specific field of action. Inherent or transcendent

societal values suggest that something is a value (Friedrich, 1972) as illustrated

by the equality and the general welfare of the citizenry. Transcendent societal

values represent regime values and permeate all fields of action, and they

constitute the basis for ”reasoned elaboration," the_essence of authority.

Both instrumental and transcendent societal values reflect important values of the

larger society. They are embodied in the institution’s value system. Embodiment

in this context refers to the incorporation of a value framework, that is to say, a

structure for supporting important values of the larger society. Within this

framework, specific "value commitments” are made which determine an

institution’s distinctive competence. As we have already said, value commitments

are choices which fix the assumptions of decision-makers as to the nature of the
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enterprise (Selznick, 1957). Value commitments constitute the fabric from which

core values are woven. When taken in their totality, value commitments provide

the basis of an institution’s culture.

Core institutional values must be protected from serious corruption because of

their function in sustaining the institution’s distinctive competence and thereby

integrity. The executive cadre is responsible, to a large extent, for the

performance of this vital function. lt is argued that the executive cadre is more

inclined to protect core institutional values if its members are committed to them.

Therefore, it is concluded that the Administrative Conservator must maintain

commitment among the executive cadre to core institutional values. The term

"commitment” must be clarified since it is subject to numerous interpretations. _

The individual/organizational goal congruence perspective provides the basis for

our definition of commitment (Reichers, 1985). From this perspective,

commitment is conceptualized as the willingness of the individual to identify,

accept and devote personal energies to the maintenance of institutional goals and

values because of a strong sense of loyalty (Mowaday, Steers and Porter, 1982,

1979; Porter et al., 1974; Reichers, 1985; Bateman and Strasser, 1984; Angle and

Perry, 1981; Buchanan, 1974). While contemporary organization theorists

provide important insights into how to build and sustain commitment, we rely

once again on the work of Barnard (1938) for theoretical guidance." Barnard’s

Z" See Mowaday, Porter and Steers (1982) for an extensive review of the theoretical and empirical work
concerning the concept of organizational commitment. Also see Reichers (1985) for an interesting
discussion on the notion ofmultiple commitments.
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2
discussion of the methods used to secure "cooperation” from organizational

members is especially pertinent here. Commitment is a means of sustaining

cooperation, an essential requirement for preserving institutional integrity.

Barnard (1938) suggests that securing cooperation from organizational members

is achieved by "objective inducements" and by "changing states of mind." He

refers to the process of providing objective inducements as the "method of

incentive." The process of changing states of mind is conceptualized as the

"method of persuasion" (1938:141).

Barnard asserts that the method of incentive consists of two analytically distinct

types. The first type he calls "specific inducements" because it is addressed to the

individual. Specific inducements include: a) material things such as money and

other forms of compensation; b) opportunities for acquiring personal power and

prestige; c) "desirable physical working conditions" such as office space; and d)

the satisfaction of "personal ideals relating to non-material, future, or altruistic

relations" (Barnard, 1938:142-6).

The second type of incentives is termed "general incentives" because they are not

offered to the individual as such. General incentives include providing

opportunities for "socia1 compatibility/’ "conformity in habitual practice and

attitude" and "comradeship" (Barnard, 1938:147-8).
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Barnard contends that organizations cannot offer all the necessary incentives

needed to secure cooperation. As a result, they must use "persuasion" in

conjunction with those incentives they can provide. He identifies three forms of

persuasion. The first form is "coercion." This method of persuasion can be used

either to secure cooperation or to exclude an individual from participating in the

cooperative effort. Barnard concedes that coercion is not well suited for securing

cooperation over the stretch of time, especially if it is the only method employed.

Forced exclusion appears to work quite well if used with some degree of

discretion. Exclusionary practices may include demotion, dismissal, the

withholding of rewards, and excommunication for those who do not abide by the

rules. Forced exclusion is a means of getting the message across that some modes

of behavior are not acceptable. In reference to this point, Barnard states

(1938:149)

forced exclusion is also employed as a means of persuasion by example to create fear among

those not directly affected, so that they will be disposed to render to an organization certain

contributions. lt provides realistically the alternative either of making the contributions or of

foregoing the advantage of association.

The second mode of persuasion is the
”

rationalization of opportunity."

Characteristic of Barnard’s style of presentation, he separates this form of

persuasion into two types, specific and general. Specific rationalizations are

designed to persuade individuals that cooperation is in their "best interest"

(Barnard, 1938:150). General rationalizations appeal to high ideals reflected in

political or religious doctrines, for example. Political elites of western democracies
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often use the ”eradication of communism" as a general rationalization for

persuading the general public to support military activities.

The final method of persuasion cited by Barnard is the "inculcation of motives."

This refers to the indoctrination of organizational members with desirable

behaviors which enhance cooperation. indoctrination is accomplished through

”education" and "propaganda” (Barnard, 1938:152).

Barnard’s concepts "method of incentive" and "method of persuasion" are

especially relevant for our purpose. The maintenance of commitment among the

executive cadre to core institutional values requires that the Administrative

Conservator offer a combination of incentives in conjunction with appropriate

forms of persuasion. In doing so, the Administrative Conservator must take into

consideration that members of the cadre are "moved by different incentives or

combination of incentives, and by different incentives or combinations at

different times" (Barnard, 1938:148-9). In other words, methods of incentives

and persuasion must be well suited for the behaviors and dispositions of cadre

members. They must also be employed at the appropriate time in relation to

institutional circumstances. For example, the offering of financial compensation

as a "specific incentive" is not a realistic incentive in maintaining commitment

among an executive cadre of a federal government institution. This is because

of the pay ceiling imposed by the Congress on high ranking civil service positions.

Kaufman (1981:79), in his study of bureau chiefs, makes this point when he says:
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...in higher ranks, many career civil servants find themselves at pay ceilings where they earn no more

than their subordinates and with continued years of restriction before them...Higher rates of inflation

for long intervals may have held down real wages and even reduced them in some cases. A bureau

chief could not rely on the pay structure to keep the workforce at a high pitch intensity.

The offering of financial compensation for the most part is not an effective

incentive in our illustration. Other types of incentives (both specific and general)

must be provided instead. For example, cadre members could be offered more

opportunities for acquiring prestige by widening their discretion and participation

in the decision-making process.

As mentioned, persuasion must be used in conjunction with other available

incentives to secure cooperation. Again, in the federal government the threat of

dismissal (persuasion of a coercive nature) is not an effective method of securing

cooperation. The chances of being dismissed from federal government services is

relatively small, as Kaufman (1981:79) notes:

although more people are dismissed from the federal payroll than than prevailing myths indicate,

the threat of removal for anyone who does merely adequate work is ordinarily small. So fear of loss

of livelihood is no greater incentive than hope for substantial material advancement.

While the fear of dismissal may not work well, excommunication or ostracism

from participation in high level decision making is a viable alternative. In

addition, other modes of persuasion such as rationalization of opportunity and

the inculcation of motives are appropriate. For example, cadre members could
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be required to attend agency sponsored training programs to "educate" them on

appropriate institutional behaviors.

We conclude that the Administrative Conservator must use a variety of methods

to sustain commitment among members of the executive cadre. In doing so, the

Administrative Conservator must take into consideration individual preferences

as well institutional circumstances. y

V.]: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that members of the
executive cadre are and continue to be committed to core institutional values.

Interview participants cited a variety of strategies which are useful in maintaining

commitment among members of the executive cadre to core institutional values.

A close examination of these strategies reveal that they are consistent with

Barnard’s conceptual framework for securing cooperation. For example, several

officials mentioned the importance of involving members of the executive cadre

in the decision-making process, a ”specific inducement." Ongoing participation

in the decision-making process provides opportunities for members of the

executive cadre to acquire personal power and prestige. A ranking official of an

agency within the Justice Department said: You need to make sure that everyone

[members of the executive cadre] knows what’s going on so that they can feel like

a significant part of the process.” This official went on to say that in

"Washington it is not so much what you do but rather how you do it." Along the

same lines, an official of an agency located within the Department of Interior

commented: "You must provide opportunities and encourage people to
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participate in the process. You must listen and make sure that people perceive

this to be the case even if you don’t agree with them at times.” Each of these

statements suggest that ongoing participation in the decision-making process is a

useful strategy for maintaining commitment among the executive cadre to core

institutional values. Selznick (1957:98) provides further support for this strategy

when he says: "Morale is closely related to the possibility of increasing

participation as a way of developing personal commitment to the organization."

A second strategy identified by interview participants relates to minimizing

dissension among members of the executive cadre. This is not to suggest that

officials advocated the avoidance of conflict within the cadre. In fact, several

officials noted the value of what one participant called "creative tensions."

However, dissension within the executive cadre as reflected by ongoing

dissatisfaction, anger, discord and strife is considered a sure way to circumvent

commitment to larger institutional aims.

The two frequently cited sources of dissension include: unhealthy competition

between cadre members; and b) polarization within the executive cadre on

important issues. In regards to the first point, unhealthy competition is

considered detrimental to cultivating a spirit of cooperation and thereby

commitment to larger institutional aims. The Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and

Firearms (ATF) is a case in point. The ongoing competition and dissension

within the executive cadre between members who advocated tax compliance and

those who supported law enforcement was not healthy. This point was
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mentioned in the previously cited testimony of John Walker, Assistant Secretary

of Enforcement and Operations, Department of Treasury, at the Senate hearings

to abolish the agency.“' The dissension between the two factions is also noted in

an ATF document entitled Long Term Management Change which describes

changes made in the agency since its proposed abolishment (1988:7):
For the previous 10 years, since being broken off from the IRS, ATF had tried to find its direction,

its focus. Yet management could never resolve the dilemma of having two separate functions tax

compliance and law enforcement. Because a relatively destructive relationship existed between the

two functions responsible for the mission of the bureau, the administrative function often filled the

power vacuum that was created. This only caused more acrimony. Existing problems were further

exacerbated by the sensitivity of the Bureau’s mission and its being the target ofspecial interest groups

[emphasis added].

The question immediately comes to mind: How can the Administrative

Conservator prevent or minimize unhealthy competition among members of the

executive cadre? Officials mentioned several strategies which are useful for such

purposes. A strategy frequently cited and best reflected by the comments of one

official is to "cultivate a sense of pride in the agency and something larger than

themselves." This strategy was commonly operationalized through one-on-one

conversations with members of the executive cadre; giving "pep-talks" at executive

staff meetings; and on unusual occasions such as an agency crisis, making appeals

for greater cooperation through formal internal correspondence. Another

strategy is to give "public recognition to those who exhibit cooperative behaviors."

2* As we noted in Chapter lll, Assistant Secretary Walker made the following statement at the Senate
hearings to abolish ATF (1982:265): 'The diversity of functions has lead to an ineflicient organizational
structure and to unhealthy competition between criminal enforcement activities and revenue protection and
regulation in a declining budget picture' [emphasis added].
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Public pronouncements made at executive staff meetings and in internal agency

newsletters are among several vehicles used for such purposes.

Several officials indicated that "withholding praise" is an effective method for

expressing dissatisfaction when executive staff members did not exhibit

cooperative behaviors. As noted by one official: "Sometimes silence or what you

don’t say is more effective than chewing someone’s ...out for not playing by the

rules. What you need to understand is that people who get to this level are smart.

They are good at reading cues.”

lt is worth noting that several of these strategies are in accordance with Barnard's

conceptual framework for securing cooperation. For example, to "cultivate a

sense of pride in the agency and commitment to something larger than

themselves" can be classified as the "rationalization of opportunity,” a form of

persuasion. As mentioned, the rationalization of opportunity involves appealing

to high ideals and reinforcement of the notion that cooperation is in the best
I

interest of organizational members (Barnard, 1938).

In regards to our next point, officials cited the importance of preventing

polarization within the the executive cadre on important issues. The inability to

reach consensus on important issues is considered a fertile breeding ground for

dissension. As one official put it: "You must make sure that there are no big

winners or losers on important issues. Don’t allow discussions to escalate and
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positions on issues to become entrenched. You must resolve them before they

become too critical. You can't let things get out of hand."

Strategies broadly classified under the heading skilßul management of policy

deliberations were cited by officials as a means of preventing polarization within

the cadre on important issues. Participants appeared sensitive to the need of

managing deliberations at staff meetings when important policy issues were

discussed. For example, one official said: "You must make sure that everyone

has access to the same information when dealing with sensitive issues." Another

official commented: "It is not a good idea to cut off discussions on a touchy issue

when you have not reached some type of an agreement or understanding. lf you

really want to create animosity among the troops and leave bodies lying along the

road, force the issue and call for a vote!" Finally, an official said, "I try to let

my staff know my position on important issues. This tends to minimize a certain

degree of unnecessary conflict."

The final strategy for maintaining commitment among the executive cadre relates

to establishing clear expectations. Ambiguous expectations and inconsistent

direction in policy is considered a way of undermining commitment among the

cadre. As stated by one official, "You must tell the staff what you want them to

do." Another interview participant remarked, ”You must help your people

understand what you expect of them and how it relates to improving the agency.

You must also expect compliance.” Still another official within the Department

of Justice said: "When you make a decision, you must have the guts to stick with
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it. You can’t keep changing your mind. If you do, you will lose the respect of

your staff.”

The preceding discussion suggests that the maintenance of commitment among

the executive cadre to core institutional values is an important area which

commands the attention of the Administrative Conservator. He/she must employ

a combination of methods to secure and maintain cooperation and thereby

commitment. Such commitment is essential if the executive cadre is to perform

its value protection function effectively.

The Maintenance of An Appropriately Composed Executive Cadre Z

Selznick (1957) informs us that the development of a viable executive cadre

deserves serious consideration during an institution’s formative years because of

the group’s role in protecting core values. While important, this is not our major

concern. Rather, the focus here is on the maintenance of a viable executive cadre

once the institution reaches an advanced stage of of historical development and

achieves isomorphism with societal values (Dimaggio and Powell, 1983). In this

context, we are especially interested in the composition of the executive cadre and

its relationship to strengthening the group’s capacity to protect core institutional

values.
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It is argued that the executive cadre’s capacity to protect core institutional values

is strengthened when the group is appropriately composed in terms of skills and

perspectives. The phrase "appropriately composed" refers to the suitability of the

executive cadre’s structure as measured by the commonality and complementary

of skills, attitudes, and behaviors required to preserve institutional integrity.

With this in mind, we can say that the Administrative Conservator must

maintain an appropriately composed administrative cadre as a means of

conserving institutional values. The relationship between the executive cadre’s

composition and its capacity to protect core values is now examined. The concept

of organizational demography is addressed first to establish a foundation for the

argument presented.

According to Pfeffer (1983:277), organizational demography refers to the

"composition in terms of basic attributes such as age, sex, educational level,

length of service or residence, race and so forth, of the social entity under study."

The relationship between an institution’s demographic composition and its

capacity to sustain itself is brought to our attention by both Selznick (1957, 1952)

and Barnard (1938, 1948). While these theorists cite the importance and

consequences of organizational demography on organizational performance, until

recently researchers virtually neglected the topic as an area of scholarly inquiry.

Current trends in the literature suggest that organizational demography is

emerging as a salient topic of research. Much of the contemporary research in

this area focuses on the demographic characteristic length of service and its
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relationship to personnel turnover. For example, Pfeffer and O'Reilly (1987)

examined hospital demography and turnover among nurses using Ryder’s (1965)

concept of "cohorts" as a theoretical foundation. Ryder deünes cohorts as "an

aggregate of individuals who experience the same event within the same time"

(1965:485). Pfeffer and O'Reilly used the "event" of date of entry into the

organization as their focus of analysis. They report that turnover is associated

with the degree of heterogeneity in terms of date of entry into the organization.

The greater the difference in this respect, the greater the likelihood of turnover.

In another study, Terborg and Lee (1984) investigated turnover among sales and

managerial employees. They found that turnover was linked to average age as

well as average tenure in the firm and position. Wagner, Pfeffer and O'Reilly

(1984) report that the degree of heterogeneity of management groups was a factor

in explaining turnover. A host of other studies tend to coniirm the assertion that

demographic characteristics have important consequences for organizational

performance (Pfeffer and Davis-Blake, 1987; Pfeffer, 1985; McCain, O’Rei1ly and

Pfeffer, 1983; O'Reilly and Caldwell, 1981; Blau, 1977; McNei1 and Thompson,

1971).

The concept of organizational demography provides important insights into

maintaining the executive cadre’s capacity to protect core institutional values. It

is argued that the cadre’s demographic composition has an effect on its capacity

to perform the va1ue—protection function. Attributes of cadre members such as

age, educational background, experience and time of entry into the organization
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have an influence on the willingness of individuals to cooperate. Cooperation

among cadre members is needed to protect core institutional values from serious

corruption. This argument is based upon the premise that common demographic

characteristics cultivate particular habits, dispositions, and attitudes necessary for

achieving social integration, cohesion and thereby cooperation among members

of the executive cadre. Wamsley and Zald (1976:69) make a similar argument

when they state:

The structure of the executive cadre - including those who appoint it, those who establish criteria for

dismal promotion, and transfer · often is set in the extemal polity of a public agency. The structure

of the cadre (terms and time of o1Iice) and t.he homogeneity of its members then becomes key

determinants of the unity, coherence and cohesion of an agency eifecting policy and perfomiance.

The maintenance of institutional functions and processes which determine the

administrative cadre’s demographic composition deserves the attention of the

Administrative Consewator. This is because the cadre’s composition assists in

the cultivation of a distinctive orientation which is vital to sustaining a "shared

perspective" (Schein, 1985; Selznick, 1957; Barnard, 1938). Institutional

functions and processes relating to recruitment, selection and socialization of

cadre members are a case in point. Each of the aforementioned functions and

processes are designed to sustain a "shared perspective" as to the nature of the

enterprise (Selznick, 1957). The effectiveness of these processes is measured by

the extent to which they produce conformity in particular habits, attitudes and

dispositions of cadre members; in other words, the effectiveness of socialization

processes is shown by the degree to which cadre members ”1it in." Socialization

failures can have far—reaching implications for the organization. Schein (1985)
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informs us that socialization failures may prompt desirable employees to leave the

organization or encourage those who stay to engage in "sabotage."

The maintenance of a shared perspective through conformity is not an end in

itself. Rather, it is a means for sustaining conditions necessary for cooperation

(Barnard, 1938). It must be noted that excessive conformity has a restrictive

effect on the executive cadre’s capacity to adapt to evolutionary changes (Schein,

1985). Barnard (1938:225) reinforces this point when he says:
It must not be understood that the desired degree of compatibility is always the same or is the

maximum possible. On the contrary it seems to me to be often the case that excessive compatibility

or harmony is deleterious, resulting in 'single track minds' and excessively crystallized attitudes and

in the destruction of personal responsibility...

On the other side of the coin, too little conformity may make social integration,

compatibility and the development of a shared perspective difficult. The net

result is the creation of conditions which hinder cooperation (Barnard, 1938;

Selznick, 1957; Pfeffer and O’Reilly, 1987).

Our foregoing discussion suggests that the executive cadre’s demographic

composition has an effect on its capacity to perform the value protection function.

The cadre’s composition contributes the cultivation of a distinctive orientation

which is needed to sustain a shared perspective. The maintenance of a shared

perspective strengthens the executive cadre’s capacity to protect core institutional

values.
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T
K2: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that the executive cadre’s
composition appropriatebi matches the values, technologies and circumstances
of the institution.

The maintenance of an appropriately composed executive cadre is an important

function which must be performed by the Administrative Conservator to protect

core institutional values. To effectively perform this function, the Administrative

Conservator must maintain the suitability of the executive cadre’s demographic

composition in relation to the institution’s functions and values; its dominant core

technology; its stage of historical development and the institutional level of

administrative action. Each of these broad areas of administrative concern is

now examined.

The demographic composition of the executive cadre must mirror or reflect

institutional functions and values. In other words, the executive cadre’s

composition must remain consistent with or "tailored to fit" the institution. Such

consistency or fit is vital if the executive cadre is to transmit and protect core

institutional values effectively. If one examines the executive cadre of most

governmental institutions in terms of their demographic composition, it becomes

quite clear that the skills and perspectives of cadre members reflect the respective

agency’s functions and values. For example, the executive cadre of agencies

located within the U.S. Department of Agriculture is largely composed of

individuals who received their formal education from a land grant university and

have considerable experience as well as advanced training in an agricultural
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related area. Siedman (1980:113) brings this point to our attention when he

states:

Until 1966, farm or ranch background was a specific requirement for employment in such

Department of Agriculture agencies such as the Soil Conservation Service and Farmers Home

Administration. The Department of Agriculture has its equivalent of the service academics in the

land grant collegcs Most of the Department of Agriculture’s elite, including scientists and most

secretarics, have been exposed to land grant college training and the tradition of those institutions.

Agriculture supergrades nearly monopolized by those holding bachelors and advanced degrees from

land grant collegcs.

As Siedman’s comments suggest, the executive cadre of agencies located in the

Department of Agriculture is largely composed of individuals whose skills and

perspectives are "tai1ored” to agricultural functions and values. Consistent with

the argument set forth here, agricultural related skills and perspectives would not

be well-suited for an executive cadre of, let us say, the Federal Bureau of

Investigation or the Internal Revenue Service.

y Officials interviewed for this study were indeed sensitive to the need of having

members within the executive cadre who reflected their respective agency’s

functions and values. When asked the question, "What do you look for when

considering candidates for executive staff positions?," most, if not all of the

participants mentioned "background" as an important factor. The term

background usually encompassed the aggregate of such factors as experience,

education, or advanced training in the respective agency’s field. A proven

administrative track record and ample knowledge of the agency’s business were

frequently cited as important background factors. As one official said: "I look
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for people with a great deal of administrative experience in law enforcement and

who know what the issues are." Another official recounted a situation which he

termed a "bad experience" that involved an executive staff member brought in

from the "outside.” He commented that the individual in question did not "fit-in"

even though she had the educational background to do the job and possessed

related experience in another field. The official went on to say that this

individual "did not understand our agency’s mission and what we were trying to

do. As a result, she alienated many of the people in the field. She lacked

credibi1ity.”

The Administrative Conservator must also ensure that the executive cadre’s

demographic composition remains well~suited for the dominant core technology

employed by the institution. Institutions employ a variety of different

technologies to transform inputs into outputs. According to Thompson (1967),

institutional technologies consists of three major varieties : long-linked, mediating

and intensive. Long-linked technologies are those whose tasks are serially

interdependent with activities geared to the requirements of the next. The

mass-production assembly line is illustrative. Mediating technologies involve the

linking of clientele who are interdependent with goods and or services. For

example, state child support enforcement agencies seek to link responsible parents

to their children through support payments. Finally, intensive technologies entail

the use of multiple techniques to create change in some object. The selection and

application of techniques is governed by responses received from the object. For

example, a state juvenile correctional agency may use a variety of techniques in
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the treatment and rehabilitation of a youthful offender. The agency may use

diagnostic testing, individual counseling, family counseling or a host of other

techniques specially designed to treat the youth. The order and combination of

such techniques is conditioned by feedback received from the youth.

The nature of an institution’s technology has an influence on the types of skills

and perspective needed within the executive cadre. As noted by Thompson

(1967:12), "differences in technical functions should also make for differences at

the managerial and institutional levels of the organization." This suggests that

the demographic composition of the executive cadre must be appropriate for the

specific technologies employed by the institution. For example, the skills and

perspectives needed to operate core technologies involving the mass production

of army ammunition are distinctively different from those required to operate

technologies designed for the treatment and rehabilitation of mentally ill patients.

We can say in a general sense that the mass production of army ammunition (a

long-linked technology) requires skills and perspectives which are oriented, to

large extent, toward efficiency and instrumentally. In contrast, the treatment of

a mentally ill patient (an intensive technology) requires skills and perspectives

which are oriented toward ongoing assessment of problems and the application

of multiple techniques.

The responses of interview participants to the previously cited question, "What

do you look for when considering candidates for executive staff positions?," also

suggest that officials desired executive staff members whose talents were
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well-suited for the type of technology employed by the agency. While ofticials

did not make an analytical distinction between the type of technologies, it is clear

to the writer that they valued prospective executive staff members who had

sufficient knowledge of the agency’s technical function. For example, a ranking

official of a natural resources agency said: "We tend to promote people from

within because they have paid their dues and because to already know how the

Service operates.” Another official within the Treasury Department commented:

"We like to fill executive staff positions with people who have experience and are

familiar with what we do.” Finally, an official remarked, "I look for individuals

who have a good track record and credibility in the field."

The Administrative Conservator must ensure that the executive cadre’s

demographic composition is well-suited to cope with "developmental problems"

facing the institution as a result of its stage of historical development. As we

noted earlier, the stage of historical development is a portion of time in an

institution’s life history characterized by a series of developmental problems

which must be addressed if the institution is to evolve to a more highly organized

state. It is argued that different skills and orientations are needed within the

executive cadre to cope with different types of developmental problem

precipitated by the the institution’s stage of historical development. For example,

the nature of some developmental problems may require a highly technical

orientation and related skills while others may require a broader generalist

orientation. The domination of a generalist orientation within the executive cadre

in light of developmental problems of technical nature (or vice-a-versa) can
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undermine institutional integrity. lt is safe to say that an "ideal" technical or

generalist orientation cultivates "distinctive patterns of emphasis and judgment"

(Selznick, 1957:108). Selznick (1957:108) says:

As new problems emerge, individuals whose way of thinking and responding served the organization

well in an early stage may be ill-fitted for the new tasks. Characteristically, this is not so much a

matter of technical knowledge as of attitudes and habits...The more firmly set the personal pattern -
a condition that may be highly desirable during creative periods of organization development - the

less adaptable is the individual.

The General Accounting Office (GAO) provides a concrete illustration to support

the argument advanced here. The GAO for most of its institutional life

performed the role of a fiscal and management auditor for the Congress. ln

performing this oversight function, the GAO concentrated its efforts on

examining the extent to which government agencies adhered to legally binding

mandates and whether they used the most efficient administrative practices to

ensure that public funds were wisely Spent. The skills and perspectives of GAO

personnel reflected a concern with the "nuts and bolts aspect of government"

(Rourke, 1978:454). The executive cadre as well as middle and entry level

personnel were comprised with individuals who possessed technical expertise

and/or experience in the disciplines of either law or accounting.

During the fifteen year tenure of Comptroller General Elmer Staats [1966-1981],

the GAO’s activities evolved to include ”program auditing," a euphemism for

program evaluation.? Expansion into the realm of policy analysis was a

2* Evidence of the GAO’s expansion into the area ofprogram evaluation can be traced back to 1967 when
the Congress requested an investigation into the fiscal practices and managerial elliciency of the Ollice of
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significant milestone in the GAO’s institutional life, thus marking a transition to

a new stage of historical development. The program evaluation function created

"developmental problems" for the GAO because it required a different orientation

among agency personnel. The skills and perspectives required to perform

"traditional auditing" are distinctively different from those needed to conduct

program evaluations. The nature of these two tasks are different as reflected by

the types of questions they seek to answer. For example, the GAO’s traditional

auditing activities attempts to answer such questions as: "Are funds being spent

legally?" and "Is it possible to eliminate waste and efficient use of public funds‘?"

(Rourke, 1978:454). These questions focus on managerial efficiency and the legal

expenditure of public funds. Extensive technical knowledge of a agency’s

procedures is required to answer such questions.

In contrast, program evaluation seeks to answer a different set of questions such

as: "Are federal programs achieving their objectives?" and "Are there other ways

of accomplishing program objectives a lower c0st?" (Rourke, 1978:454). These

questions are not so much concerned about "how" an agency’s program operates

in a procedural sense. Rather, they concentrate on the extent to which the agency

achieved its programmatic goals. These are ”policy” related questions which

require a much broader understanding of an agency’s functions and operations.

tunity. The expansion was further encouraged by the passage of the Legislative
Reorganization Act of 1970; the Congressional Budget and Impoundment Control Act of 1974; and t.he
General Accounting Office Act of 1974. See Rourke (1978) for a discussion of this point. Also see
Wallace Earl Walker (1986) Changing Organizational Culture: Structure, Strategy and Professionaltlsm in
the U.S. General Accounting Office (Knoxville: University of Tennessee Press).
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To reiterate, the program evaluation function posed developmental problems for

the GAO because the skills and perspectives of agency were not entirely

well-suited for the agency’s new stage of historical development. Numerous

institutional changes were needed to ensure that the GAO’s executive cadre as

well as other personnel had the skills and perspectives to cope with developmental

problems confronting the agency. Administrative changes instituted by

Comptroller General Staats in the mid l970s can be interpreted as an attempt to

”align” the agency’s skills and orientations with its new stage of historical

development. Many of these changes are described by Rourke (1978) in his

discussion of the GAO’s evolving role. He states (1978:454):
Comptroller General has cautiously but steadily moved his agency toward an emphasis on program

evaluation. Internally, Staats has taken a number ofsteps to accomplish his goal. The organization,

which had been structured along agency lines, has been restructured along functional lines with

divisions responsible for such areas such as energy, human resources, and international affairs.

Personnel policies have been altered in line with the reorientation. At the leadership Ievel Staats has

gone outside the GAO ranks to make a number ofkey appointments. These include drawing on the

Bureau of Budget (now the Office of Management and Budget) for two Assistants Comptrollers

General, and for the Director of the Program Analysis Division. A fourth important external

selection was that of the director of the Energy and Minerals Division. Entry and mid·level GAO

recruitment policy also has been shifled, with the traditional disciplines of law and accounting being

deemphasized in favor of such diverse backgrounds as engineering, economics, mathematics and

systems analysis. At the entry level, the GAO is currently recruiting approximately fifly per cent of

its staff from these new field with the goal of reaching a fifly-fifty mixture on t.he professional staff

[emphasis added].

Rourke’s comments reveal that Comptroller General Staats recognized that the

skills and perspectives of GAO personnel, especially within the executive cadre,
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were not well—suited for the agency’s stage of historical development. Staats'

decision to modify personnel policies and to fill key executive positions with

"outsiders” certainly leads one to this conclusion.

Finally, the Administrative Conservator must make sure that the executive

cadre’s demographic composition is appropriate for the institutional level. We

rely once again on the work of Thompson (1967) to clarify this point. Building

upon the work of Parsons (1960), Thompson identifies three different levels of

institutional action: technical, managerial, and institutional. The technical level

is the locale of the institution’s economy. As such, efficient operation of the

technological core is of primary importance. The managerial level performs a

"service” function for the technical level. This typically includes the acquisition

of needed resources to ensure the efficient and effective operation of the core

technology as well as mediating between users of the institution’s products and

the technical operation (Thompson, 1967). The third level is the institutional

which focuses primarily on overall direction and legitimacy of the institution.

Administrative actions at this level are "marked by a concern for the evolution

of the organization as a whole, including its changing aims and capabilities"

(Selznick, 1957:5).

Thompson argues that the distinction among the three levels must be considered

if one is to develop a well founded perspective on the nature of complex

organizations. This is due to the fact that "functions at each level are
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qualitatively different" (1967:11).’° In pursuing this line of reasoning, one can say

that the skills and perspectives needed to perform the functions at each level

successfully are different. For example, technical know-how (dominated by the

logic of efficiency), is needed at the technical level while a "deeper more

comprehensive understanding of social organization” (Selznick, 1957:4) is needed

at the institutional level. Failure to understand the qualitative differences among

levels may result in an inappropriately composed executive cadre which threatens

to undermine institutional integrity. Thompson (1967:153) wams of such

consequences when he states:

we might expect the bias toward certainty to occur by default through weaknesses in or absence

of delinable institutional layers in the organization. lf the powerful inner circle is composed solely

of individuals with responsibilities in the managerial layer, we would expect problemistic search, not

opportunistic surveillance, to prevail. The same result can be obtained when nonmanagerial

members of the inner circle are personally intolerant of ambiguity. Default at the institutional level,

however, is more likely to come because of a lack of a sharp distinction, conceptually, between

managerial and institutional matt¢fS... The conversion of administrators from managerial to

institutional responsibilities is more than a promotion, for it entails a shift in attention from technical

to organizational rationality, from instrumental to social assessments.

Several officials noted the importance of selecting and retaining executive staff

members who understood the nature of administrative work at the institutional

level. While they did not use the term "institutional level," their comments reveal

that they were sensitive to the importance of having executive staff members who

possessed relevant skills and perspectives for this level. For example, one official

said: ”At this level, you must have people who can see the big picture/’ Another

39 Barnard (1938, 1948) and Selmick (1957) also make a similar argument.
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official commented, "Over the years, I have seen a lot of people fail because they

were Peter Principled. They were promoted beyond their level of competence.

They should not have been given an administrative position." It is worth

mentioning that several officials indicated that "advanced executive training" was

used to ensure that staff members further developed their skills to function

effectively at the institution level. As stated by one official, "Y0u must extract

out of your people the best that you can. You must provide opportunities for

training to bring out their skills.”

In summary, the Administrative Conservator must maintain an appropriately

composed executive cadre as a means of protecting core institutional values. In

performing this function, he/she ensures that the executive cadre’s demographic

composition is well-suited for the institution’s functions and values, its dominant

technological core, its stage of historical stage of historical development, and the

appropriate institutional level. The Administrative Conservator must continually

take stock of the executive cadre’s demographic composition and make the

necessary adjustments to ensure that they are well-suited to preserve institutional

integrity.

Conserving Values: The Argument Reviewed

We have argued that conserving core institutional values is related to the

maintenance of a viable executive cadre. In this context, a viable executive cadre
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is one which has the capacity to protect core values from serious corruption. The

maintenance of a viable executive cadre requires that the Administrative

Conservator devote special attention to two important areas of administrative

concern. First, he/she must ensure that members of the executive cadre are

committed to core institutional values. Strategies useful for such purposes include

providing opportunities for participation in the decision-making process;

minimizing dissension within the executive cadre by discouraging unhealthy

competition and polarization on important issues; and establishing clear

expectations.

Second, the Administrative Conservator must constantly monitor and adjust the

executive cadre’s demographic composition to ensure that it is well-suited for

preserving institutional integrity. The cadre’s composition must conform with

institutional functions and values. It must also be "tailored to fit" the institution’s

dominant technological core and stage of historical development. Finally, the »

executive cadre’s demographic composition must be appropriate at the

institutional level of administrative action, that is to say, the institution’s meaning

and overall direction.
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The Maintenance of Internal/External Support

We now turn our attention to conserving institutional support. As mentioned at

the beginning of this chapter, prescriptive strategies for conserving institutional

support are discussed from both an internal and external perspective. The

maintenance of internal support concentrates on sustaining commitment among

internal interest groups. Special attention is devoted to the strategy of

"co0ptation" (Selznick, 1948, 1949). The maintenance of external support is

discussed in the context of sustaining a favorable institutional image and

maintaining strength with salient publics. Conserving internal support is

addressed first. However, before we begin it is necessary to state more precisely

how the term support is used in our discussion below.

The term ”support” is used in the manner advocated by David Easton (1965).

Easton suggests that support consists of two forms, overt and covert. Overt

support is defined as favorable actions taken on behalf of a person, group or

institution. Overt support is considered as such because it consists of "external1y

observable behaviors" (1965:159). In contrast, covert support involves favorable

attitudes or sentiments toward a person, group, or institution (1965:159). Easton

says that covert support is a "frame of mind" which involves a "readiness to act

on behalf of someone or something" (1965:160). Such support is an "internal

form of behavior” (1965:160). When we speak of the maintenance of institutional

support, we are referring to both overt and covert support.
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The Binding of Parochial Group Egotism

Theorists have argued for over thirty years that organizations are comprised of a

multitude of formal and informal groups which seek to promote their own vested

interests. Writers employ a variety of terms to describe these entities such as

internal interest groups (Selznick, 1957; Simon, Smithburg and Thompson, 1950),

coalitions (Cyert and March, 1963; March, 1962; Thompson, 1967; Mitzberg,

1983; Pfeffer, 1981; Stevensen et al., 1985), constituencies (Goodman and

Pennings, 1977) and stakeholders (Mitroff, 1983).°* Despite the diversity of

terminology, theorists agree that sustaining support among internal groups to

larger organizational aims is an important leadership requirement. Selznick

(1957:93-4) states:
I

Interest groups take many forms within large organizations. They range from the small informal

group of workers seeking protection from potentially arbitrary rules to large departments able to

summon its own loyalties from the standpoint _of the leader all have this basic signilicance: they

represent sources of energy, self·stimulated, not wholly controllable by ollicial authority. They may

subvert the enterprise of lend it strength. lt is the task of leadership, in embodying purpose, to lit the

aims of the organization to the spontaneous interest of groups within it, and conversely to bind

parochial group egoulsm to larger loyalties and aspirarion [emphasis added].

When Selznick says ”to bind parochial group egotism to larger loyalties and

aspiration,” he is referring to the maintenance of commitmerzt among internal

interest groups to institutional goals and values which are intensely held and

3* March and Simon (1958) are often credited for giving intellectual currency to the concept of coalition.
lt must be noted that these authors focused on coalitions between organizations and not coalitions within
organizations. See Stevensen et al. (1985) for a discussion of this point.
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widely shared. Selznick recognizes that institutional members experience multiple

commitments and therefore the institutional leader must transform a neutral

body of individuals into a "committed polity" (1957:90).°’

Theorists identify several strategies useful for building and sustaining

commitment. We have already mentioned many of these strategies in our

previous discussion concerning the executive cadre. These include selective

recruitment and selection of organizational members; the offering of incentives

and the changing states of mind through persuasion; minimizing dissension and

establishing clear expectations. We will not comment on these strategies beyond

what has already been said. Instead, we will explore the use of "cooptation"

(Selznick, 1948, 1949), a strategy intended to maintain commitment and thereby

support among internal interest groups.”

According to Selznick (1948:34), cooptation is the "process of absorbing new

elements into the leadership or policy determining structure as a means of

averting threats to its stability or existence." From this perspective, cooptation

is an adaptive or adjustment strategy used to cope with threatening

circumstances. Selznick identities two different form of cooptation, formal and

informal. Formal cooptation involves absorbing new elements into the leadership

or policy determining structure to Iend Iegitimacy and respectability to formal

3* ;I1‘he individual/organizational goal congruence approach to commitment discussed earlier also applies
€I'¢.

33 Selznick coined the term cooptation in his classic work TVA and the Grass Roots tirst published in 1949.
However, Selznick discusses Lhe term in his article Foundations of The Theory of Organization published
a year earlier. We will reference his article through out our discussion.
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authority. This form of cooptation is used when confidence in formal authority

is called into question. For example, it is not uncommon for urban police

departments to appoint leaders from the minority community to advisory boards

to increase their legitimacy. In many minority communities, police departments

are not held in high esteem because of the perception of racism which results in

a lack of trust and contidence. The legitimacy and authority of these police

departments as advocates of law and order are called into question.

Informal cooptation has little to do with legitimacy per se. Rather, this form of

cooptation is implemented in response to demands made for the sharing of

power. Selznick states (1948:34-5):

Cooptation may be a response to pressure of' specific centers of power. This is not a matter of

legitimacy or of a general and diffuse lack of confidence. They may be well established; and yet

organized forces which are able to threaten the formal authority may effectively shape its structure

and policy. The organization in respect to its institutional environment--or t.he leadership in respect

to its rank-- must take these forces into account This form of cooptation is expressed in informal

terms, for the problem is not one of responding to a state of imbalance with respect to the 'people

as a whole' but one of meeting the pressure of specific individuals or interest groups which are in a

position to enforce demands.

lnformal cooptation is considered as such because formal authority never publicly

acknowledges that concession have been made to share power in response to

pressure. To do so would "undermine the sense of legitimacy of the formal

authority within the community" (Selznick, 1948:35). An example of informal

cooptation is the incorporation of more women into the leadership or
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policy-determining structure of an institution in response to pressure from

organized women’s groups.

While Selznick informs us that formal authority may resort to both forms of

cooptation in response to external and internal pressures, organization theorists

tend to focus primarily on the cooptation of elements in the external environment.

Little attention is devoted to cooptation within the organization? There are at

least two reasons why this is so. First, Selznick places an emphasis on the

external environment. For example, prior to discussing the two forms of

cooptation, Selznick states (1948:34): "Cooptation tells us something about the

process by which an institutional environment impinges itself upon an

organization and affects changes in its leadership and policy [emphasis added]."

Although this statement reflects Selznick’s concern with the external

environment, he does go on to suggest the usefulness of cooptation within the

organization as the following passage reveals (1948:35):
The representation of interest through administrative constituencies is a typical example of this

process. Or, within an organization individuals upon which the group is dependent for funds or ot.her

resources may insist upon and receive a share in the determination of' policy [emphasis added].

Second, the influential work of Thompson (1967) has deflected our attention from

cooptation within the organization? Thompson discusses cooptation exclusively

from an external environment perspective. He asserts that cooptation is a

3* The work of Jeffery Pfeffer (1981) is an exception. See Power In Organizations.

35 Thompson's treatment of cooptation is based upon an earlier work co-authored with William J. McEwen
(1958) concerning organizational goal-setting.
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cooperative strategy for managing dependency in the task environment (1967:35).

Many organization theorists have not deviated from this tradition.

Let us consider informal cooptation within the institution, specifically designed

to maintain support among internal interest groups. It is argued that informal

cooptation is a useful strategy for securing commitment and thereby maintaining

support among internal interest groups. However, the intended consequences

of informal cooptation (internal security, stability and broader administrative

discretion) are not permanent or guaranteed. The effectiveness of informal

cooptation is contingent, in part, upon the successful integration of coopted

groups into the decision-making structure. Successful integration refers to the

degree to which coopted groups perceive (real or imagined) that they legitimately

share the power of formal authority. This perception is cultivated and sustained

by the "accumulating history of power outcomes" (Olson and Cromwell, 1975;

Rogers-Millar and Millar, 1979; Fairhurst and Snavely, 1983). The term "power

outcome" refers to the consequences of negotiations which determine the

allocation of control and scarce organizational resources (Olson and Cromwell,

1975). In other words, coopted groups must perceive that they are periodic

recipients of benefits allocated through the decision-making structure. We will

substitute the term "benefits” for "power outcomes" since it is better suited for our

purposes.

The Administrative Conservator must ensure that coopted groups receive an

"equitable share" of benefits allocated through the policy-making structure.
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When we speak of ”equitable share," we are not referring to the distribution of

resources on a one-to-one basis. Rather, we are referring to the quantity and

quality of benefits accumulated over time. Quantity suggests the number of

benefits accumulated over a period of time while the quality of benefits stemsl
from the degree of "organizational slack" (Cyert and March, 1963). The term

"organizational slack" refers to the extent to which the institution has an

abundance or excess of resources to achieve a minimal level of effectiveness

(Cyert and March, 1963). A large degree of slack increases opportunities for the

acquisition of resources making their acquisitions less valuable to the recipient.

In contrast, a limited degree of slack results in tighter restriction on the allocation

of scarce organizational resources, meaning that benefits acquired via cooptation

seem more valued to the coopted. The quality of a benefit is, thus, measured by

the scarcity of critical resources. The ability of an institutional unit to acquire

several new positions during periods of retrenchment is an example of a quality

benefit.

To reiterate, the Administrative Conservator must ensure that coopted interest

groups receive, on an ongoing basis, an equitable share of benefits allocated

through the decision-making structure. Failure to do so may undermine the

usefulness of cooptation as a strategy for maintaining support. This assertion is

based upon the premise that coopted groups are likely to perceive a breach of

contract if commitments (agreements) made in exchange for internal security and

stability are not honored. If this occurs, coopted groups may withdraw support

and become antagonistic toward those within the decision-making structure.
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Coopted groups are in a strategic position to restrict the available modes of

administrative action if they so desire. As stated by Thompson (1967:35):
coopting is a more constraining form of cooperation for the extent that cooptation is effective

it places an element of the environment in a position to raise questions and perhaps exert influence

on other aspects of the organization.

The erosion of internal support, especially if it becomes widespread, can threaten

institutional integrity. Easton (1965:224) informs us of this possibility when he

says: ."..the main point is that erosion of support needs to be viewed only- as a

threat to the system. When support begins to slip away visibly, this is a danger

sign..."In

summary, the Administrative Conservator must ensure that coopted groups

perceive (real or imagined) that they periodic recipients of benefits flowing from

the decision-making structure. This will enhance the long-term effectiveness of

cooptation as a strategy for maintaining support among internal interest groups.

S.1: The Administrative Conservator must maintain an adequate flow of
sufficientht valued benefits to those coopted, in order to maintain their
support.

What must the Administrative Conservator do to ensure that coopted groups are

periodic recipients of valued benefits allocated through the decision-making

structure? The answer to this question is two·fold. First, the Administrative

Conservator must be fully aware of who is getting what in relations to

institutional circumstances. In other words, he/she must ”keep score" on the
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quantity and quality of benefits received by the various internal interest groups

over time. Second, the Administrative Conservator must at times exercise control

over the decision-making process to prevent or minimize the inequities in the

allocation of benefits.

In reference to our first point, the comments of several officials suggest that they

do in fact "keep score" on who is receiving what type of benefit allocated through

the decision-making structure. For example, one official described a situation

where he created a deputy director position as a response to ongoing criticisms

from a major program unit. The unit complained that their interests were not

sufficiently represented at the national headquarters level. In recounting this

situation, the official commented that he wanted the program unit in question to

"feel like a part of the game" so that they could help "sell the agency’s programs."

He went on to say: ”You must strike a balance when making decisions. You

must first do what is right. You must also make sure that the goodies are spread

around."

It is clear from this official’s statements that he used informal cooptation as a

means of securing commitment and support from the program unit. His

comments also reflect a concern for the the allocation of benefits. The phases

”strike a balance" and "spread the goodies around" can be interpreted to mean

that the official was interested in ensuring that the "coopted" group received an

equitable share of the benefits allocated through the decision·making structure.
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Another ranking official of a criminal justice agency made a similar point when

discussing his agency’s annual awards program. The official mentioned the

importance of what he termed the "equitable distribution of awards/’ He

indicated that while the equitable distribution of of awards was not an explicitly

stated criteria for selecting award recipients, the awards committee was

”encouraged” (informally) to consider such factors as gender, race, geographical

region, tenure, and occupational group (line vs. professional staff).

The exercise of control over the decision-making process is another strategy for

ensuring that coopted groups receive an equitable share of benefits. For example,

control may be operationalized by influencing the criteria upon which decisions

are based (Thompson, 1967; Pfeffer, 1981). In the above discussion concerning

the selection of award recipients, the official exercised control over the

decision-making process by influencing the criteria upon which awards were

made; the official ”encouraged” the selection committee to consider gender, race,

geographical region, and occupational group when making award selections.

This concludes our discussion of conserving internal support. We have argued

that informal cooptation is a useful strategy for maintaining support. However,

the long·term effectiveness of this strategy hinges on the Administrative

Conservator’s capacity to ensure that coopted groups are periodic recipients of

benefits flowing from the decision-making structure.
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The Maintenance of A Favorable Public Image

The notion that organizations are dependent upon the external environment for

its existence is a dominant and well established perspective in the field of

organization theory. From this perspective, the external environment is a

constraint which interferes with the attainment of organizational goals. Interest

in the external environment and its relationship to organizational performance

has prompted theorists to investigate a multitude of topics which relate to the

management of environmental dependency. It is not our intention to review this

voluminous literature or to engage in an extended discussion of the subject. To

do so would lead us astray from the task at hand. lt is perhaps enough to say

that organizations are not self-sufficient and therefore are dependent on the

external environment for support. This support ranges from financial and human

resources to social legitimacy (Pfeffer, 1978). Since external support is vital to

an organization’s existence, it is asserted that the maintenance of such support is

an area of utmost importance to the Administrative Conservator.

We will examine strategies for sustaining external support among salient publics.

Special attention is now devoted to the maintenance of a favorable public image.

The work of Charles Perrow (1961) concerning organizational prestige provides

a conceptual framework for advancing our discussion.

Perrow (1961) argues that a favorable public image is an effective means for

controlling dependency in the external environment. A prestigious image is
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portrayed as a "predominately" favorable. According to Perrow, prestige

increases the likelihood that organizations will continue to secure vital resources

from the external environment. The extent to which organizations successfully

acquire necessary resources is an indicator of external support.

Perrow asserts that organizational prestige may be based upon intrinsic and/or

extrinsic characteristics of the product or service. Intrinsic characteristics pertain

to the quality of the product or services as determined by those capable of

evaluating it. The intrinsic quality of an organization’s product or service is

measured against established standards highly prized in a particular field of

action. Extrinsic characteristics have little to do with the quality of the product

per se. lnstead, prestige may be based upon associations with "value-laden

symbols” or characteristics of the organization that are not directly related to the

quality of the product or service itself. Examples of extrinsic characteristics

include the physical quality of the building in which the organization is located

or the type of publicity generated by the organization.

Perrow asserts that prestige based upon the intrinsic quality of a product or

service is most desirable if it can withstand scrutiny or is easy to evaluate by those

who use it. However, there are circumstances which make external evaluation

difficult. The highly technical nature of the product or service is a case in point.

In such cases, outside validating groups may be used to "certify" the intrinsic

quality of the product or service. Perrow' states (1961:337): "The more difficult

it is to establish intrinsic quality, the more the organization needs other groups
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for validation..." Reputable accrediting bodies or professional associations are

established for such purposes. Outside groups used to validate intrinsic

characteristics must be either users of the product or have sufficient expertise to

evaluate it.

In addition to validating groups, Perrow suggests that the organization may use

"indirect indexes" to cultivate and maintain a favorable public image. The use

of indirect indexes involves "publicizing of characteristics of the organization

which are thought to insure qua1ity" (Perrow, 1961:337). For example, an

academic department within a university might use the number of articles

published by faculty members in scholarly journals; the number and amount of

research grants funded; and the placement of graduates at nationally recognized

institutions as indirect indexes. Indirect indexes of quality are often included in

official documents prepared for public consumption.

Perrow warns that an overemphasis on indirect indexes and/or extrinsic

characteristics of the organization can result in unintended consequences.

Preoccupation with stressing extrinsic characteristics or flaunting indirect indexes

of quality may take precedence over maintaining the quality of products or

services. Such actions may ultimately have an adverse affect on an organization’s

favorable public image.

Perrow’s analytical typology of prestige based upon intrinsic and and extrinsic

characteristics provides a foundation for presenting strategies to maintain a
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favorable public image. lt is argued that the maintenance of a favorable

institutional image requires that the Administrative Conservator: a) maintain the

institution’s reputation for consistent compliance with standards used to measure

the intrinsic quality of its product or services; and b) ensure that indirect indexes

of quality included in official documents remain accurate and meaningful. Let

us review each of these important areas of administrative concern.

The institution’s reputation for consistently receiving favorable evaluations on the

intrinsic quality of its products or services is inextricably interwoven with the

maintenance of a favorable institutional image. The concept "reputation" has

special significance and must be clarified.

Reputation is defined as a "general estimation in which a person or a thing is held

by the public." In relation to what is argued here, the key word in this definition

is "estimation” which implies judgment or opinion. The judgments and opinions

of an institution’s salient publics are influenced by the consistent quality of its

products or services over time.

The Administrative Conservator must ensure that the institution consistently

receive favorable evaluations on the intrinsic quality of products or services. It

is this perception of consistency or lack thereof, which determines an institution’s

reputation and thus contributes to its public image. The failure of an institution

to receive consistently favorable evaluations on the intrinsic quality of its

products or services can lead to a lack of public trust and consequently a "bad
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reputation." Such a perception, especially if it becomes widespread, can create

an unfavorable public image and ultimately result in withdrawal of support by

the institution’s salient publics. For example, it is inconceivable to think that the

Congress would continue to provide substantial financial support to the National

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) if the agency failed to receive

consistent favorable evaluations on safety standards concerning the launching of

manned space vehicles. It is also difficult to imagine that the Federal Bureau of

Prisons would continue to receive external support from the Congress or the

criminal justice community if it failed periodically to comply with standards

governing the confinement and incarceration of convicted felons.

S.2: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that the institution
maintains a reputation for consistent compliance with standards used to
measure the reputed ef/iciency and/or ejfectiveness of its work.

The Administrative Conservator must constantly monitor, inspect and update

institutional operations to maintain a reputation of consistent compliance with

standards which measure the intrinsic quality of its products or services. Many

of the prescriptive strategies discussed in Chapter III are useful for such purposes.

These include, among others, adjusting the interpretation and application of

I
institutional mission to correspond to changing circumstances; ensuring that the

institution’s economy conforms to both instrumental standards and transcendent

societal values; and updating the economy at the appropriate pace.
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In addition to maintaining an institutional reputation for compliance with

established standards, the Administrative Conservator may also use "indirect

indexes" of quality to sustain the institution’s favorable public image. To recall

what Was said earlier, this strategy involves publicizing in official documents

characteristics of the institution which are thought to symbolize quality (Perow,

1961). While the use of indirect indexes is an effective means of "marketing" the

quality of an institution’s products or services, the Administrative Conservator

must ensure that such indexes remain accurate and meaningful once they are

included official documents for public consumption. The accuracy of an indirect

index is measured by the degree to which it conforms exactly to the truth, that is

to say, a close approximation of the reality which exists within the institution.

An indirect index is considered "meaningful" when it has significance and

importance in a specific institutional context.

Governmental institutions commonly include indirect indexes in official

documents (especially annual reports) to publicize the quality of their products

or services. In fact, indirect indexes are an integral component of the institution’s

"propaganda" efforts. As mentioned in Chapter lll, institutional propaganda is

designed to inform and convince salient publics as to the legitimacy of

institutional activities (Altheide and Johnson, 1980). An official document

prepared by the United States Marshals Service provides an excellent illustration

of how government institutions use indirect indexes to publicize the quality of

their products or services.
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In a fourteen page official document, Outline of the U. S. Marshals Activities, the

Marshals Service skillfully uses several indirect indexes to publicize the quality

of its services. The document devotes, on the average, a half page to describing

each of the Marshals Service’s major duties and responsibilities, These include

among others, court security, the receipt and processing of federal prisoners,

fugitive investigations, transportation and movement of prisoners and the

management of assets seized as a result of law enforcement actions by other

federal agencies. In describing each of its major duties and responsibilities, the

Marshall Service uses a variety of indirect indexes of quality. For example, the

number of weapons confiscated from individuals prior to entering a Federal

courthouses is used as an indirect index to publicize the quality of the Marshals

Service’s court security program. The document states (1988:4):

Each year, court security oflicers discover more and more dangerous weapons during routine security

screenings at Federal courthouses. In FY 1987, they prevented 14,000 illegal and 53,000 legal

weapons from being carried into Federal courthouses [emphasis added].

The number of court appearances made by prisoners transported is another

indirect index which "markets" the quality of the Marshals Service’s prisoner

transportation program. In a section of the document describing the

transportation and movement of prisoners it states (1988:6):

The U.S. Marshals is responsible for: (I) the timely production of federal prisoners for legal hearings

or meetings with counsel; (2) the production of prisoners at trials (in FY 1987, the Service produced

prisoners for 290,000 court appearances); (3) the movement of sentenced prisoners to institutions for

service of sentence and transfer of sentenced prisoners between institutions; and (4) ensuring the

rights, safety, and security and pretrial detainees and sentenced prisoners in custody [emphasis added].
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The document includes a host of other indirect indexes of quality such as the

number of federal arrest warrants received in a given year; the number of

prisoners received and processed; the number of protective service details

established due to judicial threats; the number of witnesses protected and; the

dollar amount of assets managed as a result of seized and forfeited property.

To reiterate, the Administrative Conservator may include indirect indexes in

official documents to publicize the quality of its products and services. However,

such indexes must be accurate and meaningful if they are to contribute to the

maintenance of a favorable institutional image. In our previous example, it is fair

to say that the indirect indexes of quality used by the U.S. Marshals Service are

meaningful and presumed to be accurate. If the General Accounting Office

discovered, however, during an evaluation of the Marshals Services' activities

that, let us say, the "number of prisoners produced for court appearances " was

grossly inaccurate and thereby untrue, the agency’s public image would be

adversely affected. Or, if the Marshals Service used a meaningless indirect index

such as the "average height and weight of individuals searched by during routine

security screenings at Federal courthouses," questions concerning the quality of

its operation could emerge. Such questions may be prompted by the perception

that overemphasis on meaningless indirect indexes signals a lack of confidence in

the quality of the agency’s operation. The agency may be perceived as merely

"reaching for straws" to justify its existence. Perceptions of this nature will no

doubt tarnish the agency’s favorable public image. It is also worth noting that

an indirect index can become "meaningless" if it is found to be grossly inaccurate.
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For example, the "number of prisoners produced for court appearances” would

become virtually useless to the Marshals Service in marketing the quality of its

services if the GAO found and reported gross inaccuracies.

The Administrative Conservator must constantly monitor and inspect

information prepared for public consumption to ensure that indirect indexes of

quality are meaningful and accurate. Failure to do so can result in a credibility

gap which could undermine the institution’s favorable public image. The

dictionary says that a credibility gap is the difference between that which is

presented as truth and that amount of it believed to be true by the public. The

word credibility is derived from the Latin term credere, meaning to believe. One

who is capable of being believed is described as credible, or worthy of trust and

confidence. This is what journalists often mean when they speak of a "credible

source."

The Administrative Conservator has a much easier task of maintaining a

favorable public image when salient publics have trust and confidence in the

institution’s capacity to carry out statutory responsibilities (Meyer and Rowan,

1983). Such confidence enhances legitimacy which, in turn, reinforces authority.

Institutional legitimacy adds credibility to information contained in official

reports. Credibility infers truth, "one of the key values to which authority is

vitally linked in many context (Friedrich 1958:46). Official information is

believed because it is presumed to be true. If a wide gap is discovered to exist

between what is conveyed in official reports and institutional practices, external
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supporters are likely to conclude that the "public trust" has been violated.

Conclusions of this sort can lead to a legitimization crisis, thereby adversely

affecting the institution’s favorable public image.

S.3: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that image building
information preparedforpublic consumption is accurate and meaningful.

A concrete example is offered to demonstrate the applicability of this proposition.

We examine a case involving the highly publicized safety record of the U.S. Army

Armament Material Development and Readiness Command’s largest U.S.

ammunition facility.

An Illustration: The Radford Army Ammunition Plant

The U.S. Army Armament Material Development and Readiness Command

(ARMCOM) has jurisdiction over the nation’s government-owned, contractor

operated facilities specializing in the production of propellants and explosives.

ARMCOM’s largest ammunition plant is the Radford Army Ammunition Plant

(RAAP), located some 40 miles southwest of Roanoke, Virginia. RAAP produces

about 98 percent of all propellants used for Army ammunition rockets. It is

owned by the Army and operated by Hercules, Inc.

The manufacture of explosives is a hazardous enterprise because the risk of

explosion is always present. Nitroglycerine, for example, is a highly volatile
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processing ingredient which is routinely used in the production of such

ammunitions. Nitroglycerine is extremely sensitive to jarring movement.

Specifically, it has a fifty percent probability of detonation if a mass of five

pounds is dropped so much as one centimeter (Hammack, 1986). Because of the

dangers associated with the production of explosives, safety is of utmost

importance.

The RAAP made safety the cornerstone of its public relations campaign as

reflected in many of its official public statements. An official plant document

states:

During its 35 years of existence, RAAP's total commitment to safety has been magnificent as

compared with that er the U.s. Chemical Industry, as a whole. lll the mid-l960's, RAAP reeeided

an 815-day period without an injury, an industry record. Recent years show an average ofwell below

hair an injury per miuiea mah—he¤i-S wetited.

RAAP measures safety in terms of lost-time injuries, excluding an explosion. The

number of days linked without injuries which require time off is often well

publicized in official documents. The Powder Press, the plant’s internal

newsletter, often carries a front page column entitled "Safety Scoreboard," which

lists the number of days and hours worked without an injury requiring time off.

The publication also frequently carries headlines highlighting its safety record.

Headlines such as "Proactive Safety Wins Again;" or, "One, Two, Three, We Are

Injury Free;" and "Proactive Safety Has Won Us Another Award,” are common.

Over time, RAAP developed an impressive aerospace industry record of 18

million man-hours worked without a "lost time injury." This record ended in
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1985 with an explosion which killed two workers and resulted in several million

dollars in property damage. An Army investigation into the cause of the

explosion revealed numerous safety violations ranging from the failure to follow

safety procedure to faulty equipment. lf such conditions existed, how was it

possible for the RAAP to maintain the impressive safety record as publicized on

its many official reports? Given the seriousness of reported violations, how was

it possible for nearly four thousand workers who maintain shifts around the clock

to continue for three and one half years without a "lost time injury” on the job?

These and other questions were examined in an investigative report conducted

by the Roanoke Times and World News.

The newspaper concluded, after completion of interviews with forty plant

workers, a dozen U.S. Army and Hercules oflicials, state safety officials and

others, that managers at the plant ignored injuries to workers as a means of

maintaining the safety record. The highly publicized safety record was

maintained despite the fact that employees received injuries which required them

to miss work. In the story entitled, IIWHBH an Accident lsn’t," the newspaper

stated (l986:Al).

Arsenal officials overlooked broken bones, tom ligaments, burns, and disabling injuries that occurred

on the job over the past three and one half years. The record was maintained by the arsenal despite

rulings by the Virginia Industrial Commission that the Plant had to pay employees for work·related

injuries that kept them off the job. The record was maintained even though some employees were

required to report to work to avoid lost time after being seriously injured. The record was maintained

even as some employees were required to schedule their surgery for job-related injuries on their days

off in order to avoid lost time.
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The highly publicized safety record included in official plant publications and

actual day-to-day activities were not consistent, resulting in a credibility gap. The

news media, union officials and the general public have expressed doubts about

the plant’s safety record keeping procedures. Safety figures included in official

documents are no longer considered a credible source of information.

The RAAP case illustrates the importance of ensuring that indirect indexes of

quality included in official documents remain accurate and meaningful. As our

previous discussion reveals, the "r1umber of man-hours worked without lost time

injury" proved to be an inaccurate indirect index, thereby adversely affecting the

plant’s public image. The RAAP example also demonstrates the dangers of

overcommitment to indirect indexes of quality. The decision of plant officials to

continue publicizing its safety record when it was no longer a "mear1ingful”

indirect index of quality resulted in a credibility gap. This in turn damaged the

plant’s public image.

The Maintenance of Extemal Alliances

Our preceding discussion suggests that the maintenance of a favorable public

image is an effective strategy for sustaining institutional support. While effective,

this strategy alone is insufficient to sustain external support over the stretch of

time. For example, it is possible for an institution to enjoy a favorable public

image and yet lack sufficient support among legislative or other support bodies
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”
to secure funding for its programs (Rourke, 1969). In addition to maintaining a

favorable public image, the Administrative Conservator must sustain strength

with the salient public to ensure institutional support. Rourke (1969:13) makes

this assertion when he states:
There are essentially two ways in which public support can be cultivated. The first is creating a

favorable attitude toward the agency in the public at large. The second is by building strength with

'attentive publics' -- groups which have a salient interest in the agency~-usually because it has the
’

capacity to provide them with some significant benefit or the power to exercise regulatory authority

in ways that may be ofcritical importance to the groups concerned These methods are not mutually

exclusive. An agency can still seek to create general public support while assiduously building

alliances with interest groups which have a stake in its work. This is fact t.he strategy most agencies

follow to the extent available to them.

The capacity of the Administrative Conservator to sustain strength with the

institution’s salient publics is essential to the maintenance of external support.

When we say "to sustain strength/’ we are referring to the ongoing efforts of the

Administrative Conservator to cultivate and maintain supportive relationships

among an alliance of individuals, groups and organizations who are willing to

take action on behalf of the institution. This alliance consists of a multitude of

actors, both inside and outside of government, who are affected by or have an

interest in the institution’s activities.3‘

The maintenance of a strong alliance of external supporters requires that the

Administrative Conservator provide, on an ongoing basis, inducements and

36 These actors include, among others, members of legislative committees, subcommittees and their staflß
reputable and influential private citizens; special interest groups (inside and outside of the institution’s
policy subsystem); professional associations and other govemment agencies.
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related rewards in exchange for support (March and Simon, 1958; Simon, 1957;

Barnard, 1938; Emerson, 1962; Blau, 1964)." This exchange relationship is

governed by a set of explicit and/or implicit understandings which establish

expectations for the parties involved. These expectations define in a broad sense

the behaviors needed from supporters to advance institutional aims as well as the

rewards pledged by the Administrative Conservator for support. lnducements

and related rewards available to the Administrative Conservator include

institutional services, benefits and favors. The Administrative Conservator

capacity to dispense institutional services and benefits valued by supporters is

vital to the maintenance of institutional support. As stated by Rourke

(1969:14-5): "Agencies that are not in a position to dispense important benefits

or favors to any segment of the community are in a disadvantageous position

with respect to their ability to attract organized support."

It should be emphasized that institutional services, benefits and favors provided

by the Administrative Conservator in exchange for support must be appropriate.

In other words, such services and benefits must be within the legitimate and legal

realm of the institution’s activities. For example, the director of the Higher

Education Management Services, U.S. Department of Education, must not

provide ”specia1 f°avors" to a Congresswoman which gives an unfair advantage to

3" The American Heritage Dictionary defines 'inducement' as an incentive or motive. The term is derived
from the verb 'induce' which means to 'lead or move by persuasion; To stimulate the occurrence of.'
lt is clear from this definition that inducements are intended to incite action. lt is suggested that
inducements, in and of themselves, are not suflicient to sustain support over the stretch of time.
lnducements must be accompanied by rewards, that is to say, 'something received in recompense for
valued behaviors} lnducement/Contribution theorists do not make this distinction explicit although it is
implied in their work.
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a university within her district in competing for research grants awarded by the

agency. If the director, let us say, disregarded internal procedures (in exchange

for support on a favorable piece of agency legislation) and awarded a

multi-million grant to the university in the Congresswoman’s district, such action

would be inappropriate, if not illegal. The director could, as a way of rendering

an ”appropriate service" to the Congressional supporter, instruct his staff to

provide technical assistance to the university in proposal development to enhance

its competitive chances in securing an award. This service is within the legitimate

and legal scope of the agency’s activities.

The Administrative Conservator must exercise discretion when dispersing

institutional benefits in exchange for support. Institutional benefits rendered

must be enough to secure and maintain support, but not too much to earn the

disrespect or envy from others. For example, in our previous illustration

concerning the Higher Education Management Service, the director must ensure

that his staff is not perceived as providing "excessive" technical assistance to the

University in the Congresswoman’s district. The failure to do so may lead to

accusations by others that the agency is giving the university preferential

treatment and, therefore, is engaged in inequitable decision making in the

awarding of research grants.

We have argued that the Administrative Conservator must sustain strength with

salient publics to ensure institutional support. In doing so, he/she must maintain

supportive relationships among an alliance of actors both inside and outside of
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government. This relationship is cultivated and sustained by providing

inducements and related rewards in exchange for support. These inducements

and related rewards consist of appropriate institutional services, benefits and

favors.

$.4: The Administrative Conservator must, on an ongoing basis, render
sufficient but not excessive services, benefits andfavors to supporters.

Officials interviewed identified a variety of appropriate services, benefits and

favors rendered to supporters. A frequently mentioned "service" was the sharing

of agency expertise and/or resources with supporters. Agency expertise is

commonly shared through formal training programs or by providing direct

technical assistance. For example, the Marshals Service oftentimes conducts

Court Security Seminar for sheriffs to improve their court security operations.

The Marshals Service also provides direct financial support to sheriff

departments through its Cooperative Agreement Program. The program provides

financial assistance to upgrade jail facilities and expand jail capacity. In

exchange for such assistance, the Marshals Service is guaranteed jail space for

federal prisoners. Finally, the Marshals Service uses both of its Boeing 727

aircraft as part of the National Prison Transportation System to assist other

agencies in the long-distance movement of prisoners. For example, the Marshals

Service coordinates and schedules the majority of long-distance prisoner transfers

between institutions operated by the Federal Bureau of Prisons. The agency also

transports prisoners for the Immigration and Naturalitation Service as well as a
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variety of state and local agencies (Outline of U.S. Marshals Service Activities,

1988:6).

Officials also mentioned the quick response to requestsfor information as a service

rendered to supporters. Officials indicated that their offices were inundated daily

with inquiries from the executive and legislative branches, interest groups, other

agencies, clients and the general public. A "timely and reasonable response" to

such inquiries is considered of utmost importance. As stated by one official:

"You don’t want to give the impression that you are not responsive/’ The

perception of what constitutes a "time1y and reasonable response" varied from

agency to agency and was influenced by the type of information sought and who

requested it. Several officials noted that they had instituted either formal or

informal policies specifying the response or turnaround time for routine requests.

Response times typically ranged from one to three weeks in most instances.

When officials referred to a "quick response," they usually meant providing

supporters with desired information in a shorter than normal time period. For

example, if a request for an official agency publication routinely takes, let us say,

three weeks to process once received, the response time for a supporter would be

reduced as much as two weeks or less depending upon the urgency of the request.

As one official commented: "We like to take care of our friends. When they call

and want certain information, we try to eliminate as much of the red tape as

possib1e." Officials indicated that a supporter’s request is expedited internally by

either a placing a telephone call or sending a note to a staff person who could
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provide the needed information in the shortest possible time. Such actions

elevated the supporter’s request to "priority status."

While a "quick response" was cited as a desirable goal for handling requests from

supporters, several officials commented that certain circumstances prevented

significant reductions in the normal response time. For example, the complexity

of a particular request may require additional research which in turn extends the

response time. In such instances, officials noted the importance of informing

supporters of the process involved in handling the request; when action on the

request is most likely to occur; and when they can expect a partial or complete

response on the matter. In addition, periodic status reports were suggested as a

way of letting supporters know, as one official put it, "we are working on it."

Another service mentioned by officials involves giving public credit/recogrzition to

supporters as a means of generating positive publicity for them. One would find

little disagreement with the assertion political elites, interest groups and

governmental agencies seek to exploit opportunities which publicize their

activities and accomplishments. Such behavior is not difficult to understand,

especially since positive publicity can enhance an individual or organization’s

public image. We have already discussed the symbiotic relationship between a

favorable public image and the maintenance of a institutional support. While

receiving public credit/recognition is a service highly valued by political elites and

interest groups alike, this service has special significance for governmental

agencies. This is because such agencies are restricted from engaging in "public
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relation" activities which promote their interests. As a result, governmental

agencies seek alternative means of publicizing their activities. It was mentioned

earlier that governmental agencies skillfully use official documents to publicize

their accomplishments. While effective, there are limitations to this approach for

a thin line exists between "public information" and "public relation" activities.“‘

Governmental agencies assiduously attempt to avoid giving the impression that

they are actively involved in "propagandizing" the public or "lobbying" the

legislature as a means of gaining support for their activities (Rourke, 1969).

Public credit/recognition can be rendered as a service in several ways. One way

is to give supporters prestigious awards at highly publicized formal ceremonies

or large public gatherings such as conferences. For example, each year the

National Sheriffs’ Association (NSA), at its annual conference and exhibition,

presents a President’s Award in "recognition" of professional efforts taken by an

individual to improve the cooperation between sheriff departments and other

criminal justice organizations. At the NSA’s 48th Annual Convention and

Exhibition held in 1988, the director of the U.S. Marshals Service received the

President’s Award in recognition for his agency’s assistance to sheriff

departments in improving courtroom security. The award was presented at a

formal ceremony by the NSA president and George Bush, Vice President of the

United States and the Republican presidential candidate. It goes without saying

38 Theoretically speaking, public information activities are designed to inform salient publics about an
agency’s activities. In contrast., public relations activities are initiated for the sole purposes of selling and
promoling an agency’s programs. See Rourke (1961) Secrecy and Publicilyr Dilemma.: of Democracy for
a discussion of this point. Chapter 8 is of particular interest.
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”
that the national press coverage of this event generated a great deal of positive

publicity for the U.S. Marshals Service.

Supporters may also be given public credit in interviews with journalists seeking

information on the agency’s activities.” Federal law enforcement agencies

involved in preventing the illegal sale and distribution of narcotics and other

controlled substances often use this method. For example, in a story published

by The Odessa American (a Texas newspaper) concerning the seizure of property

by federal officials suspected of being used for drug trafficking, an official of the

U.S. Marshals Service gives "public credit/recognition" to several of the agency’s

supporters (1988:13A):

La Morenita - a grocery, laundromat, gillshop and poolhall... has been closed by federal oflicials

enforcing a statute that allows them to seize property suspected of being used for drug traflicking

reports said. Deputy U.S. Marshals Edward DeCoste said today that a joint investigation by the

Mtdland County Sheriff.: Department, Mtkiland Police Department, and the U.S. Drug Enforcement

Administration led to the closure of the business through federal court action [emphasis added].

As our previous discussion suggests, sheriff departments are an important

supporter of the Marshals Service. The U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration

(DEA) is also recognized in law enforcement circles as one of the agency’s allies.

Statements appearing in the Drug Enforcement Report, a Washington newsletter

devoted to drug enforcement activities, provides evidence of this supportive

relationship. In an article devoted to a dispute between the U.S. Marshals

39 These interviews may be either public or private. Public interviews often take place at press conferences
called by agency otlicials to publicize significant events. Private interviews usually occur on a one-on-one
basis.
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Service and the Federal Bureau of Investigation over federal fugitive

investigations, the newsletter states (1988:1):
The U.S. Marshals Service and its frequent ally in the capture ofdrug fugitives, the Drug Enforcement

Administration, apparently have withstood a major challenge by the Federal Bureau of Investigation

to keep their key role in pursuing fugitives The DEA has been somewhat caught in the middle in

the intemal dispute, because it is subordinate to the FBI within the Justice Department hierarchy, yet

it also teams up often and successfully with the Marshals Service in the pursuit of key narcotic

fugitives... The Marshals Service has grown increasingly aggressive, and more creative, in Iinding

ways to locate fugitives and bring them home for prosecution. When the investigation involves a drug

fugitive, the Service often has the DEA as a prime ally. Indeed, DEA itself sometimes takes the lead

in a fugitive pursuit, as it did when U.S. authorities arranged the capture in Columbia of Medllin

Cartel druglord Carlos Lehder Rivas. Once the DEA brought Lehder back to the U.S., however,

he was immediately handed over to the Marshals Service [emphasis added].

A final service cited by officials is the public endorsement of supp0rters’

activities. These endorsements consist of two types which are broadly categorized

as direct and indirect expressions of approval. Direct expressions of approval

involve favorable public pronouncements made on behalf of a supporter. Public

pronouncements may be articulated verbally or in written form. Verbal

pronouncements are made before a public audience which typically includes,

among others, journalists, members of legislative committees, agency personnel

and members of professional associations. Written statements of support are

expressed in official letters and/or resolutions passed by formally recognized

bodies. For example, officials representing several state agencies submitted

official letters in support of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms when

the agency was targeted for abolishment in 1982. A letter prepared by the
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Commissioner of the Massachusetts Department of Revenue is illustrative.‘° The

Commissioner’s letter to the Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service, and

General Government states (1982:126):
As I did previously in a November 3, 1981 letter to Treasury Secretary Regan, I would like to express

my concem over plans to curtail the Tobacco Enforcement Program of the Bureau of Alcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms (ATF) and enforcement of the Federal Contraband Cigarette ACT (P.L.

95-575).

While statistical research on Massachusetts tax loses due to cigarette bootlegging vary from the 1975

ACIR (Advisory Commission on Intergovemmental Relations Study) projection of $12.5 million

annually, to a 1980 Massachusetts Legislative Research Bureau Study that projects annual loses at

$17 million, our cigarette excise tax revenue has increased in both fiscal years 1980 and 1981, $2.7

million and $4.1 million, respectively. We attribute these increases, in part, to ATF and

Massachusetts combined enforcement efforts.

Having awareness that the Nation Tobacco Tax Association (NTTA) plans to submit a statement,

reflecting Association resolutions expressing support of ATF activity against cigarette smuggling, 1

only wish to emphasize local concem over this national problem.

I wish to strongly suggest appropriations for contraband cigarette enforcement in the ATF and

enforcement of P.L. 95-575.

I remain concerned that withdrawal ofATF from its Tobacco Enforcement Program will result in a

revival of the cigarette bootlegging problem.

Thank you for your consideration of my statement.

‘°
Other govemmental agencies which submitted official letters of support on behalf of ATF include the

Arizona State Department of Liquor, Licenses, and Control; Florida State Department of Business

Regulation; New Jersey Division of Taxation; New York State Office of Taxation and Finance;

Comptroller of the State Treasury, State of Maryland; and the Texas Alcohol Beverage Commission.
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Several resolutions were also presented as written statements of support on behalf

of ATF activities. A resolution passed by the National Conference of State

Liquor Administrators is a case in point (1982:13):"
Whereas proposals have been advanced to dismember the Treasury Department's Bureau ofAlcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms, drastically reduce the stafling, and reassigning its regulatory functions to

other agencies of the Federal Govemment; and

Whereas coinciding with such dismemberment of the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms is

a proposal to amend the Federal Alcohol Administration Act to such an extent that many of the

regulatory principles embraced by the National Conference of Liquor Administrators will no longer

be adhered to by the federal agencies ultimately charged wit.h regulation of the various aspects of

beverage alcohol traflic;

andWhereasit is recognized that the occurrence of either one or both federal proposals, that is, the

revision of the Federal Alcohol Administration Act or the dismemberment of the Bureau ofAlcohol,

Tobacco and Firearms, could be disastrous in terms of the 'spinoff' issues and problems which could

be faced by the individual states: now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Executive Committee of the National Conference of State Liquor Administrators

meeting in Scottsdale, Arizona, on November 13, 1981:

1. Oppose any plan to dismember the activities, reduce the funding, reassign responsibilities, or in any

way lessen or alter the ability of the Bureau ofAlcohol, Tobacco and Firearms to conduct its duties

and responsibilities as currently defined and conducted; and

2. Oppose any effort to amend the Federal Alcohol Administration Act in such a manner as to alter

the existing substantive law that presently provides protection against the abuses and problems which

occurred early in this century and led to the institution of national prohibition, the repeal of which

was brought about wholly or partially on the basis that the federal government would operate a strong

program of enforcement and regulation.

"
The National Association ofTobacco Disuibutors; the National Tobacco Tax Association; and the Peace
Ollicers Association of Georgia also passed and presented resolutions in support ofATF's activities.
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Done in Scottsdale, Arizona, this 13th day of November, 1981.

The next type of endorsement, indirect expressions of approval, involves tacit acts

of support. Such endorsements are implied without being directly stated. For

example, when an official agrees to serve on the board of directors of a

supporter’s organization, he/she is indirectly expressing approval of their

activities. Officials interviewed for this study are actively involved, that is to say,

hold official positions in several professional and other non·governmental
“

organizations.

Another example of an indirect expression of approval is the "sanctioning” of

participation by agency personnel in events sponsored by supporters such as a

conferences, special ceremonies, educational programs, and other public

gatherings.‘7 Again, let us use the U.S. Marshals Service as an illustration. As

we have indicated on several different occasions, the National Sheriffs’

Association (NSA) is an important supporter of the Marshals Service. The

director of the Marshals Service, as means of endorsing the NSA’s activities,

"sanctioned" the participation of agency personnel at the association’s annual

conference and exhibition as reflected by statements appearing in an internal

agency newsletter. On the first page of the newsletter, under the heading,

”National Sheriffs’ Association Conference, the director states (1988:1):
The National SherilI's’ Association (NSA) held its 48th Annual Conference and Exhibition last week

in Louisville, Kentucky. Marshals Service representatives atrcnded and participared in numerous

*7 The term 'sanctioning' as used here refers to authoritative approval and should not be confused with
coercive measures employed to punish a party as in the case of intemational law.
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sessions, including a Court Security Seminar... The USMS exhibit occupied a prime position with the

exhibits from other law enforcement agencies and various venders of police and security products.

Although the director did not explicitly state in the newsletter that agency

personnel had his ”blessings” to participate in the event, it is implied that he

”sanctioned" such actions. By "paying attention to" the participation of agency

personnel in the conference, the director in fact communicated his approval. The

phase "pay attention
to”

has special significance and is consistent with Schein’s

(1985) conceptualization discussed in his expose on leadership and culture.

Schein argues that "what leaders pay attention to, measure and contr0l"~ is a

powerful method of communicating what is important to them. He states

(1985:225):

One of the best mechanisms that founders, leaders, managers, and colleagues have available for

communicating what they believe or even what they care about is what they systematically pay

attention to. By 'paying attention to' I mean anything from what is noticed and commented on to

what is measured, controlled, rewarded, and in other ways systematically dealt with [emphasis added].

A final example of an indirect expression of approval is the acceptance of

invitations to deliver keynote addresses at events sponsored by supporters. lt is

generally well known that ranking government officials receive numerous requests

to provide this service. Given their hectic schedules and the resulting time

constraints, these officials are selective in accepting public speaking engagements.

Requests made by supporters are typically given priority. In accepting such

request, it is suggested that the official is indirectly endorsing the supporters

activities. For example, it is inconceivable to think that a government official

would accept an invitation to address a formal gathering of the Klu Klux Klan.
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To do so would convey the message that the official "endorsed" the activities of

this organization.

This concludes our discussion of conserving institutional support. The

Administrative Conservator must devote special attention to this area of

administrative concern if he/she is the maintain the institution as an ongoing

concern.

Conserving Support: The Argument Reviewed

We have argued that the maintenance of internal and external support is an

important aspect of Administrative Conservatorship. The maintenance of

internal support requires that the Administrative Conservator "bind parochial

group egotism to larger loyalties and and aspirations.” This essentially means

sustaining commitment among internal interest groups to core institutional

values. It was argued that cooptation is an effective strategy for such purposes.

However, the effectiveness of cooptations is contingent upon the successful

integration of coopted groups into the policy-determining structure. Successful

integration is measured by the degree to which coopted groups perceive (real or

imagined) that they are periodic recipients of benefits allocated through the

policy-determining structure.
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° Our discussion of conserving external support concentrated on the maintenance

of a favorable public and sustaining strength with salient publics. With regard

to the maintenance of a favorable image, it was suggested that the Administrative

Conservator must ensure that the institution sustains a reputation for consistent

compliance with standards used to measure the intrinsic quality of its goods or

services. We also argued that the Administrative Conservator must ensure that

indirect indexes of quality included in officials documents remain accurate and

meaningful. As a means of sustaining strength with the institution’s salient

publics, the Administrative Conservator must provide inducements and related

rewards in exchange for support. These inducements and rewards are offered in

the form of appropriate institutional benefits, services and favors.

Corzclusiorz

In this chapter, we have presented strategies for conserving institutional activities

broadly classified under the headings values and support. Conserving values was

discussed in the context of institutional culture. Culture as conceptualized in our

discussion is the normative or social tissue which binds the institution together.

The institution’s culture is comprised of core values which are intensely held and

widely shared.
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An argument was presented which suggested that the maintenance of an

institution’s culture is, to a large extent, the responsibility of the executive cadre,

or in the words of Selznick (1957), the "institutional core.” Guided by this

premise, our discussion of conserving institutional values focused on sustaining

the capacity of the executive cadre to protect core values from serious corruption.

Prescriptive strategies concentrated on two broad areas of concern: a) the

maintenance of commitment among the executive cadre to core institutional

values; and b) the maintenance of an appropriately composed executive cadre.

With regards to the maintenance of commitment, it was suggested that the

executive cadre is more inclined to protect core values from serious corruption if

they are committed to them. Prescriptive strategies offered for sustaining

commitment among the executive cadre include providing opportunities for

participation in the decision-making process on an ongoing basis; and minimizing

dissension within the executive cadre by discouraging unhealthy competition and

polarization on important issues.

The executive cadre’s demographic composition was also said to be an important

factor which influenced its ability to protect core values from serious corruption.

In the intellectual tradition of Phillip Selznick (1957) and Chester Barnard

(1938), we argued that the attributes of cadre members cultivated particular

habits, dispositions and attitudes which are necessary for achieving social

integration, cohesion and thus, cooperation. Cooperation among the executive

cadre is vital to conserving core institutional values. In pursuing this line of

argument, it was concluded that the executive cadre must be appropriately
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composed in terms of commonality and complementary of skills and perspectives.

Moreover, such skills and perspectives must remain well-suited for the

institution’s functions and values; its stage of historical development; its

dominant technological core as well as the institutional level of administrative

action.

We then focused our attention on conserving institutional support. Prescriptive

strategies for conserving both internal and external support were examined. With

regards to internal support, we argued that the maintenance of commitment

among internal interest groups was essential to the preservation of institutional

integrity. The strategy of cooptation was reviewed with special attention given

to sustaining its intended effects over the stretch of time. It was suggested that

the Administrative Conservator must ensure that coopted groups receive an

"equitable share" of benefits flowing through the policy-determining structure.

This is achieve by "keeping score" on the quantity and quality of benefits received

by the various internal interest groups as well as exercising control over the

decision-making process.

Prescriptive strategies for conserving external support dealt the maintenance of a

favorable public image and sustaining strength with salient publics. We argued

that the Administrative Conservator must maintain a reputation for consistent

compliance with standards used to measure the intrinsic quality of the

institution’s goods or products. I-le/she must also monitor and inspect indirect

indexes of quality included in official documents to ensure that they remain
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accurate and meaningful. The failure to do so may adversely affect the

institution’s favorable image.

In reference to sustaining strength with the institution’s salient publics, we

asserted that the Administrative Conservator must provide appropriate

institutional services and benefits in exchange for support. These service include

the sharing of agency expertise and resources; quick responses to request for

information; give public credit/recognition as a means of generating positive

publicity for supporter; and public endorsement of supporters’ activities.
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V. A Theory of Administrative Conservatorship

The purpose of this concluding chapter is to provide an overview of our theory

of Administrative Conservatorship. We first review the line of argument which

establishes the normative foundation and need for what is called Administrative

Conservatorship. Next, the Administrative Conservator is contrasted with the

transformational leader. This discussion reinforces the argument that the theory

of Administrative Conservatorship provides a different set of lenses from which

to observe and evaluate leadership effectiveness in the administrative state.

The chapter concludes with remarks concerning leadership in the administrative

state. It is suggested that the theory of Administrative Conservatorship is

consistent with our constitutional tradition and provides a valuable framework

for interpreting the role of public administrators in the governance process.

Public administrators are characterized as protectors of the American Republic

which affords them the honor and respect accompanying this important role.
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The Line ofArgument Revisited

We began this essay by arguing that the "urgent" appeals made by contemporary

organization theorists and others for modilications in existing administrative

leadership practices must be viewed with extreme caution and skepticism. The

calls for the development and maturation of entrepreneurial type leaders

equipped to radicalhr trangform our valuable institutions poses a serious threat to

such institutions and the proven leadership practices which have sustained them.

The so·called "new and improved" transformational brand of leadership based

upon a coercive conception of authority is dangerous in two important respects.

First, the transformational view encourages and indeed, sanctions radical

alteration of our valuable institutions without considering the long·term affects

of such actions on these institutions or the larger society. Second, proponents of

the transformational brand of leadership continue to perpetuate the

"romanticized" or "great man" theory of administrative leadership.

Administrative leaders are depicted as conquerors who possess mythical powers

which enable them to radically transform institutional functions and processes in

ways which are profound and signiticant.

We noted that most administrative leaders do not possess the mythical powers

attributed to them by theorists of the transformational persuasion. Moreover, the

transformational view distorts reality since it leads to a foregone conclusion that

radical alteration of institutions is the onhr available standard by which to
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measure administrative leadership effectiveness. This narrow perception of

reality must be questioned. It fails to acknowledge the existence and value of

other forms of leadership, most notably Administrative Conservatorship.

Conservirzg valuable institutions is equally important to building new institutions

or transforming old ones and, thus, must be integrated into scholarly discussions

on the subject matter. The theory of Administrative Conservatorship is offered

as a means of contributing to such discussions, especially as it relates to

governmental institutions. The Administrative Conservatorship framework

provides a different set of lenses by which to observe and evaluate administrative

leadership effectiveness. Our theory provides a different perspective for public

administrators to view their role in the governance process and for citizens to

assess public administrators.

Administrative Conservatorship reflects a kind of leadership which is based upon

an ancient conception of authority ·- authority viewed as the "capacity for

reasoned e1aboration" grounded in the beliefs, values and interest of the

community (Friedrich, 1972, 1961, 1958). Administrative Conservatorship is also

leadership in the intellectual tradition of Philip Selznick (1957). Administrative

Conservatorship is conceptualized as the willingness of administrative elites, out

of traditional loyalty and moral principles, to preserve authority and the

distribution of power with regards to: the propriety of the institution’s existence;

its functional niche; and its collective institutional goals. ln short, our

prescriptive theory of Administrative Conservatorship is concerned with the

preservation of institutional integrity.
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' In this essay, public administrators are characterized as elites because they are

responsible for the perpetuation and conservation of "regime values," that is to

say, ”values of the political entity that were brought into being by ratiiication of

the Constitution that created the American repub1ic" (Rohr, 1978:59). In

pursuing this line of reasoning, it is suggested that the oath taken by public

administrators to uphold the Constitution of the United States reflects a moral

commitment to the preservation of constitutional processes which encompass a

particular set of values, beliefs and interests (Rohr, 1986, 1978; Will, 1983). This

oath does not require that public administrators pledge allegiance to a system of

radical change." The moral commitments made by public administrators are

expressed in their traditional loyalty to preserve the integrity of governmental

institutions.

The preservation of governmental institutions is viewed as a moral obligation

because these institutions are a repository of regime values. Governmental

institutions must be preserved since they constitute the means by which the

authoritative allocation of resources is dispensed to sustain our Republic’s

cohesion and moral balance. The efforts of public administrators to preserve

governmental institutions afford them the honorable distinction of being called

Administrative Conservators. In performing the vital role of Conservator, public

administrators are active and legitimate participants in "statecraft.” Statecraft is

"soulcraft" as George Will (1983) prudently informs us. The preservation of

*3 This provides yet another another reason for viewing the transformational leadership perspective with a
great deal of concern.
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governmental institutions, and thereby regime values, constitutes the normative

foundation upon which the theory of Administrative Conservatorship is

constructed.

We also argue that the theory of Administrative Conservatorship is needed to till

gaps in organization theory. Past organization theorists have not expressed much

interest in preservation of values or institutional integrity. As mentioned, the lack

of interest is explained from several different perspectives. First, organization

theorists have been preoccupied with studying organizational expansion and its

consequences, thus virtually ignoring the value and importance of preserving

institutional integrity. Second, many theorists tend to equate the concept of

"maintenance" with notions of changeless stability which is perceived as

antithetical to the dynamic aspects of institutional life. Third, our society’s highly

romanticized view of leadership has made it exceedingly difficult to appreciate the

valuable contributions of leaders who do not "measure up" to standards

established by proponents of the romanticized leadership school.

Finally, the intellectual efforts of past organization theorists to differentiate

heroic type leaders from other institutional actors (primarily managers) has

resulted in a dichotomy which restricts our ability to develop a well-founded

perspective on the subject matter. Much administrative leadership theory is held

captive to the dichotomy of critical and routine administrative action. This

dichotomy underpins the commonly prescribed distinction between leaders versus

managers or other variations on this theme. Critical actions, with their inherent
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logic of determination, are said to be the exclusive domain of leaders. In contrast,

routine actions with their inherent logic of eßiciency are considered the province

of managers -- technocrats who lack foresight and ingenuity.

The critical/routine dichotomy has had a restrictive effect on theory development

in the tield. The dichotomy has prevented many theorists from seriously

considering other modes of administrative action which are neither critical nor

routine in the strictest sense, and yet vital to maintaining institutional integrity

over the stretch of time. We argue that another realm of administrative action

exists which is conceptualized as conserving administrative actions. Such actions

are analytically distinct from critical and routine actions. They include a

combination of ongoing and episodic acts which nurture, reinforce, and

strengthen value commitments that sustain an institution’s integrity. Conserving

administrative actions is the primary means by which the Administrative

Conservator preserves the integrity of governmental institutions.

A Dwerent Set of Lenses

The Administrative Conservator is now contrasted with a well known and highly

touted alternative model, the transformational leader. The conceptual inventory

of propositions which constitute prescriptive aspects of the Administrative

Conservatorship framework provides a basis for comparison. Once again, the
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functional areas of institutional mission and economy and values and support are

used to organize our discussion. The accompanying table repeats our

propositions under each of these headings.

Table 2.

Administrative Conservatorship Propositional Inventory

Mission:
•

M.1: The Administrative Conservator must know the boundaries of the institu-
tional mission and stay within them.•
M.2: The Administrative Conservator must adjust interpretations and applications
of the mission to changing circumstances but without undermining institutional
integrity.•
M.3: The Administrative Conservator must be prepared to shift the relative em-
phasis placed on different parts of the mission to correspond with changing pri-
orities.

Economy
•

E.1: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that operation of the insti-
tution’s economy conforms to instrumental standards of the relevant field.•
E.2: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that operation of the insti-
tution’s economy conforms to transcendent societal values.•
E.3: The Administrative Conservator must be prepared to update technologies of
the institution’s economy, but at the appropriate pace.

Values
•

V.1: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that members of the executive
cadre are and continue to be committed to core institutional values.•
V.2: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that the executive cadre’s
composition appropriately matches the values, technologies and circumstances
of the institution.

Support
•

S.1: The Administrative Conservator must sustain an adequate iiow of sufficient
benelits to those coopted in order to maintain their support .•
S.2: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that the institution maintains a
reputation for consistent compliance with standards used to measure the intrinsic
quality of its products or services.•
S.3: The Administrative Conservator must ensure that information prepared for
public consumption is accurate and meaningful.•
S.4: The Administrative Conservator must, on an ongoing basis, render sumcient,
but not excessive institutional benelits, services and favors to supporters.
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Institutional Mission and Economy

The Administrative Conservator engages in administrative action designed to

preserve value commitments underlying institutional functions and processes

broadly classified under the headings of mission and economy. Conserving

mission and economy is intricately related to the preservation of institutional

integrity and is, therefore, of utmost importance to the Administrative

Conservator. The mission is important since it determines the institution’s reason

for existence, which in turn is a manifestation of traditions that reflect the values,

dispositions and customs embodied in the Constitution. The mission specilies the

ends of institutional action.

The economy constitutes an institution’s production system. It is the means by

which the institutional mission is achieved. Conserving the economy ranks high

on the Administrative Conservator’s agenda because its performs a signiticant

role in sustaining institutional legitimacy. Institutional legitimacy is contingent,

in part, upon the perceived legitimacy of its method of operation.

Administrative actions implemented by the Administrative Conservator and

transformational leader differ with respect to institutional mission and economy.

Let us discuss these differences, beginning with the institutional mission.

Mission. As mentioned, the Administrative Conservator is involved in

administrative actions designed to conserve institutional mission. These actions

in a general sense include the interpretation, articulation, reinforcement as well
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as incremental adaptation of institutional mission. The mission of governmental

institutions is determined by mandating statutes, executive orders and judicial

decisions which delegate authority to the Administrative Conservator for the

administration of policy objectives. Authority, conceptualized as the "capacity

for reasoned elaboration," requires that the Administrative Conservator possess

knowledge, insight, and experience with respect to the institution’s reason for

existence. This reason for existence establishes the basis for what we call the zone

of mission indwerence, a specitication of boundaries of acceptable institution

action. The Administrative Conservator’s adherence to the zone of mission

indifference is vital to the preservation of institutional integrity.

The Administrative Conservator takes into consideration several important

factors to ensure that institutional activities remain within the zone of mission

indifference. First, he/she constantly monitors and evaluates existing and

proposed actions to ensure strict compliance with statutory and other legal

requirements. Second, the Administrative Conservator assesses and tests the

political environment to determine the acceptability of institutional actions.

Finally, the Administrative Conservator is acutely aware of the formal and

informal agreements made with the various actors who comprise the institution’s

salient publics.

In addition to considering the aforementioned factors, the Administrative

Conservator employs several internal and external strategies to ensure that
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institutional activities remain within the boundaries of the zone of mission

indifference. From an internal perspective, the Administrative Conservator uses

ongoing education as a means of socializing organizational members with respect

to acceptable institutional actions. This strategy is operationalized through

formal institutionalized training programs, apprenticeships, on-the-job

experience and observation as well as requiring candidates for promotion to

upper·level administration spend time working at the institution’s headquarters.

From an external perspective, the Administrative Conservator is actively involved

in ongoing communication with the institution’s salient publics. Communication

strategies are designed to enhance and reinforce the understanding of relevant

others as to the legitimacy of institutional activities. Communication strategies

consist of two types, consultation and institutional propaganda. Consultation

strategies involve information exchange between the Administrative Conservator

and others who have an interest in the institution’s activities. Institutional

propaganda entails the institutionalized dissemination of information in the form

of official reports. These reports are designed to inform as well as convince

relevant others that institutional activities are within the zone of mission

indifference.

The ongoing actions of the Administrative Conservator to ensure that

institutional activities stay within the boundaries of the zone of mission

indifference are of little value or interest to the transformational leader whose

shibboleth is radical change. Tichy and Devanna (1986:271), in describing
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‘
characteristics of several transformational leaders, say: "These leaders identify

themselves as change agents. Their professional and personal image was to make

a difference and transform the organization that they had assumed responsibility

for."

The transformational leader, commonly characterized as an entrepreneur and

innovator, is not concerned with adhering to the boundaries of the zone of

mission indifference. The transformational 1eader’s burning desire to redetine

and establish a new institutional mission leads one to this conclusion (Tichy and

Ulrich, 1984; Tichy and Devanna, 1986; Bennis and Nanus, 1985). The

institutional mission and the reasons upon which it is based are perceived

inadequate as well as a constraint to creating a "new" vision. Moreover, the

transformational leader operates under the assumption that significant changes

in institutional mission are necessary if he/she is to "make a difference" (Doig,

1988; Doig and Hargrove, 1987; Tichy and Ulrich, 1984; Bennis and Nanus,

1985).

The transformational leader, similar to the Administrative Conservator, makes

good use of education and communication strategies. However, there are

signiticant differences. The transformational leader uses education for the sole

purpose of socializing organizational members to the new ways of doing things.

Educational functions, processes and their underlying value commitments are

radically altered to encourage organizational members to abandon past

accomplishments and memories in favor of the new vision. In other words, the
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transformational leader is concerned with the re-education of organizational

members (Doig, 1988; Tichy and Devanna, 1986; Tichy and Ulrich, 1984).

With respect to the use of communication strategies, the transformational leader

is committed to convincing the institution’s salient publics that existing activities

are not well suited for the "new era" and therefore must be radically changed.

Consultation with actors inside and outside of the institution’s policy subsystem

is designed to build support and gain acquiescence for the new institutional

mission. Institutional propaganda is used as a means of reshaping the

perceptions of relevant others as to what constitutes legitimate activities given the

so-called new institutional realities. Information included in official reports

reflect an attempt to justify the need for radical changes in the institution’s

overall direction.

To reiterate, the Administrative Conservator, in contrast to the transformational

leader, is concerned with ensuring that institutional activities remain within the

zone of mission indifference. The "zone" specifies a range of acceptable

institutional actions. The Administrative Conservator, operating within the

boundaries of the zone of mission indifference, has a selection of alternatives

when making decisions regarding how to conserye institutional mission. An

important decision relates to the interpretation and application of institutional

mission to correspond with the evolution of values, dispositions and habits of our

constitutional order.
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The Administrative Conservator exercises discretion within the zone of mission

indifference to ensure that adjustments in mission interpretations comply with the

spirit and intent of the law. Proposed actions are examined in relation to

communal values which determine the institution’s reason for existence. This

ongoing examination ensures that adjustments in institutional mission do not

result in a violation of the critical point of mission dysfunction. The

Administrative Conservator seeks to minimize situations whereby the "capacity

for reasoned elaboration" becomes straincd because institutional activities cease

to make sense in the eyes of organizational members and others. The

Administrative Conservator is fully aware of the need not to strain the capacity

for reasoned elaboration. He/she understands that exceeding the critical point

of mission dysfunction can lead to increased surveillance of institutional activities

and the loss of administrative discretion.

Comparing this stance with that of the transformational leader, we have already

said that he/she views the institutional mission and its inherent reasons as

inappropriate for the new era. The transformational leader is not interested in

adjusting the interpretations of the institutional mission. In fact, such

adjustments are considered a waste of time and effort. Incremental adjustments

in mission interpretations and applications are seen as "conservative" acts which

merely allow the institution to continue traveling down traditional paths (Tichy

and Ulrich, 1984; Zaleznik, 1977). What the institution really needs is a radical

redetinition of the mission based upon a new set of reasons and related values.
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The transformational leader is indifferent to the critical point of mission

dysfunction. Administrative actions are consciously designed to deviate from the

institution’s reasons for existence. After all, the reasons given for the institution’s

existence are no longer valid since they are "out-of·date” and inconsistent with the

values of a modem society undergoing rapid change.

Finally, the Administrative Conservator and transformational leader have

diametrically opposing views on the complex nature of institutional mission. The

Administrative Conservator views the complex and multifaceted nature of

institutional mission as an asset which broadens opportunities for the exercise of

strategic discretion. The Administrative Conservator considers discretion

essential as it enhances the institution’s responsiveness to the "constitutional

masters" and the citizenry (Rohr, 1986). As means of being responsive, the

Administrative Conservator exercises strategic discretion to shift the relative

emphasis placed on different parts of the mission to correspond with changing

priorities. V

The transformational leader, by Contrast, views the multifaceted and complex

nature of institutional mission as a serious problem. The multiplicity, diversity,

and conflicting policy objectives inherent in the mission of governmental

institutions is a constraint which makes administration of such institutions more

difficult (Kaufman, 1981). The transformational leader feels trapped by these

constraints because they hamper efforts to "make thing happen.” The

transformational leader does not see the value in using strategic discretion to shift
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the relative emphasis placed on different parts of the mission to correspond with

changing institutional priorities. Once again, such actions are ill conceived

because the issue is not shifting the relative emphasis, but redefining the

institutional mission in light of changing circumstances.

Economy. Also the Administrative Conservator and transformational leader

differ in their treatment of the institutional economy. The manner in which

processes of production are combined to produce desired goods and services

closely occupies the attention of the Administrative Conservator. I—Ie/she

monitors, updates, and incrementally adapts the institutional economy to ensure

conformance with larger societal values; this is a requirement for sustaining

institutional legitimacy and thereby integrity.

Institutional means must be perceived as legitimate in a larger societal context.

The perceived legitimacy of an institution’s method of operation has a direct

influence on its overall legitimacy. An institution is considered legitimate when

congruence is achieved between ”social values associated or implied in its

activities and the norms of acceptable behaviors in the larger system of which it

is a part" (Dowling and Pfeffer, 1978:122). This argument is guided by the theory

that institutions are embedded in an external environment which determines the

legitimacy of their activities (Meyer and Rowan, 1983, 1977). A shared

perspective exists in the external environment which is sustained by endorsed

rules. These rules embody highly prized social values which specify standards

governing the legitimacy of institutional methods and practices.
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Societal values consists of two analytically distinct types, instrumental and

inherent. Instrumental values suggests that something has or possesses value

(Friedrich, 1972). Instrumental values are embodied in standards which vary in

importance according to the institution’s field of action. Inherent values suggest

that something is a value (Friedrich, 1972). Inherent values represent the habits,

dispositions, and customs of our constitutional order. These values transcend all

fields of institutional action and are characterized as transcendent societal values.

The Administrative Conservator recognizes the importance of maintaining

congruence between an institution’s economy and highly prized social values

embodied in endorsed rules operating in the environment. Institutional

technologies are constantly monitored, adjusted, and "fine-tuned" to ensure that

they are in conformance with both instrumental standards and transcendent

societal values.

lt is true that the transformational leader understands the importance of

conforming the institutional economy to highly prized social values. However,

the transformational leader differs from the Administrative Conservator in that

attempts are made to alter radically endorsed rules in the institution’s

environment and their underlying values. This is certainly true if endorsed rules

constrain the transformational leader’s capacity to employ means essential to the

accomplishment of the new institutional vision.“ The transformational leader

“
This is not to imply that the Administrative Conservator is passive in interactions with the external
environment. My point is that the transformational leader considers radical alterations in the institution’s
environment as a standard mode of operation.
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actively engages in administrative action intended to shape, manipulate and

establish new endorsed rules in the external environment. Two different

strategies are used for such purposes. First, the transformational leader attempts

to coerce subordinate organizations to comply with desired programs, policies and

procedures. Second, the transformational leader seeks to "build their goals and

procedures directly into society" as endorsed rules (Meyer and Rowan, 1983:29).**

The maintenance of congruence between the economy and societal values also

requires that the Administrative Conservator prepare to update institutional

means through the adoption of innovations. The Administrative Conservator is

mindful of the need to adopt innovations in a timely manner. I-Ie/she seeks to

minimize the premature adoption of innovations which may restrict future course

of action as well as avoid the stigma of being labeled a "laggard."
n

The Administrative Conservator, on an ongoing basis, monitors and analyzes

activities occurring in the institution’s environment to detect major events and

emerging trends which may require the updating of technologies. At the same

time, the Administrative Conservator cultivates and maintains external political

support to ensure the availability of financial resources to secure innovations

should the need arises. The Administrative Conservator is an example of what

Peter Drucker (1985:139) refers to as the "conservative innovator.”"‘*

“
These strategies are derived from Meyer and Rowan's (1983) discussion of institutionalized environmems.
These authors suggest t.hat powerful organizations employ both strategies cited here. 1 have taken the
liberty of attributing such strategies to the transformational leader since they are consistent with actions
advocated by many theorists.

**6 Drucker argues that most, if not all, successful innovators are conservative in that they are not
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‘ By contrast, the transformational leader views the "bold adoption” of technical

innovations as the norm and instrumental to achieving the new institutional

mission (Zaleznik, 1983:33). New methods of coordinating technology, capital

and people are adopted as a means of revamping the institutional economy

(Tichy and Ulrich, 1984; Tichy and Devanna, 1986). The transformational

leader in pursuit of the new institutional vision is incurious about the premature

adoption of innovations. The risks associated with innovations, regardless of

their long-term consequences, are worthwhile when contrasted with the tried and

proven or traditional ways of doing things. It goes without saying that the

transformational leader gives little thought to the possibility of being labeled a

"laggard."

We conclude that the Administrative Conservator and transformational leader

differ with respect to their treatment of the institutional mission and economy.

The Conservator engages in administrative actions which conserve functions,

processes and value commitments related to institutional mission and economy.

The transformational leader see little value in conserving the established

institutional mission and economy since they are in need of major alterations.

Administrative action is taken to "de-rail" the institution as a means of preventing

further movement "along historical tracks" (Tichy and Ulrich, 1984:59). Actions

of this sort are necessary if the institution is to "head down new tracks" (Tichy

and Ulrich, 1984:59) leading to future growth and prosperity.

¤e1eer criticizes what he call the "pop—psychology' and ’hollywood" image erhmevarere
advocated by many organization theorists. See Chapter 11 (especially pages 139-140) of his work
Innovation and Entrepreneurship (1985) for a discussion of this point.
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Institutional Values and Support

The preservation of institutional integrity requires that the Administrative

1 Conservator take action to conserve institutional values and support. Institutional

values must be protected from serious corruption because they reflect larger

societal values and constitute the normative tissue which holds the institution

together. Conserving the support of internal and external coalitions is also of

utmost importance to the Administrative Conservator because such support is

vital to preserving institutional integrity. The Administrative Conservator and

transformational leader differ fundamentally in actions executed within the

functional areas of institutional values and support. These differences are now

examined. Institutional values are addressed first.

Values. The Administrative Conservator is involved in administrative actions

which presewe, promote and transmit institutional values that are strongly held

and widely shared. To conserve core institutional values, the Administrative

Conservator devotes special attention to the maintenance of a viable executive

cadre. The executive cadre performs a crucial role in preserving institutional

values because its members are in the words of Selznick (1957), the "custodians

of po1icy."

The maintenance of a viable executive cadre requires that the Administrative

Conservator ensure that its members remain committed to core institutional

values. The Administrative Conservator maintains commitment among members
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of the executive cadre by providing ongoing opportunities for participation in the

decision-making process. He/she also seeks to minimize dissension within the

executive cadre by discouraging unhealthy competition as well as preventing

polarization on important issues. In addition, the Administrative Conservator

attempts to achieve high levels of consistency in the articulation of policy

direction by establishing clear expectations.

The transformational leader is quite different. He or she is an

”anti-traditionalist” as demonstrated by a blatant disregard for sacred

institutional values and traditions which have endured over time. The

institution’s established value system transmitted from one generation to another

is viewed with disdain and suspicion. Tichy and Ulrich (1984:67) express such

sentiments when they advocate the creation of new institutional values:

The transformational leader needs to articulate new values and norms and then use multiple change

levers ranging from role modeling, symbolic acts, creation of rituals, and revamping human resource

systems and management processes to support new cultural messages [emphasis added].

While transformation leaders exhibit a lack of respect for established institutional

values, they do acknowledge the power of traditions which have persisted over

time. Such power is derived from a positive or conscious commitment among

institutional members, especially the executive cadre, to established values and

traditions (Wilkins and Dyer, 1988; Schein, 1985; Dyer, 1985; Wilkins, 1983;

Salancik, 1977; Nystrom and Starbuck, 1984). The transformational-leader

perceives the institution’s established value system as a formidable foe which

challenges the creation and institutionalization of new values and traditions. As
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a result, action is taken to persuade members of the executive cadre to

disassociate themselves with established values and norms and reformulate their

self conception in terms of the new value system (Kanter, 1968). As noted by

Tichy and Ulrich (1984:65), "individuals must disengage, disidentify, disenchant,

and disorient with past practices and discover in new organizations a new sense

of worth or value."

The maintenance of a viable executive cadre also requires that the group is

appropriately composed in terms of skills and perspectives. The suitability of the

cadre’s demographic composition as reflected by the commonality and

complementary of skills, attitudes and behaviors, strengthens the group capacity

to protect core values. This assertion is based upon the premise that common

demographic characteristics cultivate particular habits and attitudes which are

necessary for achieving social integration, cohesion and thereby cooperation. The

Administrative conservator constantly monitors and adjusts the cadre’s

demographic composition to ensure that it is well-suited to preserve institutional

integrity. In doing so, he/she ensures that the cadre’s composition "matches"

institutional functions and values; its dominant technological core; its stage of

historical development and the appropriate level of administrative action.

The transformational leader, as to be expected, attempts to alter institutional

functions, processes and underlying value commitments which determine the

executive cadre’s demographic composition. Institutional functions and processes

relating to cadre recruitment, selection, promotion, and socialization are the
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target of radical change strategies (Doig, 1988; Doig and Hargrove, 1987; Tichy

and Ulrich, 1984; Tichy and Devanna, 1986). The "revamping of human

resource systems" (Tichy and Ulrich, 1984:67) is an integral component of the

transformational leader’s institutional change strategy.

The preceding discussion suggests that both the Administrative Conservator and

transformational leader have a vested interest in ensuring that the executive cadre

effectively perform their value protection role. The Administrative Conservator

seek to strengthen the executive cadre’s capacity to protect established values and

traditions from serious corruption. Administrative actions focus on sustaining

commitment among members of the executive cadre to core institutional values

as well as ensuring that the group’s demographic composition is well suited for

the task at hand. In contrast, the transformational leader is preoccupied with

building commitment among members of the executive cadre to new institutional

values and traditions. Massive alterations are made in institutional functions,

processes and value commitments in order to change the cadre’s demographic

composition. Changes are instituted to strengthen the cadre’s capacity to protect

new institutional values which are "tenuous and insecure" (Selznick, 1957).

Support. The Administrative Conservator and transformational leader have

different purposes in mind for building and sustaining institutional support. The

Administrative Conservator engages in activities designed to preserve both

internal and external support for institutional aims and values which are based

upon reasons grounded in the habits, dispositions and customs of the community.

To preserve internal support, the Administrative Conservator pays close attention
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to sustaining commitment among internal interest groups to core institutional

values. Internal interest groups are perceived as a force which can advance or

undermine institutional aims and values. With this in mind, the Administrative

Conservator seeks to "bind parochial group egotism to larger loyalties and

aspirations" (Selznick, 1957:93-4).

The Administrative Conservator employs a multitude of strategies to sustain

commitment among internal interest groups. A commonly used strategy is

cooptation. Cooptation refers to "the process of absorbing new elements into the

leadership or policy determining structure as a means of averting threats to its

stability and existence” (Selznick, 1948:34). The Administrative Conservator

ensures that the intended consequences of cooptation (internal security, stability,

and broad administrative discretion) are sustained over the stretch of time.

Agreements made with coopted groups in exchange for internal security and

stability are honored. The Administrative Conservator ensures that coopted

groups perceive (real or imagined) that they are periodic recipients of benefits

allocated through the decision-making structure. This is accomplished in part,

by "keeping score" on who is receiving what sort of benefits in relations to

institutional circumstances. The Administrative Conservator also exercises

control over the decision·making process to prevent or minimize inequities in the

allocation of benefits to those coopted.

Certainly the transformational leader uses cooptation to build commitment

among internal interest groups to the new institutional vision. But, previous
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agreements made with coopted groups in exchange for internal security and

stability are honored only if such groups "accept and work toward achieving the

new vision" (Tichy and Ulrich, 1984:59). Also, the transformational leader tends

to coopt different groups as a means of establishing a new-guard coalition. The

old-guard coalition is excommunicated from the decision-making structure when

it demonstrates a lack support for drastic changes in institutional direction

(Schein, 1985; Tichy and Devanna, 1986).

The transformational leader also ”keeps score" on who is receiving what type of

benefits flowing from the decision-making structure. This information is used as

a basis for reallocating institutional benefits such as money, power, status to

coopted groups in exchange for support of the new institutional vision (Tichy and

Ulrich, 1984). The transformational leader only wants to ensure that newßz,

coopted groups receive an adequate share of benefits flowing from the

decision-making structure.

The maintenance of external support for institutional activities is another area

which differentiates the Administrative Conservator from the transformational

leader. We said in Chapter 1V that the Administrative Conservator preserves

external support by maintaining the institution’s favorable public image and

sustaining strength with salient publics. The Administrative Conservator is

actively involved in activities which preserve the institution’s favorable public

image. The maintenance of a predominately favorable public image receives

constant attention from the Administrative Conservator because such an image
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‘ translates into ”prestige" (Perrow, 1961). Institutional prestige may be used for

acquiring power needed to control dependencies in the external environment

(Perrow, 1961; Thompson, 1967). This allows the institution to obtain the

resources from the external environment that are vital for preserving institutional

integrity. The institution’s capacity to acquire needed resources on an ongoing

basis is a measure of external support (Perrow, 1961; Thompson, 1967; Easton,

1965).

The Administrative Conservator employs two strategies which are useful for

preserving the institution’s favorable public image. One strategy is to ensure that

the institution maintains a reputatiorz for consistent compliance with standards

used to measure the intrinsic quality of its product or services. This strategy is

more effective over the stretch of time than merely "marketing” characteristics of

the institution which have little to do with its product or services such as

associating institutional activities with "va1ue-laden" symbols (Perrow, 1961).

The second strategy relates to the use of indirect indexes of quality included in

official documents prepared for public consumption. Indirect indexes are used

to publicize characteristics of the institution which convey the image of quality.

For example, we noted in our discussion of the U.S. Marshals Service that the

"number of weapons confiscated from individual prior to entering federal

courthouses" is used as an indirect index to publicize the quality of the agency’s

court security program. The Administrative Conservator constantly monitors

and inspects official documents prepared for public consumption to ensure that
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indirect indexes of quality are meaningful and accurate. This action is taken to

minimize the gap between information conveyed in official documents and actual

institutional practices. The Administrative Conservator is conscious of the fact

that substantial deviations in what in presented in official documents and actual

day-to—day activities can result in a credibility gap, thus undermining public trust

and confidence in the institution.

The transformational leader is disinterested in preserving the institution’s existing

public image, regardless of whether it is favorable or not, because it is based upon

the performance of functions in need of drastic modification. instead, he/she is

more concerned with changing the manner in which the institution is perceived

by salient publics. lf by chance the institution does have a predominately

favorable public image and thus, prestige, the transformational leader uses the

resulting power to create a different image consistent with the new vision.

As we said earlier, the transformational leader strives to make major

modifications in the institutional economy. In doing so, new methods are

instituted which invariably require the application of different standards to

measure the intrinsic quality of the institution’s product or service. The

transformational leader seeks to build a reputation for consistent compliance with

new or different standards which measure the intrinsic quality of of an

institution’s product or services. Since the establishment of a "good" reputations

takes time, the transformational leader’s urgent need to change the institution’s

public image may contribute to an overemphasis on characteristics which simply
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"market" the institution." A preoccupation with publicizing extrinsic

characteristics of the institution may result in the diversion of resources needed

to maintain the intrinsic quality of products and services (Perrow, 1961).

Finally, the transformational leader actively modifies or replaces indirect indexes

of quality included in official documents for public consumption. He/she is also

mindful of the adverse consequences which accompany the discovery of gross

inaccuracies in official documents. Circumstances of this nature will undoubtedly

undermine efforts to successfully complete the institutional transformational

process.

Both the Administrative Conservator and transformational leader recognize that

the development and/or maintenance of a favorable public image is not enough

to sustain support over the stretch of time. The cultivation and maintenance of

strength with salient publics must receive attention as well. Strategies employed

by the Administrative Conservator and transformational leader are, on the

surface, essentially the same. However, the values underpinning such strategies

are quite different. As mentioned, actions of the Administrative Conservator are

governed by the value preservation while those of the transformational leader are

grounded in the value radical change. These opposing values are reflected in

actions initiated to sustain strength with the institution’s salient publics.

"' The actions of Lee Iacocca, Chairman, Chrysler Corporation and who Tichy and Ulrich (184:59) refer
to as 'one of the most dramatic examples of transformational leadership' illustrates the point advanced
here. Iacocca appeared in numerous Chrysler advertisements which associated the company’s activities
with U.S patriotic symbols and slogans such as "America is Back and so is the New Chrysler Corporation'
and "We can be proud once again of the label which says Made in the U.S.A.'
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The Administrative Conservator cultivates and maintains supportive

relationships among an alliance of external supporters to preserve institutional

integrity. A strong alliance of external supporters is maintained by providing

inducements and related rewards in exchange for support. The Administrative

Conservator dispenses sufticient, but not excessive institutional services, benetits

and services. These inducements and related rewards include, but are not limited

to the sharing of institutional expertise and/or resources; giving public credit and

recognition as means of generating positive publicity for supporters; and publicly

endorsing supporters activities through direct and indirect expressions of

approval.

The transformational leader, however, seeks to "deve1op and nourish external

constituencies to support the new goals of the organization generally, while

neutralizing opposition" (Doig, 1988:19). The transformational leader, guided by

the core value radical change, is interested in realigning previous commitments

made in exchange for support as a means of instituting new modes of operation.

Previous commitments made with external supporters are evaluated in terms of

their relevance to advancing the major changes in institutional mission.

The transformational leader is vulnerable to excesses of opporturzism because of

the zeal to build external support for new institutional activities in a relatively

short period of time. The term "opportunism" as applied in this context refers to

the "pursuit of immediate, short-run advantages in a way inadequately controlled

by consideration of principle and ultimate consequences" (Selznick, 1957:143).
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This opportunism is best reflected by actions which "exploit other groups for

immediate, short-run advantage" (Selznick, 1957:146).

In summary, the Administrative Conservator and transformational leader differ

in how they deal with institutional values and support. The Administrative

Conservator is ever concerned about the long·term consequences of

administrative actions on the preservation of institutional integrity.

Administrative action is taken to maintain a viable executive cadre and sustain

support among internal interest groups. The Administrative Conservator also

engages in actions to maintain strength with the institution’s salient publics by

providing inducements and related rewards in exchange for support.

The transformational leader, guided by the core value radical change, is

determined to alter institutional values in ways deemed profound and significant.

Institutional values are discarded for a new set of values which are consistent

with the new vision. In an effort to build internal and external support, the

transformational leader modities previous agreements made with supporters.

New agreements are made which generate support for the new institutional

vision.

We now bring this discussion to close. As we have argued, actions of the

Administrative Conservator are distinctively different from the those of the

widely acclaimed transformational leader. The accompanying table summarizes

these differences.
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Table 3.

A Comparison of Administrative Conservator and Transformation Leader

Adrnlnlstratlve Conservator Transformatlonal Leader
Core Value: Preservatlon Core Value: Radical Change

Mission Mlsslon
•

Ensures that lnstltutlonal
•

Attempts to redeflne the
actlvltles adhere to the zone of mlsslon lndlfference
zone of mlsslon lndlfference •

Percelves the multlfaceted•
Percelves the multlfaceted and complex nature of
and complex nature of mlsslon mlsslon as problem.
as an asset.

Economy Economy
•

Malntalns conformlty of
•

Seeks to shape, manlpulate
lnstltutlonal technologies and alter endorsed rules
wlth endorsed rules embodled embodled In Instrumental
In Instrumental standards standards and transcendent
and transcendent socletal socletal values.
values. •

Revamps Institutional•
Updates lnstltutlonal technologies through
technologies through con- aggressive adoption of
servatlve adoption of Innovations.
Innovations.

Values Values
•

Malntalns commltment among
•

Encourages executlve
executlve cadre to cadre to dlsassociate wlth
established core lnstltutlonal established values and to
values. embrace new value system.

•
Ensures that executlve

•
Seeks to radlcally alter „

cadre’s demographlc composltlon executlve cadre’s compo-
matches lnstltutlonal values, sltlon to match new
core technology and lnstltutlonal values, core
clrcumstances. technology and

clrcumstanccs.

Support Support
•

Honors agreements wlth
•

Honors agreements wlth
coopted group by ensuring coopted groups lf such
adequate flow of lnstltutlonal groups accept new vlslon.
'goodlesf Coopts different groups to

establlsh new guard•
Preserves external support coalltlon.
by malntalnlng lavorable

•
Seeks to alter the

public Image and sustainlng lnstItution’s public Image.
strength wlth salient publlcs. Builds/reallgns external

support for new Image.
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t Leadership In The Administrative State

The theory of Administrative Conservatorship outlined in this essay provides a

different set of lenses from which to observe and evaluate leadership in the

administrative state. Our theory provides an alternative framework for

interpreting the role of public administrators in the governance process.

We have argued, contrary to views held by contemporary organization theorists,

that leadership effectiveness should not be determined solely by the successful

transformation of governmental institutions. We must not subject our valuable

institutions to what Edmund Burke (1790) calls the "mercy of untried

speculations.” The concepts of leadership and radical change are not inextricably

bound as many theorists seem to suggest. The prevailing view that leaders of

governmental institutions must create something new and impose their will on the

world in order to make a difference is a myth (Kaufman, 1981), a reflection of

"poetical exaggerations" better suited for legends and songs (Friedrich, 1961).

Public administrators are not obliged to accept the challenge of fultilling

unrealistic role expectations which require they become a ”cross between

Superman and the Knights of the Round Table" (Drucker, 1985:139). lndeed,

the romanticized view of leadership provides a set of lenses which obscure our

vision and distort reality, What is needed instead is a set of lenses that enable

us better to appraise and prescribe for leadership in the administrative state.
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‘
The set of lenses of which we speak provide vivid images of leadership based

upon authority -· authority conceived as the "capacity for reasoned elaboration"

grounded in the values of our constitutional order; images of public

administrators faithfully fulfilling their oath to uphold the Constitution; images

of public administrators leading in the same vein advocated by Aristotle and

Plato as they seek to maintain stability of polis; images of public administrators

providing leadership which must be carried on under conditions which lack

danger and excitement (Barnard, 1948).

The theory of Administrative Conservatorship proposed here is not a "risk-free"

enterprise because the preservation of governmental institutions and our

constitutional processes is tilled with risk. Nor is it leadership guided by the fear

of change and innovation as Selznick (1957:149) informs us when he says: " To

the essentially corzservative posture of the responsible leader, we must add a

concern for change and reconstruction" [emphasis added]. Rather,

Administrative Conservatorship is vigorous leadership. Administrative

Conservatorship is statesmanship guided by a moral commitment to preserve the

"constitutional balance of power in support of individual rights" (Rohr, 1986).

Public administrators are protectors of our Republic and democratic way of life.

They are Administrative Conservators, a distinction worthy of honor and respect.
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